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INTRODUCTION.

The want of oriental characters in any or all

of my projected publications, will, no doubt,

revive tlie clamour of inconsiderate people, in

spite of the arguments I may produce on that

head ; and the learned reader will, I suspect, be

surprised now to meet with oriental composi-

tion in the roman character, unless he dispas-

sionately considers my reasons for still persist-

ing in that practice. Independent of the accu-

racy of pronunciation, and the competent idea

of the inflexion and concord of words, which

this plan affords to the learner of hindoostanee,

people forget, that the whole is a mere exten-

sion of the alphabetical principles, on which

any foreign language is necessarily represented

by our own letters individually to us at first, as

the learners of such a tongue. If these princi-

ples be just originally, the superstructure upon

them cannot be wrong, however requisite it may

afterwards be to exhibit and read languages

under their own appropriate symbols. Men
who neglect system in these matters, at their

b



11 INTRODUCTION.

outset, and, in the true spirit of perverseness,

affect to despise it ever after, aiford very suffi-

cient proofs of its value, by the inconsistent

and ever varying modes they naturally follow,

when forced, which must often be the case, to

express oriental vocables in the roman charac-

ter to their readers. If the mere view of a

strange character could alone convey its power

to the reader's mind, and thereby, as a visible

sound, confer the faculty of just pronunciation

on his organs of speech, the common inconsi-

derate outcry against my hindee-roman system

would be well founded ; and, indeed, as it for-

merly stood, I must allow that one grand objec-

tion was properly started, viz. that my scholars

sometimes might have been taught to speak

accurately, without a previous regard to their

future proficiency in oriental spelling. The

orthoepigraphical plan now followed obviates

every thing of that nature, and rather paves the

way for, than obstructs the acquisition of the

oriental alphabets, as they become progressively

requisite to the student, with the advantage of

reconciling his mind gradually to all the difficul-

ties he must afterwards encounter as an eastern

scholar, which is an object, to most juvenile

minds, of no small importance.

If the ingenuity of man had hitherto produced
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literal symbols with intuitive visible sounds,

the common outcry against my present system

would certainly prove wTell founded ; but until

the power of the persian letters and short vowel

points named kaf, zubur, re, dal, zubur, noon,

can be illustrated to us otherwise than by our

well known roman characters k, u, r, d, u, n,

when learning that alphabet, I must persist in my

own scheme. These letters, combined agree-

ably to their ordinary powers in our language,

form the word kurdun, as distinctly as the cor-

responding oriental symbols can possibly do,

for even they will be pronounced kerden or kur-

dun by people from different countries, conform-

ably to the sounds which the zubur or diacriti-

cal mark ' u, is supposed d priori to possess.

This observation holds good throughout the

whole of the eastern tongues, winch, like the

german, greek, or any other language, may
easily be represented in our own roman charac-

ters, modified to comprise every possible sound.

In this way the scholar has not, at starting, too

many obstacles to encounter, and I am clear for

smoothing the path to useful knowledge, so

that out of fifty who pursue it, forty of them at

least may be encouraged to obtain a reasonable

though proportionate share, instead of leaving

that number perfectly ignorant, while ten clever

b 2
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lads only, by dint of genius and application

combined, leave their less acute fellow-students

in the lurch for ever.

Were the hindoostanee a matter of little mo-

ment to the great majority of our youth who

proceed to India ; were it merely an ornamental

or recondite part of their education, it would

be of much less consequence to the nation whe-

ther forty, or ten of fifty, ever acquired it flu-

ently or not; but being an object of vital im-

portance, it certainty becomes worthy of our

serious regard, that ten only of fifty shall fail

in making due progress, which, with all the

facilities 1 have given the learner, must, from

this proportion of idlers and dunces in every

seminary, still be the case. The grand point is,

by some scheme or other, to render the study of

the most necessary oriental tongues easy at first,

that every learner, if possible, may acquire

some taste for, and knowledge of their rudi-

ments, to prepare him for proceeding with ala-

crity in his future career, instead of being ha-

rassed and disgusted at the outset with a strange

tongue, and a still stranger character, at the

same time. Were we to learn the french

through the medium of the greek or hebrew

characters, or a new alphabet still more diffi-

cult than either, I have little hesitation in say-
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ing, that for every thirty tolerable linguists to

be found among us in this language we would

not have ten, and the same effects will be pro-

duced by similar causes in the acquisition of

any other, more especially in a country like

India, where every thing conspires to enervate

the body and mind of most students, who have

not previously, during the passage or at home,

acquired a relish at least for the vernacular

speech of the people among whom they are

destined for many years to sojourn. That the

real pronunciation and inflexions of words, with

the general construction of the hindoostanee,

are most obvious in the roman character to

learners, there can be no doubt, nor is there

any thing to prevent them from afterwards

making theirselves masters of whatever charac-

ter they find most essential in the prosecution

of oriental studies ; why then should this pre-

vious literal acquisition be deemed a sine qua

non to thousands, who may never feel the want

of hieroglyphical letters at best, but from the

absence of an intelligible tongue, may run the

risk occasionally of losing their own heads, and

injuring irremediably the dearest interests of

their countrymen. ( fl )

(a) A reference to pages 49, 50, will no doubt carry conviction on

this topic to the mind of every man, whose eyes ai
-e not wilfully shut

against the light of reason, but magna est Veritas el prevalebit.
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Many people are so averse to every thing in

the shape of a preface, that they neither will

read a short one, nor can they imagine a long

introduction of any kind at all necessary. With

all due deference to such gentlemen, I cannot

help thinking that, without such aid, the hin-

doostanee would sometimes run the risk of

being talked out of countenance by a majority

in most companies, where a small minority in-

deed are left to defend me and my doctrines,

often so lamely, however, that their attempts

do me more harm than good, It is with the

view of obviating and counteracting the baneful

effects of such a contingency, that I frequently

become so circumstantial in this preliminary

portion of my books, which may be deemed my
own advance guard, as well as the sword and

buckler of my defenders, or heavy dragoons

properly furnished with arms for the combat. If

they neglect to cull them from my writings, or

use them injudiciously against those light horse-

men, who generally brandish their weapons on

the mere surface of things, it would be unge-

nerous to blame me ; and if these blunderbuss

shooters get wounded during such a skirmish,

while I am doing all in my power to prepare

them for the contest, with every goliah even,

on the fields of eastern lore, there is no other

alternative left, except patience and perseve-
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ranee in coming armed cap-a-pie to the next

rencounter, as a pupil or follower of mine, zea-

lous in the defence of a good cause, and his

own honest fame as a hindoostanee scholar.

I have long had reason to believe, that if the

hindoostanee had been sufficiently understood

at Vellore by the european officers, the dreadful

mutiny there would have been prevented from

taking place ; for, alas 1 when too late, it is

now perfectly ascertained to have been current-

ly spoken of in the bazar, among all descrip-

tions of people, who then might, without the

least risk of detection, have said any thing they

chose in hindoostanee, which is the current lan-

guage there. Had the sipahee, who first inti-

mated the existence of the conspiracy, been at

once properly understood, no mischief whatever

could have ensued, but the person who heard

him having referred for an explanation to a

native officer, interested in concealing the in-

telligence, the informer was considered and

treated as a lunatic, though afterwards the Ma-

dras government, on due investigation, settled

a pension upon him for his good intentions,

which were unfortunately misconceived and

misconstrued until it was too late.

Every well-wisher to the real interests of his

country must cherish the hope now, that the
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Madras government, though last, will not prove

least attentive to encourage and promote, by a

liberal policy, the general cultivation and study

of the hindoostanee language, along with such

local dialects there as may be deemed requisite

for their civil and military servants of every

description at that presidency ; for it must be

admitted, on all hands, that classic erudition or

political economy and tactics, as arts or sciences,

without the command of vernacular speech, will

often cut as poor a figure, on the plains of hin-

doostan, as the divinity of the most learned

english bishops would do in a pulpit, among

the highlands of Scotland, where the gaelic alone

is known.

Were the gentlemen cadets on that establish-

ment, as at Bengal, incited by honourable and

substantial rewards for good conduct and great

proficiency, during the period of their proba-

tionary studies, the beneficial effects of such li-

berality would soon be visible in every regiment,

where the adjutants were formerly supposed to

be tolerable linguists, without, however, enjoy-

ing any other advantage on that score than the

mere staff appointment. On the arrival of ca-

dets from england, they might be examined on

their proficiency as military men and hindoo-

stanee scholars, by having prosecuted their stu-
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dies during the passage to India ; and to those

who had made a proper use of their valuable

time, besides an appropriate appointment, some

premium might be awarded, which would help

them to bear the future burden of paying their

own moonshees, who constitute a large class of

men, very worthy at least of this countenance

from government. True patriots have too often

to lament, that when great men, in high official

situations, are neither good nor intelligent their-

selves, and unfortunately have few or none

around them of that exalted description, the

most useful institutions are allowed to languish

in their birth, from a want of a generous and

discriminating policy, which cannot again be

the case in British India, so long as a Hastings,

a Munro, and an Elphinstone continue at the

helm of the several presidencies of that inva-

luable empire, to cherish and promote native

and european talents and integrity in every de-

partment of the service.

In consequence of several recent promotions

in the eastern hemisphere, the youth destined

for employment there will naturally be taught,

that liberal patronage will as certainly produce

extraordinary merit as a substance does a sha-

dow, or vice versa, and the public may hence-

forth anticipate a corresponding result from the

c
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universal cultivation of the hindoostanee tongue,

and all the other dialects of the Indian penin-

sula.

While writing the above paragraph, I per-

ceive, from a letter just published in the Morn-

ing Post, that no officer in future, however great

his interest may be, shall be qualified to hold

any staff or other appointment in British India,

unless conversant with the hindoostanee or the

military language, and the one which is most

prevalent over the whole of Hindoostan ; where,

for colloquial purposes, the persian is compara-

tively unknown.

This introduction, in the preceding and sub-

sequent pages, becomes so requisite for every

learner, that I flatter myself no one will expect

adequate advantage from these sheets who does

not study the whole of it with particular atten-

tion. In short, it would be as unreasonable to

expect benefit from such a work as this, without

a previous and diligent perusal, as it would be

in a person, whose sight was defective, believ-

ing he might see clearly by carrying a pair of

spectacles in his pocket, or clapping them on

his ears instead of his nose
;
yet there are peo-

ple who will blame me and all my productions,

merely because they are not to be learned with-

out being adequately encouraged to produce a
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due portion of mental labour and capacity, as

if I could pour productive intelligence into the

noddles of triflers, with all the ease and effect

evident in making tea by the process of mixture

and infusion in mere passive vessels. When a

youth so far resembles such instruments, that

he employs no other exertion of mind or body

than barely to read in, or attend a public class

for an hour or two every day, his progress will

prove truly discouraging ; nor can he possibly

thus reap a better harvest in the fields of orien-

tal learning, than the lazy farmer will, wTho sows

in lands badly cultivated, and leaves the seed

to bring forth corn without pains, previous exa-

mination, or expense, bestowed upon the cul-

ture of the ground so occupied. The one may

blame the soil, and the other the subject, in all

probability, with equal justice.

Were those who are to sojourn in India fully

aware of the many evils which result from a

very imperfect knowledge or absolute ignorance

of the hindoostanee, we would soon perceive an

immense number of students in this most useful

speech, even in the metropolis of the british

empire. Some men most absurdly conceive,

that as the Calcutta bungalees generally can

chatter a barbarous species of english, there is

no necessity for a european learning the most

c 2
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prevalent of ail the country languages, provided

he has a smattering of the persian tongue only.

No mistake can be more fatal than this, because

affairs of the utmost moment to the parties con-

cerned are thus entrusted to the accidental con-

ception of english by an apathetic native, who

too often pretends to know a whole sentence in

that language, when in reality he does not pro-

perly comprehend one word of it ; and our youth

in the east learn, when too late, that the per-

sian is to India, on the score of colloquial inter-

course, on a par merely with the french in these

realms ; a truth, however, which is on the point

henceforth of being completely understood,

from the land's end to Johny Groat's house.

Gentlemen who have important transactions to

manage with the Indians, through the medium

of europeans, ought to weigh this matter well,

before they employ any who have not at least

a competent acquaintance w.th hindoostaneev
as the natural medium for the attainment of the

rest, when these are found essential, otherwise

people must expect to meet with losses and

crosses of the worst kind, which local know-

ledge alone can obviate. That dangerous mis-

conceptions, under such circumstances, do not

more frequently happen to British Indians, must

rather be attributed to oiir^ ausoicious. fortune.
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than our good management; or to that conceal-

ment and silence, which frequently prevent all

disasters of this nature from ever coming fairly

before the public. The very discordant accounts,

by both ancient and modern travellers, relative

to India, may doubtless originate in their too

frequent ignorance of the languages current over

the countries through which they travel, as his-

torians or philosophers ; and to the confidence

they must, so situated, place in illiterate, stupid,

or designing interpreters.

So far from wishing to pamper and confirm

that mental torpor, to which our countrymen,

on their arrival in India, are but too prone, from

the enervating effects of a warm climate, and

the still more dangerous influence of example,

I have strained every nerve to obviate its bane-

ful effects, by endeavouring to teach every youth

there to think and act for himself, by providing

a true hindoostanee key to all the learning which

exists in that region, and with which the whole

of its literary stores may be opened ad libitum

and at leisure.

If a knowledge of the languages of europe

has ever been deemed requisite for an accom-

plished officer, how much more so will the camp

and general language of India be to every mili-

tarv man in that region, where he may lie-
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quently command bodies of sipahees, and al-

ways has to deal with the people at large, all

of whom will pay proportionate respect to the

person who speaks their vernacular speech, the

most or least like a gentleman among them. In

the cavalry corps, the privates consider them-

selves a species of equites, from their higher

birth and more polished manners than the in-

fantry, their language is, therefore, the court

and correct style of the hindoostanee, and a

british officer among them, who happens to be

a mere jargonist, must thereby be exposed,

more or less, to the contempt and ridicule of

the troopers under his authority, nor are those

in the foot regiments always exempt from si-

milar humiliations. This consideration itself

should prove an adequate stimulus to every

reflecting youth, who means to try his fortune

as a soldier in the east ; to say nothing of the

risk he constantly runs there of losing his life,

by some dangerous blunder or other, when on

emergencies giving directions or the word of

command to his men. In one of the wars with

Teepoo Sahib, on a very critical occasion, an

officer, in ordering his men to move a little to

the right, unfortunately said, huto ! instead of,

dubo! and the sipahees fell back in a manner

that must have exposed a whole army, and their
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distinguished leader, to inevitable destruction,

had not the mistake been immediately rectified,

before its ruinous effects became seriously per-

ceptible by that contagious communication,

which is often the bane of an Indian army.

A very respectable old officer thus wrote to a

young friend of mine, who reached Bengal as a

cadet, and was afterwards transferred to the

civil service :

—

" I advise your endeavouring to qualify your-

self for the native line of the service, by atten-

tion to the common language of the country, as

soon as possible. An officer going into a Sepoy

battalion, as of course will be your lot, perhaps

soon, without understanding the language, is

not only useless to the service, but makes a very

ridiculous figure : and I strongly recommend,

as an amusement in your leisure hours, the study

of the persian language

:

(b} you will have a

good deal of spare time upon your hands, and

you may be assured you cannot employ it in

any manner that is likely to be so profitable to

(b) This worthy man and his young friend are now no more ; they

both had, while living, my favourite notion of proceeding from the utile

to the dulce, in which last may be comprehended persian, arabic, sun-

skrit, with every other branch of local attainments, as each may become

in its turn a useful, lucrative, or pleasant pursuit to any sojourner in

the east.
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yourself: sooner or later the knowledge of it

always leads a man to some advantageous situa-

tion, and, at any rate, you will feel a satisfac-

tion in having qualified yourself, and put it in

the power of your friends to serve you, should

an opening present itself. You will pardon the

liberty I take in giving you these hints— I wrish

I had any thing better to give you."

A truly meritorious scholar of mine, who is

now high in the civil service at Bengal, arrived

during my residence there, after he had learned

the persian pretty well at home. At first, like

all persian students, he felt no inclination to

study the hindoostanee, and kept away from

my class accordingly, though his pronunciation,

as an orientalist, wTas very incorrect, and might

to this day have remained so, in spite of his

rapid advancement in both persic and arabic

lore, had he not met with a circumstance that

at once made him think and act boldly for him-

self. One day, our persian tyro was desired by

a constable, in the streets of Calcutta, to attend

as one of the jury at a coroner's inquest, then

sitting on the corpse of a person who had been

killed on the road by a carriage driving over

him. He obeyed the summons, but was sur-

prised to find that the witnesses spoke nothing

but hindoostanee or bungalee ; and his persian
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tongue proved of so little use, that it might as

well have been in his pocket as his head, for

not one of the party either spoke or understood

that language. This accident opened the young

man's eyes most effectually ; he very ingenu-

ously stated the case to me himself, and com-

menced the study of the hindoostanee forthwith.

His progress was rapid in it, and I have since

learned, with great pleasure, that he finds his

intercourse with the hindoostanees very much

facilitated, by the instructions he received from

me, in the popular language of the east, with-

out a real knowledge of which he would nowT be

often puzzled to transact business of the first

importance with those uneducated natives of

India who speak hindoostanee only. This gen-

tleman's case, and some others, have been pro-

duced by people who differ from me on this

head, to show that the arabic and persian lan-

guages ought to be acquired first, as a neces-

sary prelude to the hindoostanee j but the very

same effects would follow, were proficients in

the hindoostanee to prosecute the study of those

tongues; with this difference in their favour,

that in the mean time they could converse with

the natives on all subjects in their vernacular

speech, which alone is an object of much greater

consequence to nineteen of twenty who proceed

d
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to the East-Indies, than the most profound scho-

larship.

The ludicrous, dangerous, and obscene blun-

ders that must be daily committed, by bad and

careless pronouncers of the hindoostanee, was

certainly one of the principal reasons for its

being so long neglected and superseded by the

persian, in our diplomatic viva voce intercourse

with the Indian courts, where that language is

colloquially as much foreign as french is now at

St. James's ; and I will hazard the assertion,

that for one hindoostanee who thinks in persian,

there are millions to whom it is quite unknown.

During the first six months-' residence in India,

1 seldom found the attendance of a native teach-

er or mconshee upon a scholar produce much

benefit ; on the contrary, except in the mere

pronunciation of a few letters, such interference

generally caused a great deal of harm, till these

people were taught, at the Calcutta college, the

rules of their own language. To those readers

who will so far confide in my judgment, as to

follow my advice, I shall candidly impart it by

desiring them, during the above period of time

previous to their departure from home, and on

the outward voyage, to acquire, if possible, the

difficult sounds from some of their better-in-

formed european friends, and at the same time
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to make theirselves well versed in the contents,

and complete masters of every rule in the Mo-

nitor at least, before they sit regularly down

to study the language with any mconshee. In-

deed if they can prevail on theirselves to include

the second volume of that publication in this

counsel, they never will have cause to repent

such precaution, as it may save them much

disappointment, vexation, trouble, disgust, a

great deal of time, and even some cash, on the

score of native instructors, of whom not one in

a thousand formerly had sufficient ability and

sagacity combined to conduct the studies of a

student with propriety and effect in the hindoo-

stanee or any other oriental tongue. If the

assistance, however, of such men was in those

days in the beginning unavailing and torment-

ing, the aid of the vulgar among them, who

have a smattering of english, is still more per-

nicious and delusive ; every scholar, therefore,

who intends ultimately to make his self a profi-

cient in hindoostanee, will find it his interest in

many respects to believe, that I expect no ade-

quate advantages which can instigate me to

mislead and deceive him in any pursuit of this

kind, by communicating here my undisguised

sentiments of these people, on the present occa-

d 2
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sion, and by deprecating all such premature

and equivocal aid accordingly.

For those gentlemen who very properly may

desire both to read and write the oriental cha-

racters, a very little aid from a native khopsh-

nuwees, or writing-master, will soon make them

excellent penmen, provided they have fami-

liarized their eyes to the forms and peculiarities

of all the letters pending their hindoostanee

exercises, and before they reach that country,

where proper instructions, copies, paper, pens

and ink, can be easily procured.

The present performance being expressly in-

tended for'the two-fold purpose of teaching any

student to acquire an accurate idea of hindoo-

stanee pronunciation, by solitary study himself,

and of qualifying him also to instruct others,

during a passage of some months to India ; it

is my intention to be as explicit and intelligible

on this subject as the nature of the work will

admit. It becomes my particular duty to warn

the learner against the very common practice

of neglecting to read the preface ; because a

perusal of it alone can obviate some difficul-

ties, which may otherwise occur in these sheets,

and should be considered as the indispensable

preliminary step to a due knowledge of the
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nature, utility, application, and extent of their

contents. After this warning, the scholar who

shall despise it, must rather blame his ^e/^than

me, for the obstacles he may yet encounter in

the acquisition of a most useful tongue; which,

I am convinced may be attained with great

accuracy from a work like the present alone, if

due attention be given to the following rules or

first principles of hindoostanee pronunciation,

elucidated and explained by the roman letters,

so modified as to discriminate and express, not

only the orthoepy, but the orthography of each

word in the original character.

My hindoostanee alphabet, like the excellent

abecedarian system of the hindoos, as far as the

mere sounds of the letters are concerned, may

be here arranged, as nearly as possible, in their

natural order of enunciation, organic affinity,

and consequent interchangeability, for every

purpose of pronouncing the language in India,

with the utmost precision and effect ; but with-

out servilely following the sunskrit alphabet in

any part, especially where it also is open to just

censure and consequent reformation, in the

transfer of the naguree characters to the popu-

lar and prevalent speech of Hindoostan.

While the annexed abecedarian synopsis is

of course limited to the oriental tongues, it will
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nevertheless exhibit an excellent model for every

living dialect among the sons of man, all of

whom, whether taught in the schools of art or

nature, are necessarily compelled to use letters

orally, which must belong to one or other of

the classes hereafter enumerated, as labials, &c.

perhaps with peculiar intonations that can easily

be discriminated, by certain modifications of such

generic symbols or sounds. This project admits

of illustration in the notorious gaeiic and welch 1,

hitherto denoted by fl or 11 in the common names

Uoyd, floyd, but which I would at once dis-

tinguish by this simpler contrivance loyd, loid,

lued, luid, lueed, agreeably to the real diph-

thongal pronunciation, when ascertained, of this

patronimic. With respect to the actual enun-

ciation of this gaeiic ], some idea of its power

and mechanical formation might, no doubt, be

communicated in writing, and if this should

fail, a reference at least may be made, for more

accurate instruction, to the viva voce of a high-

lander, well versed in his mother tongue, which

is, on the whole, a very extraordinary relict of

some ancient speech, still extant in our days,

but the total want of an orthoepigraphical plan

is an insuperable bar to the extention of this

nervous and excellent language, beyond the li-

mits of its native mountains, where english is

daily gaining ground.



The hindee-roman vocal synopsis, extracted

[

nasal, diphthongal, and semi-vowels, h

u, un, a, an; o, on, co, con, oo, oon ; uo,*uon ; \

hull, (
c^ hall; hole, wool, cool; howl, owl; \

has been attached to each of the vowels, to rei

his commencement with the alphabet. Whei

orthography is thereby more discriminated, '

places among the consonants, some of which,

most languages, and what is singular enough,

of contiguous vowels, in every tongue, to b

evinces both its vocal and consonantal power;

oo,u, oo,un, oo,a, oo,an; oo,o, ooon, 00,0

cowu, cowun, cowa, cowan ; cowo, cowon, cowc

oo,e, oo,en ; ooi, oo,in, oo
(

ee, ooeen ; oo
(

cowe, cowen ; cowi, cowin, cowee, ooween, co\

o,u, o,un, o,a, o,an; 00, o,on, 000, o.con, 00c
wu, wun, wa, wan; wo, won, woo, wcon, wo»

o
(

e, o,en, o,i, 0,111, o,ee, o,een, oue, o,uen, oy,

we, wen, wi, win, wee, ween, wue, wuen, wy
3

A few of these, and the following combi

whole they may be, and are of infinite use 1

purposes of etymology, in the fullest accept;

alone, as the next series of transmutations an

wa, &c. at least in the hindoo
(

ee, hindcowee,

as in the example here.

*f Both these diphthongs might be at times more accurately denot

(c) The english word hull proclaims not only the aspirate, termed

the shortest possible expression of the next long a of ha-ll, and the wh

natural transposition of this combination in our, which in some old bo

to the aim air, hair, fair.





orthography is thereby more discriminated

places among the consonants, some of which
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The hindee-roman vocal synopsis, extracted, from the abecedarian systems of the east, consisting of short, long,

nasal, diphthongal, and semi-vowels, h omogeneously subdivided, euphonised and aspirated, asfollows.

u, un, a, an; o, on, co, con, oo, oon ; uo,*uon ; v, [v], (nw) ; e, en; i, in, ee, een ; ue,t uen
; y [j] (ny), and h (nh) of-

hull,( c) hall ; hole, wool, cool; howl, owl ; \ too : hail, hel, hill, heel; wile, guile; ye: n, the french nasal

has been attached to each of the vowels, to render this common combination perfectly familiar to every learner from

his commencement with the alphabet. When any of the letters appear with dots or marks below them, oriental

;han mere orthoepy : w and y as v and j will be found in their proper

through these equivocal symbols, are nearly allied to the vowels in

most languages, and what is singular enough, jthe w and y are generally employed to prevent the disagreeable hiatus

of contiguous vowels, in every tongue, to hie fully illustrated by the subsequent series, in which the vowel oo

evinces both its vocal and consonantal powerk, while o in the next is limited to wonly.

oo,u, oo.un, oo,a, oo,an; 00,0, oo.on, oo,co, oocon, oo,oo, oooon ; oo,uo, oouon, oo,w, oonw: m * to „, «, w, t,

cowu, cowun, cowa, cowan; cowo, cowon, cowco, cowcori, cowoo,cowoon;cowuo, oowuon,ooww,cownw:

oo,e, oo.en; oo,i, oo
(

in, oo.ee, oo,een ; oo,ue, oo,uen, ooy, oony. ,',.",'-'. S51S &St<^S't£i
cowe, cowen; cowi, cowin, cowee, ooween, cowue, cowuen, cowy, cowny.

o,u, o,un, o,a, o
(

an; 0,0, o,on, o,co, o,con, 0,00, o,oon ; o,uo, o,uon, ow, onw:
wu, wun, wa, wan; wo, won, woo, wcon, woo, woon ; wuo, wuon, ww, wnw :

"

-
1

'

' IT >'.' U., ii -Hi M/l.iil!-, .!.>.,.:. .11! n iln-n-Ml i

.n'u- 1 -. .11-,. I is ionml n-ii nnlv ,>.- ilio -ultMitute fnru in .1

'.viiiin.'-. l"ii ii :<,-.! ,il,--,ir,Uv rh-^a in european
with ilu.t letter : whence '««<v and -««/ appear check
n,.[ l(Ns pre p< Scrims! y than h-u and i« rtr,,><,:,itu»i,

, <

rc"ul;ir order, but us tins -coins i-oiilt.lIIv inverted, I have here
'

l

','i v'Msmhr'reiLi.iTl, tnuiiw .ilx.u- applies to y also, in its

affinity I

,l-nil|,l :'n!l..,M!!t .l/!l, ; s,
; , ,

-. L
-y

I 1 ,,],-..
.

juilllll. i hi W i,\ M^.I-

o,e, o,en, o,i, o,in, o.ee, o
(

een, o,ue, o.uen, oy, ony. ;";-;,; '
'

'

gj |

r

we, wen, wi, win, wee, ween, wue, wuen, wy, wny.

A few of these, and the following combinations may seldom, perhaps never, occur in hindoostanee, but as a

whole they may be, and are of infinite use to every linguist, and ought to be learnt accordingly, for the various

purposes of etymology, in the fullest acceptation of this word ; a remark even more applicable to ee, e, as iy or y
ine, as the next series of transmutations are much more obvious and common, than the preceding oo

(

a, o,a, cowa,

wa| &c. at least in the hindoo
(

ee, hindcowee, kinduwee or hindoostanee, in which the short co may often become u,

kn thexexample here.

Both thesJe diphthongs might he at times more accurately denoted by uoo oruoo,

;

The englfish word hull proclaims not only the aspirate, termed by me hu, (neve

V.»-U::>1 ii!)s-,i\lik' (.'XiirovJo'] o!" Hi'.' ne.vt l<,n-j a ul' Im-ll, and the whole vowels are sueceisiveH ..Kuvioiist i ;u>,'. L l>v their fi/speet

[ transpo-illioii of tlii-, combination in mtr, i\liich in sunn.1 old books has been found printed w.,;- ,- e always p reset w> rlic /

i, were not the uo and ue, on the whole,

kyoo, which we stupidly call aitch), hi

t for general purposes.

2 import of u here, as

only a
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ee,u, ee,un, ee,a, ee.an; ee,o, ee,c

iyu, iyun, iya, iyan; iyo, iyo

eee, ee,en -, ee,i, ee.in, ee.ee, ee.jemected, that

iye, iyen; iyi, iyin, iyee, iy'-^gSJ
e,u, e.un, e,a, e.an, eo, e.ori, e

(
oaXiula

?
dy

t£
yu, yun, ya, yan, yo, yon, yoof

e^, e.en, e,i, e,in, e,ee, e
(

eeii ; e,u

ye, yen, yi, yin, yee, yeen
;
yu<

When ee,ee, e,o, a,a, o
(

a, o
(

e, L nere js

also preserved by inserting w or)rjst and
perfect participle of all verbs, w^

} rova

or ro,a, wept, ho, ho,e, howe, m^s more
that will present theirselves at'eJQ {s s^u>.

diously avoided, either by elision
par^ f

go-betweens for the proper vowqth some
of them, namely, o, oo, uo, e*un^s f

vowels are left entirely to himse denote

the extremes, but practice, posi s#

^Although the whole of th all ap-

pear to advantage in regular siretimes

apt to sound like n, in these ex

hu, hun, ha, han; ho, hon, hoo, h(y, hyn :

uh, unh, ah, anh ; oh, onh,coh, oo h,ynh :

The expirates are easy enoug )ensible

for a good oriental colloquist, wr indeed

will be made in speaking the hin fusing
h in their own tongue with comp vays be
done, without committing gross when-

ever and wherever they occur am m pro-

nounce the inspirate h soft enoud nantal

fdj. When h is initial, it may be called an
whole of which, h being only a breath, is one go
vient consonant, rather from necessity than choice

&c. in the

t or subser-
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prospectus, as an inherent aspirate of particular

nag tiree letters, which thereby possess a perfect

expiration, marked always by h, as bfi, ph. ; but

without this sign, h degenerates to the mere sub-

servient of another consonant, forming a tertium

quid, sh, zh, ch, kh, gh, for which we have no

more appropriate characters ; from this state,

however, it is thus redeemed, ^h, zh, kh, gli,

wherein the aspirate is made completely audi-

ble, in examples where juxtaposition alone would

annihilate h, either as a letter or breathing.

The consonants may now be exhibited in

their natural order of organic classification, and

in this manner, mu, bu, bhu, pu, phu, fu, vu,

seven labials ; nu, ngu, lu, ru, four nasi-lin-

guals ; ru or du, dhu, tu, thu, four palatial-, and

du, dhu, tu, thu, four labial dentals : su, shu,

zu, zhu, four sibilants; ju, jhu, chu, chhu, four

dento sibilants, and ku, khu, khu, gu, ghu, ghu,

qu, seven gutturals ; in all thirty-four conso-

nants, and twenty-six vowels of every class, mak-

ing the literal amount sixty at least according to

this abecedarian consummation, which, in my
hands, may well merit the name of a ne plus

ultra, as I really despair of ever going further

in the arrangement of the hindee-roman alpha-

bet, on the philosophical principles that have

long been contemplated in my oriental works.
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ee,u, ee,un, ee,a, ee.an; ee,o, ee,c n> ee,co, ee,0Dn, ee,oo, ee.oon ; ee.uo, ^e,uon ; eew, eenw
;

iyu, iyun, iya, iyarj; iyo, iyo
,, jyoo, iycon, iyoo, iyoon ; iyuo, i,yuon ; iyw, iynw

;

eee, ee,en ; ee,i, ee.in, ee,ee, ee,i ,en ;
ee,ue, ee,uen, eey, eeny.

ft"taS«7fto
1^*XthS

,

S"

iye, iyeii ; iji, iyin, iyee, iy<»en; iyue, iyuen, iyy, iyny.

e,u, e,un, e,a, e,an, e,o, e,on, e.oo, e,oon, coo, coon ; e,uo, e,uon; ew, enw; ;'

1

'}
<

S%tete»
yu, yun, ya, yan, yo, yon, yoo yoon, yoo, yoon

;
yuo, yuon ;

yw, ynw ;
««

e,e, e,en, e,i, e,in, e,ee, e,een ; e,u e, e,uen, ey, eny.

ye, yen, yi, yin, yee, yeen ;
yub, yuen, yy, yny.

When ee,ee, e,o, a,a, o,a, o,e, &c . corhe in contact, the first is frequently dropt entirely, but the euphony here is

also preserved by inserting w or y according to circumstances, whiclij are often very conspicuous in the aorist and

perfect participle of all verbs, w h se root or imperative singular ends' in a vowel 5 whence, aya for a,a, came, roya

orro,a, wept, ho, ho,e, howe, m ay jej ho,o, ho, be, &c. lee for lee,ee, took, kee for keeee, did, with hundreds more

that will present theirselves at'e very step taken through hindoostanee grammar, in which a hiatus or vacuum is stu-

diously avoided, either by elisior, f one vowel or the interposition of w, y, who seem to play the convenient part of

go-betweens for the proper vowels, independent of their evident affinity, and consequent convertibility, with some

of them, namely, o, 00, uo, e

vowels are left entirely to himse

ee, ue, long and short. The learner must recollect that the medial sounds of

f, the oriental alphabets having those letters and vowel points only which denote

the extremes, but practice, posi
tionj and natural emphasis, will soon settle the intermediate notes or vowels.

''')Although the whole of th

pear to advantage in regular si

apt to sound like n, in these ex

The expirat

for a good oriental colloquist, wl

will be made in speaking the hin

done, without committing gross

ever and wherever theyoccur am

fill. Wlifn lj is initiiil, it may be called an

a breath '

I IlLTL'^itV

following associations may not be common to the hindoostanee, they will all ap-

iccession here, and it is worthy of notice, that several of the nasals are sometimes

pirated and inspirated series, hu, ha, uh, ah, &c.

hu, hun, ha, han ; ho, hon, hoo, hi Dn> hoo, hoon ; huo, huon, hw, hwn ; he, hen ; hi, hin, hee, heen ; hue, huen, hy, hyn :

uh, unh, ah, anh
;
oh, onh.coh, cc nn, ooh.oonh; uoh, uonh, wh, wnh; eh, enh; ih, irih, eeh, eenh; ueh.uenh, yh.yrrfh :

easy enoug i,, though the inspirates at first are extremely difficult, but absolutely indispensible

must acquire the aspirate in all its positions correctly, otherwise sad havock ind jed

doostanee, especially by those learners who have a vitious habit ofusing and abus ing

h in their own tongue with comp arative impunity, because in the vernacular speech of India this cannot always

and indelicate blunders, of which evejry gentleman there must feel ashamed, wh en-

3ng the natives as his hearers. People, whose throats are naturally rough, seldom p ir

nounce the inspirate h soft enough; in their mouths it frequently becontes a guttural, h is included in the consona^ iltal

irate, and when final \

ug it with tlie vocal symbols,

\
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prospectus, as an inherent aspirate of particular

naguree letters, which thereby possess a perfect

expiration, marked always by h, as b|i, ph. ; but

without this sign, h degenerates to the mere sub-

servient of another consonant, forming a tertium

quid, sh, zh, ch, kh, gh, for which we have no

more appropriate characters ; from this state,

however, it is thus redeemed, ^h, zh, kh, gh,

wherein the aspirate is made completely audi-

ble, in examples where juxtaposition alone would

annihilate h, either as a letter or breathing.

The consonants may now be exhibited in

their natural order of organic classification, and

in this manner, mu, bu, bhu, pu, phu, fu, vu,

seven labials ; nu, ngu, lu, ru, four nasi-lin~

guals ; ru or du, dhu, tu, thu, four palatial-, and

du, dhu, tu, thu, four labial dentals : su, shu 9

zu, zhu, four sibilants
;
ju, jhu, chu, chhu, four

dento sibilants, and ku, kfiu, khu, gu, ghu, ghu,

qu, seven gutturals ; in all thirty-four conso-

nants, and twenty-six vowels of every class, mak-

ing the literal amount sixty at least according to

this abecedarian consummation, which, in my
hands, may well merit the name of a ne plus

ultra, as I really despair of ever going further

in the arrangement of the hindee-roman alpha-

bet, on the philosophical principles that have

long been contemplated in my oriental works.
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From the facility of prolating the labials, they

have been placed nearest the vowels and headed

by m, a symbol so easily expressed that a dumb

man even uses it, and infants in all countries

are able to call mama, papa, &c. with the aid

of this division only. Next in succession are

the nasi-linguals, some of which are occasionally

even more allied to the vowels, than the labials

themselves, particularly 1, r, n, of which we

have abundant proof every where, in both an-

cient and modern literature; 1 in the hindoo-

stanee, like w and y, is introduced to prevent

the cacophonous meeting ofvowels in words, such

as solana, pilana, dilana, khilana, for so
(

ana, &c.

from sona, peena, dena, and is on the whole, in

company with r, n, a very important letter

in universal etymology ; the last in fact, when

attenuated as a nasal, seems a species of vowel,

with no sort of articulation, and I have now

inserted it as such accordingly. In short, the

alpha of the labials, viz. m, the omega of the

vowels, or the mere breath in h, and the whole

of this division are symbols or sounds worthy

of great attention, not only for their conver-

tibility with vowels, and among their own body,

but for their extensive application as wonder-

fully significant, if not mysterious characters,

through every part of speech, and in all tongues

:
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another terlium quid is produced by the coalition

of n with g and k, for which there is hardly

a visible symbol in any alphabet but the suns-

krit, and there again, the nasal series is more

disgustingly superfluous, than in the french

or any one of the occidental dialects : d of the

palatial dentals is, in many instances, changed in

sound, but not in its naguree shape, to r, formed

by carrying the tip of the tongue to the roof of

the mouth, in the act of enunciation, instead of

bringing it towards the teeth, as in the forma-

tion of r, n, 1, or the labial dentals d, t. The

sibilants and dento sibilants are almost self-evi-

dent, part of which are so far denoted by the

subservient mute h formerly noticed, their reci-

procal affinity and congeniality, even with cer-

tain vowels, is apparent enough by the inter-

vention of j, as the occasional substitute for y,

i, &c. whence we may rationally account for

year, and similar words, formerly appearing

zeir, &c. though now obsolete, but we cannot

so well assign a reason for s changing to h
;

ch invariably denotes tsh> never sh, and j always

dzh, not zh, ofjour and gens, zhoor, zhang.

We should have preserved and restricted our

useless c to represent tsh as in the italian, seeing

we had sense enough to retain the simple j with

the compound power of dzh, and were not this

e
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innovation rather too formidable I would ven-

ture upon it still, as one that would be unavoid-

able in any judicious attempt to make the eng-

lish language and roman character universal. (e)

Of the last or guttural subdivision, little is

requisite here, as its component parts will be

particularly discussed, in our subsequent pro-

gress through the various members of the orien-

tal systems, one of which, the naguree, I think

rather preposterously gives this guttural class

the lead of the other consonants, though we
must grant, that g reciprocates with w in gurm,

warm ; guilliam, William, and through its com-

mon substitute j, it may claim kindred with y,

e, i also. That k and ch are twin brothers we

all know by the glaring connection of kirk and

church, nor am I certain, that there is not a

(e) This last object has engaged my attention for thirty years past,

and I no more despair of its ultimate success, than I can abandon all

hopes of the other being accomplished, in the lapse of the present cen-

tury, by concurrent exertions of those myriads who actually speak and

are about to speak english, in ev*ery quarter of the new and old world
;

thus the best medium of human thought now extant, if systematically

reformed, in spite of french teeth, may yet pervade the universe with

the wings of persuasion and peace only, though ultimately to be founded

every where on the adamantine rocks of simplicity, facility, and utility,

by the omnipotent hands of divine providence, for the future happiness

and welfare of mankind, who never can have been doomed to butcher or

devour each other, to the end of the world, like the brute beasts that

perish, and merely from a multiplicity and confusion of tongues.
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similar mutation of qu and hw observable in

the old mode of denoting which by quilk, but

how far this peculiarity may be discernible in

the eastern tongues is more than I can say, be-

yond the distant resemblance of kya, kuon, ku-

hari, kub, kyoon, with what, who, where, when,

why, quid, quis, &c. if k and w ever inter-

change ; that h and k do so is clear from cormj,

a horn, cooper, hooper.

As the marks under the vowels confer no

other sound than what is assigned them in my
synopsis, so those subfixed to the consonants

likewise point at their original orthography only,

which will be fully explained under their several

alphabets. The dot of n has already constituted

it a vocal nasal, and r, d, t have been thereby

converted to very harsh palatial dentals, to be

described hereafter, while t, on the contrary, is

still as soft as our t in tube, the two dots being

intended solely as the index of oriental spelling,

equally applicable to s, s, z, z and z, the ortho-

epy of which, in the hindoostanee at least, re-

mains exactly the same with our s in buss and z

in buzz, wherever introduced to represent such

sibilant sounds in that language.

By the present mode of representing the uin

in ilm, opmr, &c. it is very true, that these are

rather the diacritical points than uin, still no

e 2
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inconvenience can result from this method, ex-

cept the seeming difficulty in words like quluu

and shumu. In the former the u represents the

short u only, though h in the original, and in

the latter the quiescent uin is represented simply

by u, of which as a mere consonant in such a

situation, as no logic whatever can give either

us or the hindoos an adequate idea, it would be

labour in vain to attempt this now. When uin

pesh is represented, as it will in future be, by

the short op, this necessarily includes it and the

pesh also, without lessening the sound in the

smallest degree, for, as I have elsewhere ob-

served, the natives cannot discriminate the shorts

of oo and o from each other, and have accord-

ingly but one, namely co. The only exception

to this will probably be found in the language

of bungalu, (bongla, bangla), where the shortest

expression of a, a, u, becomes a real short o, in

jol, jul, water ; bon, bun, a wood.

To insert the oriental letters in the first part

of a scheme like this, would at once defeat the

very object of this initiatory performance, and

render it nearly as discouraging, from the intri-

cacy of its character, as a complete hindoo-

stanee grammar has hitherto been deemed tre-

mendous by its bulk alone. When we advert

to the rude state of oriental types even at this
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day, and to the great incorrectness from points

dropping out, and letters often losing their

heads or tails in the press, after the whole has

been carefully adjusted from two or three revi-

sals, we should almost prefer our own letters to

all others, for the dissemination and easy ac-

quirement of the hindoostanee, among ourselves

at least. This mode applies more especially in

the grammatical department of that most useful

language, the etymology and construction of

which are much more evident and striking to us

in the roman, than in any other character. After

the most ample experience in the application of

the roman alphabet, to no less than six oriental

languages in the polyglot translation of esop's

fables, I have at last ventured to submit my ne

plus ultra of hindee-roman orthography, in the

following sheets, to the inspection of a candid

public, as I have greatly improved on the various

ways of discriminating those letters which have

the same sound under different forms ; still I

have been unable to alter any part of the gene-

ral sytem of orthoepy and orthography for the

better in other respects. Although the naguree

alphabet, peculiar to the hindoos, have the vowel

y of by, expressed by the organ of sight, eye,

and the pronoun I, as well as ourselves, in the

form of a simple letter, representing a compound
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sound, I have been tempted at last, for the sake

of perfect uniformity, to express it always by

ue or iii, in sue, sui, in lieu of sy, 100 ; for the

diphthong uo even is also as simple a naguree

letter in suo, 100, likewise. This, in fact, was

latterly the only inconsistent part of my scheme,

which I have been able to discover, after the

minutest care and attention to the subject. At

first the writing myn, tyn, hy, myl, and other

common words, mueri, tueri, hue, muel, may

prove a little troublesome and uncouth to the

learner, but this, as we proceed in our career in

the oriental languages, will be readily accounted

for, as one of the unavoidable results of compa-

rative perfection and improvement, which are

not very compatible with the former inconve-

niency of using y, in the double capacity of a

vowel and consonant. The person who can

conceive that ou or uo, in sound, round, huol,

muol, suo, is a diphthong, which expresses the

sound of both its component vowels partially

together, can be at no loss to comprehend how

(Jiuo) and why (Jiwue) ue is equivalent to y in

(drue) dry, &c. more especially if he will, in

both diphthongs, consider u as a short a, and

o, e, as sounds which, in the order I have as-

signed them, oscillate according to particular

circumstances, from u to a, a ; o to oo, oo ; and
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from e to i, ee : thus, suo, sao, suoo, suoo, suw,

to an Indian ear, would all express very nearly

the same diphthongal sound as our word for the

animal called a sow. In like manner, la
(

e la
(

i,

lue, lui, lu
(

ee, luy, le,ee, paste, among them,

would hardly be discriminated from our words,

lie, lye, ly.

The common changes and corruptions of a
t

o,

jao, gao, ra
(

o, ha,e, a
(

e, ue, tipa.ee, sipahee,

duhee, da.ee, bhuoo, and many more, to ow,

jow, ga
(

e, gow, cow, row, ra,e, py, y, roy, tea-

poy, seapoy, die, bhow, &c. will afford some

useful information about the above diphthongs,

and help, with this part of the system of orien-

tal orthography analytically considered, to esta-

blish the accuracy of the uo and ue, now finally

adopted to express such sounds. By doing this,

I am aware it will be observed, that ou and y,

prima facie, were self-evident to an english

reader, which uo, ue, cannot of course be. In

reply it may be safely alleged, that ou was in

general mistaken for oo, particularly by french

scholars, and y either treated like the i of imp,

or as a mere consonant, by those who would not

previously consult my scheme of the alphabet.

To make any thing of either uo or ue, people

must now refer to the system itself, in pages

xxiii, xxiv, which, if they will not do, their own
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indolence and apathy necessarily exclude them

from the benefit of my labours, as well as from

all the reasoning I have had recourse to on the

present subject.

The doctrine of simple vocal sounds is cer-

tainly curious, because although, in its primi-

rary state, the number seems limited to three,

u, i, co, still when we advert to the french and

some other tongues, there will appear another
u

set, thus a, e, o, ce, or the french u in perdu.

All of these may have not only their correspond-

ing extreme long sounds, but medials also, pro-

bably in the exact proportion of one, two, three,

so u, u, -a ; i, i, -ee ; <5, 0,-0; e, e, : e ; #0, 00,-

00 ; ce, ce, - ceu. On this scale u, u, u, would

become a ; i, i, i, ee ; o, o, ; e, e, e, e ;

00, 00, 00, 00; and ce, ce, ce, ceu.

From these, and their combinations, in the

first, second, or third degrees, almost all the

vocal and diphthongal sounds like uo, ue, kc.

which exist in any language will be found to

proceed, but as that particular enquiry is rather

foreign from our present pursuits, belonging

properly to a universal alphabet, we shall go no

further merely with it in this place. Men con-

versant in such investigations will perceive, that

often the want of appropriate characters and

types alone hath forced me to exhibit the vowels
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as I have done, in my various publications, be-

cause to the disgrace of almost every one of our

roman alphabets, there are several letters in

them of no very evident use, while the system

embraces some really useful sounds, for which

there are no appropriate letters. Under such

disadvantages, and inclined as I have hitherto

been, " to make the most of a bad bargain/'

the reader will observe, that the extreme vocal

powers are necessarily marked simply by u, a

;

co, o, oo ; i, e, ee ; though I can have no objec-

tion to his defining them perhaps still better by

u, a, a ; e, e, e ; i, ee, ee ; 0,0,0; co, 00, 00,

wherever he conceives, that the exact degree of

the sound in question can be so very precisely

ascertained in the general practice of India,

where they have not in reality any such inter-

mediate characters, but trust, as I do, for the

prolation of vowels, and in their vocal emphasis,

to habit and nature alone.

How far I have reached perfection, in this new

and last attempt to attain it, would be presump-

tuous in me to affirm, though J may safely

allege, that if persevering diligence in the cul-

tivation of any human art ever entitled a mortal

to arrive at so enviable a height in it, few men

have the claims I possess to be perfect in this

branch of hindoostanee philology at least. If

f
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a great many years progressive improvement in

this alone, crowned at last with the experiment

before stated upon no less than six oriental lan-

guages, for the express purpose of self-convic-

tion, do not qualify me to decide with more

precision on these matters than a casual critic,

who may chuse to condemn my labours en pas-

sant, then indeed have I laboured, so hard and

so long, in vain. Far, however, from conceiv-

ing myself infallible, among such quick-sands

as the organs of hearing and speech confessedly

are, I still call on those men who dissent from

my opinions, to publish and speak out, in some

way or other, their private sentiments, that we

may have not only a fair hearing before the tri-

bunal of our literary commonwealth, but that I

also may thereby, if possible, escape the severe

sentences which are sometimes passed on me
and my works, by very incompetent judges of

oriental literature in general, and of the hindoo-

stanee in particular.

Let such teach others, who themselves excel,

And censure freely who have written well.

Some few in that, but numbers err in this

;

Ten censure wrong, for one who writes amiss.

That there are many scholars connected with

India who are deterred from studying the most
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useful and general language of which it can

boast, from the apprehension of the difficulty

they must encounter in the attempt, is a truth

which few people will controvert, though every

intelligent man must lament its baneful effects.

When we learn, that a number of those very

individuals are actually acquainted with one or

more of the most classical languages of the east,

our wonder is excited, that they, of all others,

should neglect the hindoostanee, after having

proceeded as orientalists half way at least to

great proficiency in this excellent tongue. Our

astonishment, however, will cease, when we ad-

vertik) the history ofman in all ages and climes
;

because we shall every where perceive him so

much of an imitative animal 3
in spite of all his

boasted reason, that we can easily account for

the following sentiment from the writers of an-

tiquity.

Oscitante uno, deinde oscitat et alter.

Si juxta claudum habites, subclaudicare disces.

Had the last adage not been too fatally verified,

our general vitious pronunciation and gross igno-

rance of the hindoostanee, and of many local

customs even at this late period, in both the civil

and military departments in the east, would not

appear so conspicuous as they must have been to
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every candid enquirer. When a native teacher

or moonshee strives to conceal his total incapa-

city to teach, or even comprehend, the rules of

grammar in his vernacular speech, and is more-

over uncandid enough to blame it, instead of

his own pride, ignorance and stupidity, what can

reasonably be expected from foreigners like us,

in the acquisition and cultivation of their lan-

guage ? Nothing but the general neglect it has

experienced, until a liberal patron, worthy of

so patriotic a task, appeared in the person of

Marquis Wellesley, to give a new turn and

laudable energy to useful literary pursuits in

british India.C/) His lordship's vigorous mind

and discriminating character would have effec-

tually prevented every misrepresentation on this

head, had there even been men found so fool-

hardy as to make the attempt under his govern-

ment. It is saying a great deal for the candour

(/) With so worthy and intelligent a successor, in the exalted sta-

tion of governor. general of Hindoostan, as Marquis Hastings, literary

merit and liberal sentiments have every thing to hope and nothing to

fear from his lordship's efforts, which are all meant to secure that inva-

luable country on the generous principles of reason, conciliation and

justice, by far more potent in creating the attachment and pi-olonging

the obedience of eighty millions of rational creatures, than any imagi-

nary spell, which, for those purposes, could emanate from the vi el

armh of mere conquerors, or the selfish restrictions of sordid mono-

polists.
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and veracity of the community at large, that

no such people did appear, when it is consi-

dered, that almost every gentleman, who might

then have supported the cause of the hindoo-

stanee, was liable to this little puzzling ques-

tion—if it be really so useful in the official

situation you have long filled, pray why did

you not learn this fact, and the language toge-

ther many years ago ? Few men willingly ac-

knowledge the existence of ignorance and error

for a series of years under such circumstances,

as pride, prudence, and self-interest, commonly

induce most people to conceal every thing of

this kind as much as possible ; although the

truly wise and good must often perceive the

force of these sentiments,

Errare est hominis, sed non persistere, ssepe

Optimus est portus, vertere consilium.

and act accordingly. Even a useful truth may,

like the sun itself, be suppressed or obscured

for a time by the clouds of prejudice and over-

whelming injustice, but the hour will come at

last, as it has to the hindoostanee, when reason

and fact will break forth, as clear as noon -day,

to dazzle the weak eyes of a few, who still shrink

from those rays of light, which will expand in

every direction through the british empire, im-
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der the auspices of a wise and liberal govern-

ment. This first part of the present volume,

connected with the lectures lately established in

London on this subject, may go very far to ex-

tend a knowledge of the hindoostanee among

a respectable number of the king's and com-

pany's civil and military servants, at the same

time they will greatly assist the mere hindoo-

stanee, in his commencement of every other

oriental language. Whoever shall have perse-

verance enough to go through these sheets, will,

I am convinced, acquire some relish for the

popular speech of India, and enough of it to

carry him much farther in the pursuit of eastern

lore, than he at first expected.

Satius est recurrere quam currere male
:

Dimidium facti, qui caepit, habet, sapesapere aude.

Indeed this idea chiefly prevailed on me to

prefer the plan I have adopted to many others

which were suggested, in order to prevail on

the youth destined to India to acquire at least

some little knowledge of the hindoostanee.

When I once get them as far as they may go,

with little or no trouble, in this publication, I

shall trust to their own candour, good sense

and experience, to proceed some steps farther.

Should the present attempt succeed, as I both
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wish and expect, it may induce me to publish a

regular series, as already stated, of all my works,

including my long promised reversed dictionary

of hindoostanee and english, as the second

volume of the english and hindoostanee, now

rapidly getting out of print by the encreasing

demand for this and the whole of my oriental

books.

There are not wanting some very warm advo-

cates, even among expert orientalists, for an

exclusive adoption of the roman letters in all

hindoostanee publications, intended expressly

for beginners or for military men and others,

who wish to learn the languages of the east,

rather as acquisitions subservient to the due

execution of their duty, than as classic accom-

plishments for the improvement of their minds,

as men or scholars. I shall candidly admit, that

my own opinion nearly coincides with the no-

tions of the gentlemen to whom I now allude,

and of some learned men, who lately proposed

to express the greek, hebrew, german, and other

languages by the roman letters (with certain

modifications) alone. That such a project is

practicable, with many advantages to the pub-

lic, I have not the smallest doubt in my own

mind, ever since I reflected deeply on the sub-

ject, even before it was started by the philoso-
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phic Volney, who is for the french mode of exe-

cuting this grand scheme, while I feel not less

keen for its accomplishment in the english style,

because this is the language best calculated,

from existing events in the eastern and western

hemispheres, to become universal, in process of

time, over the whole world, by its greater sim-

plicity and utility than any other. How far it

would be politic or prudent, in a literary point

of view, prematurely to substitute the roman

toga universally, for the ancient garb of certain

profound and venerable tongues, is a question

that may require more consideration than I can

bestow upon it at present. Many people of

sound political judgment may probably object,

that learning, like religion, ought not to appear

too destitute of those ornaments and forms,

which excite that awful respect and admiration

at first sight, which are supposed to prove so

conducive afterwards to the permanent and be-

nign influence of Christianity and literature on

the minds of men. This reasoning is far from

being the case, however, with the hindoosta-

nee, and I shall be able to judge from the result

of the present trial, whether simplicity of cha-

racter, and facility of system, can always com-

mand snccess in literary pursuits or not. In its

application to six oriental languages, the candid
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scholar, by consulting the polyglot fables, will

have a fair opportunity of observing its advan-

tages and defects, as a general character, nor

will the adept in any of these tongues, be now

at a loss to expose the inefficacy of the hindoo-

stanee, as an introductory acquisition to the

rest, provided any of my translations into them

prove very incorrect.

The roman alphabet, that I have used, is

fully adequate to express all the various oriental

sounds, however defective it must naturally

appear, when two or more letters are employed

in hindoostanee to denote only one sound,

against which, however, I have at last provided

a remedy, in page xxix, that will, in general,

answer all the purposes of hindee-roman ortho-

epigraphy much better than the opposers of my
system will allow, till they perceive that the

expedient, which has been somewhat prema-

turely stated there, is further detailed and con-

firmed throughout the persi-arabic, and nagu-

ree letters, hereafter exhibited separately, and

also in contrast with my own abecedarian

scheme, projected expressly for the popular

speech of Hindoostan. As an orthographical

index, it certainly is more deficient in the arabic

than in any other tongue, for this evident reason,

that the arabians, like ourselves, have occa-
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sionally cherished an orthoepy at variance with

orthography, or vice versa, which the more phi-

losophical hindoo philologers have very spa-

ringly done.

The roman letters, in the present mode of

expressing the hindoostanee, preserve almost the

same powers they actually possess in the latin

language, agreeably to the Scottish pronuncia-

tion, and in the most common unexceptionable

combinations and sounds in our own tongue.

No mute nor superfluous characters ever oc-

cur at the end, nor in any other portion of a

word, and two roman letters are never used to

express a sound which can be conveniently

effected by one. There are in all sixty useful

combinations, letters or sounds in this language,

agreeably to the foregoing sub-divisions of the

whole, in which, for the conveniency of the

learner, all the vowels are illustrated by exam-

pies ; the consonants are in general self-evident

;

but, where this is not the case, the subsequent

rules in cxlix will remove every doubt on the

subject.

u is invariably the short a or u in up, fun,

sun, never sounded like oo ;
purdu or parda

a curtain, therefore, cannot be purdoo, nor can

moonshee, a teacher, gcolistan, mcosulman, tcork,

become, with any propriety, gullistan, mussul-
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man, turk, as they are generally pronounced

by persons who have not learned those words

correctly from my works, or in India.

In no instance can u have the sound of our

pronoun ycu, because such a word in this work

would be written as in page xxiv, yoo ; the

scholar must, therefore, never call u (my very

short a) either you or oo, yoo being in fact the

name of the letter which has with us, very ab-

surdly, the various powers of co, oo, w, yoo,

while in this work its name u, and sound a, are

alike consistent throughout, even in the diph-

thongs uo and ue, when properly analyzed.

a must, at first, be invariably prolated like

the word awe, until the learner's own ear can

discriminate, from practice in speaking and read-

ing, after understanding the subject, when and

where the medial sound, between the extreme

long a and short a or u, will be most proper.

. , ( As e and ee are to i,

o always very long.
)

, / . . < so are o and oo to oo in
oo the longer the better.

J
. . .

Vthe oriental tongues.

uo reversed by us in our, how, &c. ; which,

formed agreeably to the order of the component

parts of the diphthong ought to be uor, huo

;

thus when ought clearly, on similar principles,

to be written hwen, or hooen, as Dr. Lowth

expresses it.
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w or v, as y and i, e, ee, j, are to each other,

so is w to od, o, oo, uo, v ; the series yu, yi, yoo,

ya, &c. wu, wi, woo, wa, &c. may therefore be

also represented as i,u, ee,a, oo.a, &c. recollect-

ing that the hiatus is generally prevented by the

change to yu, ya, wa, as in pages xxiii and xxiv,

and that j and v are in this state consonants.

e resembles ai in hair, pair, fair, pain, rain,

&c. ; but the medial shades of this letter, and

ee, till they fall into the short i, must be ac-

quired by practice only ; I have, therefore, as

in u, a, marked in my system merely the ex-

tremes of short and long vowels.

co and i being respectively the shorts of o, oo,

and e, ee, is the reason of only three short to

five long vowels.

ee as in bee, see, lee, fee, heel, feel, keel.

ue composed of u, (a) and e, sounded like the

organ of sight, eye, or as ui in guide, guise,

guile, buy, and the pronominal I.

y, like h, and w, is now rather a consonant

than a vowel, though i, e and ee before each

other, or a, &c. are very apt to become y in

most languages, and vice versa,

h the perfect aspirate, either before the vowel

or after it, as ha, ah, in both situations to be as

distinctly expressed with the expiration ha, and

the inspiration ah, as b is in ba, ab, both fully

sounded and heard.
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When h follows any consonant so—bha.ee,

a brother, it should always have the full expi-

ration, unless denoted by the subservient h, of

which we shall treat among the consonants.

The consonants and vowels have all distinct

sounds in the hindoostanee alphabet, the name

and power of which individually are as much

alike as possible ; our letter h or aitch, as it is

most absurdly called, being simply termed hu,

a breathing, du also standing for delta, gu for

gama, &c. though the particle kar may be sub-

joined to the whole ; as u-kar, a-kar, i-kar, &c.

hu kar, wu-kar, yu-kar, u e. the breath-er, wu-er,

yu-er, in the hinduwee alphabet.

The reader will perceive, that the series mu,

bu, bhu, pu, phu, fu, vu, &c. nu, ngu, lu, ru, &c.

exhibit the name of each letter unconnectedly

as such, while m, b, bb, p, ph, f, v, n, ng, 1, r,

respectively shows their sound orpower connect-

edly, in the formation of words. Among the

vowels the name and power may always be alike,

but with the semi-vowels and consonants it

must, for obvious reasons, be otherwise, as

above illustrated from the oriental alphabets,

which, like our own, require one vowel at least

to give utterance either to hu, wu, yu, or to the

consonants, as their name with us implies.
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The consonants might be named by any of

the vowels as auxiliaries, as well as by u, were

not this the shortest sound of a, invariably in-

herent in the whole of the naguree or hindoo-

stanee consonants. The vowel might also stand

on either side subserviently, as mu, um ; bu,

ub ; da, ad; fi, if; pee, eep, with sufficient

effect in any uniform system, did we not learn

from babes and sucklings to say, ma, ma, pa, pa,

instead of am, am, or ap, ap. Our alphabet

partakes of both principles, as bee, dee, ef, el,

perhaps to distinguish what are termed the

mutes from the liquids, among which ess might

be included, were this at the best, either a very

consistent or convenient arrangement in any

alphabet.

The ten expirated letters, bh, ph, dh, th, dh,

th, jh, chh, kh, gh, seem peculiar to the hin-

doos, of which *we can form no other idea, than

by frequently repeating the following, and such

words as^i have exhibited them, in this place :

viz. a-bhor, a-dhere, u-phill, chur-chhill, nu-

thook, mil-khouse, do-ghouse, or by contract-

ing them thus, bhor, dheer, thook, phil, chhil,

khuos, ghuos, &c. and ringing the changes with

this aspirated pronunciation, until it become

quite familiar to the scholar, which it must be

in the course of two or three davs, devoted to
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this essential exercise, in the very threshhold of

oriental orthoepy, to prevent the most dangerous

mistakes.

The expirates kh, gh, above must be most

carefully distinguished from the gutturals kh,

gh, explained below, because the h in these last

and sh, zh, ch, is a mere subservient to express

a sound for which we have no character in our

alphabet, not less defective in ch, sh, zh, though

possessing the simple character j to denote the

compound sound of dzh.

n as a nasal before j, k, g, and t or d, requires

no particular mark, sounding exactly like our

own combined letters nj, ng, nk, nd, nt, &c. in

change, rung, sunk, want, fyc. but elsewhere

the french nasal is marked n. Preceding the

labials n frequently becomes, as in most lan-

guages, m.

r should be every where expressed by a per-

fect vibration of the tip of the tongue on the

upper teeth, as in the word Pamour, which few

englishmen can express well, though the Scottish

and irish find no difficulty whatever, they con-

sequently have less trouble in the accurate pro-

lation of the northumberland r, expressed in

a subsequent page by gh.

d and t are formed by carrying the tongue

forcibly against the roof of the mouth, while
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articulating the common dentals d and t of our

own alphabet, which are as much softer than

d, t, as these are harder than the oriental d, t,

formed with a slight protrusion of the tongue

towards the lips and teeth, duck, do, tub

;

duke, dew, due, tube, will convey a tolerable idea

of the difference between palatial and labial den-

tals in the eastern tongues ; the d, t, of the four

last, even with us, being much softer than in

the three first : for in fact some people seem to

soften the liquified d and t with us, so far as to

say, tshube, jook, jew for due, &c. The lisp

of children, and others, will convey a tolerable

notion of the very soft dentals d, t, in question,

as essential sounds in the oriental tongues, which

require the utmost assiduity and practice before

the learner can perfectly comprehend or express

them in the persian and hindoostanee languages.

d frequently becomes a very harsh palatial r

;

as in ghora, a horse, properly ghoda, being thus

written in naguree, though very seldom so pro-

nounced.

th in thin and thine does not occur in the

alphabets of India, though the arabs appear to

possess similar sounds among their letters ; th is

therefore uniformly as in hothouse, quasi ho-

thuos.

s, sh, z, zh, are to each other, as they stand in
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sin, shin, seize, seizure or seezhyoor, the h here

being a mere subservient letter, as in gh, kh,

ch, with no aspiration whatever.

j, ch, called dento sibilants to shew their

component parts as dentals and sibilants, which

might be denoted by dzh, tsh, were these not

more complex than our own soft ch in church

(tshurtsh),j in judge (dzhudzh), to which, if

due attention be paid now, the reader will never

hereafter frenchify the j of just (dzhust) to

zhust, as he will probably do at first, until fre-

quently apprised that our j in jam ^dzham) is

composed of the dental d and sibilant zh, stated

above.

kh is the rough guttural k pronounced in the

very act of hawking up phlegm from the throat,

which becomes tremulous and ruffled, while the

root of the tongue is with it forming the sound

required. This letter is familiar enough to the

Scottish and other northern nations, but very

troublesome to the english, who should first try

it in mukh, lukh, nukh, rukh, &c. before at-

tempting it in khum, khul, and so on.

gh is to g, gh, what kh is to k, kh ; conse-

quently, the guttural northumberland r, heard

in the act of gargling the throat with water, as

ghu, ghu, ghu ; mugh, lugh, rugh, are much

easier than ghum, ghul, &c. which learners will

h
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confound with gum, gul, &c. until the burr in

the throat, as it is called, be duly acquired from

some person who has this peculiarity, and who

would call the word roolam, ghoolam, a slave,

very properly, instead of goolam, as those do

who have not acquired the gh accurately.

These two rough gutturals will become quite

easy to learners, who have acquired the distinct

vibrative power of r, from the 'purring of a cat,

or the snarling of a dog, and in default of more

rational instructors, the whirl of a child's toy,

or the sound of a partridge's wings, in violent

motion, are well calculated to convey this trou-

blesome sound to those englishmen, who have

otherwise no idea of it, though perverse enough

to mention their own idears of a goo&Jellowr.

q or our k articulated by raising the root of

the tongue simply towards the throat, which

must not be in the smallest degree ruffled, as in

forming kh, or gh. The q may consequently

be styled a deep but liquid lingual letter, pro-

duced by clinking the root of the tongue against

the throat, so as to cause a sort of nausea. The

same sound will be recognized when pouring

water in a particular manner from a long-necked

guglet, as the liquid decanting may represent

the lower part of the tongue acting upon the

throat or neck of the vessel in question, unruf-
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fled by the water gushing from it. A few ef-

forts, with uql wisdom, and nuql a story, will

soon fix the q in the memory and on the organs

of speech, perhaps at the expense of a slight

nausea at first, from qulum, a pen, pronounced

qulum, kulum, never kwulum, in the way we

make quill, kwill.

r The vowels, particularly such as are homo-

geneous, either in quantity or quality, are very

interchangeable; and this holds good among

the consonants also, even sometimes where af-

finity is not at first sight very striking, as in y,

j, z, g, 1, n, r, s, h, m, b, and w, v.

The learner should recollect that c is never

used but as a subservient in the combination

ch already explained, though it certainly has an

equal right to denote tsh, that j has to imply

dzh, if the roman alphabet should ever pervade

the globe, after its radical reformation, as the

very best character yet extant, whi ch itreall

is, and would, then render the english tongue

the most fit for universal adoption.

To prevent letters coalescing, the
,
is often

inserted between them, that ee, oo, nk, ng, sh,

zh, may be distinctly articulated, when neces-

sary, as two separate sounds ; so, e,e, o,o, n,k,

n,g, sh, zh.

The number of syllables in a word is com-

h 2
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monly regulated by the number of vowels.

When two consonants intervene, they should

be divided, ad-mee, a person; but if one only,

it goes to the last, pa-nee, water, ba-hur, out,

sa-yu, shade. This holds good likewise when

the consonant is expirated, whence duk-khun,

the south, not duk-hun, unless to teach a begin-

ner to sound the h in this word, that he also

may not miscall it deccan ! as is generally done.

Sometimes two consonants meet as in english,

gurm, warm, fusl, season, swamee, lord, pran,

L> {o^l -A life, though among the illiterate pronounced

^1^ JwZnd rather as gurum, fusul, puran, &c.

A view of such letters and combinations,

agreeably to their invariable power in the hin-

doostanee language, as can be farther illustrated

by english examples, and which the reader

might still otherwise mistake, may have its uses

in this introduction, I have therefore exhibited

it, in so obvious a manner, that no one ac-

quainted with the english language can possibly

misconceive the particular sound adopted from

that tongue, in which there are thousands of

words that I could not otherwise exhibit, than

as they actually appear, viz. us, up, burning,

&c.

dw
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y> yu <

sh

the frencb ) ^

j or g )

tsh, ch

dzh, j

g hard

nk

ng

n

th

on

yawn, yoke, your, &c.

shin, ship, rush.

("pleasure, -j i, e. plizhyoor.

I asure J ezhyoor.

church, rich.

jugular, judge, (juj).

uphold, uphill.

jugular, geese, gig.

sink, brink, hanker.

rung, sung, anger.

sans, bon, in french.

hot house, nut hook, nu-

thook, spit not, as the

. th of thin and thine are

not used in hindoosta-

nee, see page 1.

For the vowels and diphthongs consult pages

xxiii, &c. and always consider u, short a ; a,

long a ; i short, and ee long, in every situation
;

while the two diphthongs, no and ue, are ever

to be treated as the ou or ui and y in our, uor;

guide, gued ; dry, drue. sans and bon will shew

the sound of the nasal n, which is so very com-

mon in the hindoostanee, that I have given the

whole of the vowels in their nasal form, un, an,

&c. to demonstrate the absolute necessity of

acquiring them correctly from the alphabetical

starting-post itself, by every scholar.
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u in purdu, a curtain ; a in rat, night ; e in

bed, (baid) scripture ; ue in uesa, so ; i in mila,

found ; the hard g in gunge, o ganges ! and

perhaps a few others, are very liable to be mis-

conceived by a mere english reader, who does

not seriously attend to the fixed invariable

power of such letters before he attempts to de-

rive any real benefit from the present plan ; I

am therefore under the necessity of inculcating

again and again the present unavoidable retro-

spection to the letters and their sounds, to pre-

vent all future disappointment on that head, if

possible, before the student can commence col-

loquial intercourse or the< reading of sentences

and dialogues, with any satisfaction to himself

or advantage to those who may hear him.

Recapitulation, or general rules for the accurate

pronunciation of the letters, intended chiefly

for the guidance of those scholars who may

wisely confirm their own knowledge, by gene-

rously instructing others in the grand collo-

quial language of the east, previous to, or

during the passage to India.

1. Every short vowel must be constantly

sounded as short as possible ; u, sun, co, soon,

i, sin -, the co even still shorter, as in foot.
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2. All the long vowels in every situation

ought, especially at first, to be pronounced as

full, long and broad, as the learner can well &\/ n*A~

sound them, more particularly in monosyllabic ^J^
words, like rat, night, bat, word, log, people, > ,

very apt from english mouths to issue as rats,

bats and logs of a very different sort, if not

made baut, raut, loag, as they ought to be.

3. The soft dentals d, t, cannot be softened too O s ^)

much, and the harsh d, r, t, can hardly appear

enough so, till their opposite natures be suffi-

ciently understood from practice, and a sedu-

lous retrospection to pages xlix and 1, where the

nature of those letters is more fully discussed.

4. These, viz. d and t, are formed by bring-

ing the tip of the tongue forwards, almost be-

tween the lips, as in due, tube, tune, while d, r, t, O ,y , vil)

require that organ to be curved backwards and

then struck against the roof of the mouth, as

in dull, tub, tun. The first are much softer and

the last a great deal harsher than our english

d, t, r.

5. The expirated bh, chh, dh, &c. must all ^ fy*

be very distinctly heard, with a full breathing of

the h, as b-ha, ch-ha, to prevent innumerable

mistakes of the most offensive nature. Who-

ever shall rapidly pronounce our words, abhor,

adhere, for some time, and during reiterated
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efforts all at once, shall drop the initial a, he

will readily say bhor, dheer, with the requisite

expirate, in its proper place. This one effort is

alone applicable to all the other aspirable con-

sonants, noted in page xlviii, and with the most

certain effect, throughout the hindoostanee

tongue ; but the student should cautiously shun

the common error of converting these monosyl

labic expirates, bha, chba, &c. to such dissyl-

lables as buha, chuha, &c. lest he frequently

confound one thing with another, and be often

vexed, disappointed, or abashed by his own

blunders, from bad pronunciation entirely.

Phun, a snake's crest, has the expirated h as

clear and as immediately after the p, as r is in

prune : phun, therefore, by an intelligent scho-

lar, cannot possibly be confounded with puhun.

put on, fun, art, or pun, a numerical quantity,

because, added to the remark just made, he will

recollect, that in page xliv, it is said, two let-

ters are never used to express a sound which can

be done by one, if it exist in our alphabet, as

f for ph, and j for dzh. When chli occurs, it

mast be formed by a concomitant sneeze, ob-

servable in chhee-nkna, which is resolvable to

the natural effort chjiee and kurna to make it,

ergo, to our sneeze ; not quite so significant,

however, as the said chhee ! which a novice in
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snuffing often expresses, in spite of his teeth,

and would then have no trouble whatever in

pronouncing uch-chhee turuh, in a prober man-

ner, at once ; though thousands have spent half

of their lives in Hindoostan, without ever hav-

ing learnt this common expression beyond atshe

terry ! !

!

6. The above aspirated letters have been

called expirates, to distinguish them from the

inspirates buh, chuh, duh, and a thousand others.

The aspirate here closes the syllable, and is con-

sequently formed by a sort of inspirated catch-

ing of the breath, much more difficult to learners

than those described in rule 5. Unless this

final aspirate or inspirate be carefully attended

to, in words like shah, a king, mah, month, no

scholar can readily put such nouns in the hin-

doostanee oblique plural, shahon, mahon, with

the h, now in its expirated form.fe) The inspi-

rate under discussion may be acquired and re-

tained, by saying aha, aha, aha, suddenly drop-

ping the final a, but preserving the h as forcibly

as inspiration can express it in ah, oh, eh, &c.

without giving the h an irish or scotish twist to

the guttural kh, which many are apt to do in

uhmuq, a fool, by calling this ukhmuq, instead

of uh-muq, with a smooth, distinct, inspirated

(g). Raja, &c. are inconsistently converted to rajah !

!

i
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h, which alone never can have the smallest gut-

tural rough sound, though as a subservient it

certainly makes k and g so, in mukh-mul, velvety

rugh-but, desire,

7- The gutturals kh and gh are best acquired

by saying ku, khu, khu, (the last as it were

with an effort to hawk up tough phlegm from

the throat) gu, ghu, ghu, (the last in an effort

to gargle the throat forms the northumberland r)

because as ghu is to gu, so is khu to ku. The

difficulty must now be much decreased to every

person who possesses sagacity enough to dis-

criminate the sounds produced in hawking up

viscid phlegm from the throat, and in gargling

it with water, or in an attempt to do so, by imi-

tating what is termed the rattle in the throat of

a dying man. The true discriminative articu-

lation of kh and gh depends on ruffling the

throat in a particular manner, while prolating

k and g respectively. Experience has taught

me, that kh and gh closing a syllable, of which

the initial is r, the labial, liquid, or nasal m, 1, n,

are more readily pronounced by beginners than

vice versa ; thus, rukh is easy, compared to khur,

and rugh to ghur, mukh to khum, or mugh to

ghum, and so on. If the proper vibration be

given to r, irr before ugh, the gh very naturally

becomes the northumberland r in rugh, rogh,

&c. as any one may try (who has not the burr
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naturally, and who can pronounce the r as di-

rected in page xlix, before the gh explained in

pages li, lii), with the greatest success, though

it may still be some time before ghur can be

enounced otherwise than gur. Rugh, rugh,

rugh, ghur, ghur, ghur, mugh, mugh, mugh,

ghum, ghum, ghum, lugh, ghul, nugh, ghun,

often repeated, may remedy the defect soon.

8. Though q be called a guttural, I would

rather name it a linqual letter, because its for-

mation is almost entirely owing to the root of

the tongue being raised to the roof of the pa-

late or throat, which last is preserved perfectly

unruffled in this operation, whence the real dif-

ference between q and the other rough gutturals

already enumerated. Water poured in a parti-

cular manner from a long necked guglet, or the

hiccup of a man more than half seas over, will,

I believe, yield a sound very near the q, which,

when duly articulated, has the peculiar property

of exciting a nausea in the learner, and it is

comical enough, that the arabic word que, qui,

quee, means vomiting. When followed by u

the scholar must never, as in english, change u

to w, but call words like qulum, a pen, qazee,

ajudge, kulum, kazee, never qwulum, quazee,

&C; nor qeer, pitch, queer, but keer, or rather

qeer, qulum, &c. with the linqual q above de-

i <2
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scribed alone ; thus the oriental isqeel is not

squill, as we make it skwil instead of the origi-

nal above, or iskeel as the best substitute for the

isqeel required.

9. An anxiety to pronounce certain letters

remarkably well, is very apt in beginners, not

only to have an opposite effect, but also to make

them aspirate letters which are not aspirated,

such as ch, sh, zh, d, t, or to change our com-

mon gutturals k, g to the rough kh, gh and q,

more especially when the organs of speech have

been just employed in the formation of the q,

&c. as in the words, qazee ka ghoolam ghur

men hue, thejudge9

s slave is at home. It is ten

to one but ka ghur will become qa ghur, if the

learner have by this time a perfect idea of the

foregoing q and gh, as distinct sounds from k

and gh. This tendency, and a trick of reading

words like nisbut, relation, qismut, fortune', as

if written nizbut, qizmut, should be carefully

guarded against and corrected immediately,

otherwise these bad habits will be confirmed

with the most pernicious consequences, in spite

of all my observations on the consistent uni-

formity of the Hindee roman alphabet, in which

s never can express the power of z, though

constantly doing so in our own absurd system

of orthography, disgraced with sounds for which
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there are no proper characters, and with letters

that possess no fixed sounds, whence a species of

polygraphic orthoepy has arisen, more like the

babylonic confusion of tongues than a regular

scheme, well calculated for the comprehension

of juvenile minds during their first efforts on

the very rudiments of vernacular speech and

grammar.

1 0. To make due allowance for future retro-

cession I generally go beyond the line of per-

fection, whence with me beginners must neces-

sarily pronounce with evident great difficulty

and harshness at their outset, but their own ears

soon become the best correctors of such an

evanescent fault, which has its uses even, and

need not give the smallest real uneasiness to the

learner, though it may for a time furnish fools

with something to laugh at, instead of them-

selves, when the tables are turned completely

upon them, in conversing with the natives, who,

# to a bad pronouncer, might bring keera, a worm

or snake, for kheera, a cucumber" ; gora, a euro-

pean servant, instead of ghora, a horse, and

last, not least, of such laughable mistakes, a *

poor ass, gudha, may be confounded with guda, ,

a beggar, while a blind man, undha, would run

some risk of being converted to unda, an egg, »

from the lips of a mere jargonist.
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11. In strict orthoepic propriety, the diph-

thongs uo (ou) ue (y) should be expressed by

uoo, uoo, ui, uee, did not this mode rather mili-

tate against oriental orthography, with which,

from an enlarged and progressive knowledge of

the languages, we are strongly induced to con-

form, as far as possible, for reasons that need

not be stated in this place, since uo, ue, are evi-

dently in the middle between both extremes of

long and short.

12. The letter r, with its aspirate rh, is rather

a nominal deviation from d, dh, than a formal

character in the naguree system, but there is not

sufficient cause to preserve them, as two distinct

symbols, in a scheme of this kind, though it has

been done with our w, v, y, j, on better grounds.

13. Whoever recollects, that y, though called

a semivowel, is now always treated more as a

consonant in my system, can meet with no

trouble in pronouncing kiya, paya, beebiyon,

as ki-ya, pa-ya, beebiyon, nor in reconciling

these with kee,a, pa
(

e,a, beebee
(

on, especially if

he will at the same time consult the subsequent

rules on the mutation of letters, and pages xxiii,

xxiv.

14. In this work our english u in up, sup,

cup, bud, is, for cogent motives, still preserved

to denote the shortest sound of a in america,

(umuriku), Calcutta, (kulkuttu), I must conse-
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quently beseech the learner to observe, once for

all, that in my mode, position does not alter

the power of a letter, therefore purdu, (parda) a

curtain, cannot become purdoo (pardoo) except

by that perverseness and irregularity, which

disgrace almost all the alphabets in the world

:

a censure from which the most philosophical of

the whole, the sunskrit even, is not altogether

exempt : our sounds in bad, bed, have no exist-

tence in the hindoostanee.

15. The name of every letter comes as near

its actual power as possible, whence— a, bu, pu,

lu, hu, are much more consistent and definite,

than our be, pe, ell, aitch, or the greek alpha,

beta, &c. When consonants unite to form words,

or appear as finals, the short inherent vowel

is dropt and also lost before other vowels, whence

bd in the oriental characters is simply bud, not

budu, and bad is neither bu-ad nor bu-adu,

which it must be, were the names of separate

letters in any language ignorantly confounded

with their mere power, in the composition of

words like bad, wind.

16. The number of syllables in a word, for

the most part, depends on the number of vowels,

as a
(

o come ! ja
(

o go ! When two consonants

occur between two vowels, they generally are

divided, but when one is found, it is most con-

y,
r !*'•5 i>

^V U't> ~^-'
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V
venient to give it to the last syllable, as bur-tun,

a vessel, pa-nee, water, a-ya, c#me, pa-ya,found.

The arabic and persian often have final conso-

nants without an intermediate short vowel, as

well as the hindoos and ourselves, who admit of

this in the beginning of wTords also, . although no

such coincidence as the last can occur in arabic

or persian. gurm, usl, hum, buzm
3
rusm, are

*f ' instances of the first species, swamee, kripa,

i*+f, *i*i of the last, all to be treated, as we would such

^ijb combinations in our own language.

17. Those learners who content themselves

.J at their commencement with dialogues are not

very likely to have much aid from moonshees,

or native teachers, in acquiring the true pronun-

ciation ; they will, therefore, do well to read

the sentences aloud to themselves, after being

thoroughly versed in the rules now delivered, as

it may be thus in their power to acquire a very

correct, distinct, and pleasing enunciation, du-

ring their progress through this work. Scholars

advanced so far as reading the language in the

oriental characters, will do well to persevere in

acquiring and retaining a just pronunciation

from my roman orthography, as I have seen

some instances of a relapse to very great inac-

curacy in tolerable pronouncers, by a premature

and ill judged preference of the persian charac-

krTi
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ter, founded on the silly pride of appearing pre-

cociously so wise, in their day and generation,

as to decipher the foreign symbols of an eastern

tongue, otherwise almost unknown.

When the foregoing 17 principles and obser-

vations are well understood by the reader, he can

meet with no obstacle in learning the sounds of

the hindoostanee alphabet ; and after acquiring

them completely, he should commence reading

aloud every day, for one month, a few para-

graphs of english, according to the plan laid

down here for the oriental tongues ; supposing

his own language a piece of persian or hindoo-

stanee, in which he must forget of course, in

many words the english orthoepy entirely. It

will very soon be discovered, that where our

letters and sounds follow any fixed general prin-

ciple, they will commonly coincide exactly with

my scheme, and vice versa. Mushroom, british,

just, church, such, king, sung, sink, see, boor,

fling, swim, war, " and thousands more would

be so written and pronounced in the eastern

tongues ; but to enable the scholar to read this

last sentence according to the system proposed,

I would be under the necessity at first of writing

it in our character thus
:"

Aund tho,usaunds morai wo.uld bai so writ-

tain aund prono,unsaid in thai ai
(

austairn tong*

k
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gu,ais, (tongues), but to ainaublai thai stsholaur

to rai,aud this laust saintainsai akkording to

thai syustaim proposaid, i wo,uld bai undair

thai naisaissityu aut first of writing it in o,ur

tshaurauktairs thus.

Such an exercise, for the period mentioned

above, would confirm the learner's hindee pro-

nunciation more than any thing I know, and his

own ears would, in a few days, teach him to call

a invariably awe, never ai ; e not ee but ai ; ee

never ai but ee of see, u short a, in no instance

oo nor yoo ; i, as in sin, never like sign nor seen ;

s neither sh nor z ; ch always tsh, and j, dzh, &c.

In the same manner he would acquire a habit of

pronouncing the very soft dentals of due, duke,

tube properly, as none of the very harsh sort d,

t, can occur in any english paragraph, provided

he at the same time apply closely to the hindoo-

stanee alphabet, as illustrated and explained in

this section of the work. To the man who can

forget his own language so far as to bend its

sounds accurately to my scheme of letters, we

may safely submit the following hindoostanee

story, first in my way, and then in that random

mode which many other people would at once

adopt, without having studied the subject so

long and deliberately as I have done.

Ek badshah ne upne wuzeer se poochha ki
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sub se bihtur mere huqq ^ men kya hue, urz

kee, ki ydl kurna uor rueeyut ka palna.

Aick baudshauh nai apnai vizier sai poochhau,

ke sub sai behtur mairai buck maing kea hy, arz

kee, ke adl kurnau our riot kau paulnau.

If these two, and the engHsh sentence in

page lxvii, read as it would be pronounced in

hindoostanee, do not convey my meaning to

the reader, I shall be at a loss how to make it

more obvious to him by any written instruc-

tions ; he should therefore study this part well

before lie condemns it either as obscure or unin-

telligible, and he will assuredly perceive that

each perusal of the whole will render it more

and more familiar to himself, and to the capa-

city of any person whom he may thus wish to

instruct in the accurate pronunciation or vital

portion of a living tongue, without which, pro-

found oriental learning, for all the useful pur-

poses of life in India, will prove nought but

vanity and vexation of spirit. In the belief that

the subsequent extract on this theme, from the

antijargonist, may still render the subject more

evident, it is herewith submitted to the reader.

(/*)• The final duplicate here and in budd, limit, hiss, sensation, with

a few more, is preserved agreeably to the arabic orthography, but one only

©i" these finals can be pronounced.

k2
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The following english words attending to

their true pronunciation, would, agreeably to

my orthography, be written thus

:

bare, I would write, ber gore, I would write, gor

age ----- ej ore or

bile - - - - buel sage sej

hall ----- hal useful - - yoosfcol

The above words the learner should fre-

quently repeat over, to accustom his eyes and

his ears to the orthography of the hindoostanee

;

and to the fixed sounds given to the english

symbols, used here to express the words of that

language.

For his further exercise and amusement, I

shall here add an example of Addison's well

known simile of the angel,—first, according to

our current english orthography, — secondly,

according to the hindoostanee orthography used

here,— thirdly, according to that of the late Sir

William Jones,—and, lastly, like the sentence

in page lxvii, to confirm the practice there

recommended, as the best I can devise for im-

pressing on the reader's memory my mode of

reading english, as so much hindoostanee in the

Hindee-roman alphabet.

" So when some angel, by divine command,

** With rising tempests shakes a guilty land,
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" Such as of late o'er pale britannia past,

** Calm and serene he drives the furious blast,

" And pleas'd th' Almighty's orders to perform,

H Rides in the whirlwind and directs the storm."

This, according to my orthography, would be

written as follows

:

So hwen sum enjel, bue divuen kumand,

With ruezing tempests sheks a gilti land,

Such az uv let or pel britanyu past,

Kam and sireen hee druevz thi fyooryuk blast,

And, pleezd th' almuetiz ordurz too purform,

Ruedz in the hwurlwind and duerekts thi storm.

But the learner will please to observe the

sounds expressed above by a9 e, and th, not

being found in the hindoostanee system, do not

properly belong to mine, though necessarily

inserted in this specimen.

The following example of the late Sir Wil-

liam Jones's orthographical system is exhibited

in the Asiatic Researches, Vol. I. p. 33.

So hwen sm enjel, bai divain camand,

Widh raisin tempests shecs a gilti land,

Sch az av let or pel britanya past,

Calm and sirin hi draivz dhi fydras blast,

And, pliz'd dh' almaitiz arderz tu perform,

Raids in dhi hwerlwind and dairects dhi starm.

As in page Ixvii.

So hwain somai aung-gel, byu divinai kommaund,

Witji rising taimpaists shaukais au gueltyu laund,
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Such auss oflautai o
t
airpaulai britaunniau paust,

Kaulm aund sairainai hai drivais t
t
hai furious blaust, &c.

A tolerably correct pronunciation of the un-

der-mentioned hindoostanee words might per-

haps by many be acquired, if written agreeably

to the uncertain orthography of the last column

here :

bare (well) thus, baurey gor (a grave) thus, goar

age (before) - augey or (a side) - - - oar

buel {a bull) - - biel sej (a bed) - - saidge

hal (state) - - - haul

But how should we find symbols to express,

agreeably to the analogy of english pronuncia-

tion, such words as the following : aya, came,

sayu, shade, siyahee, ink, or how distinguish

gunge, gauges, from gunj, a market ?

* Certainly no two people would agree in re-

gard to their pronunciation. The first three

words would prove difficult in the extreme, and

if the g were ever allowed the soft sound of j,

it would often prove equivocal. Hence the

necessity for a fixed system, adapted as nearly

as possible to the existing sounds of the hin-

doostanee language. By a little attention to

the scale of letters in pages xxiii and xxiv ; by

noting that the power of each letter in the hin-
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doostanee, is in all cases the same ; by recol-

lecting they never admit of a deviation in sound,

however various the combination, (excepting in

the instances of ee, oo, co, ch, gh, kh, sh, zh,

provided for in the scheme already noticed)
;

and by remembering that no letter is useless or

mute, (saving the few orthographic examples

by the note in page lxix, for which an adequate

reason will be found in the arabic table and in

page 42) ;—the pronunciation will come per-

fectly easy in a short time, thus, aya, sayu,

siyahee, and gunge with the hard g in both

instances, as if written gung-gL But a, being

in the hindoostanee invariably broad, as in hall,

e long as in verite, and u short as in sun, the

prosodial marks, (-) broad, (*) long, and/")

short, for those letters are unnecessary ; and the

diaeresis, or division mark (,), is more frequently

used here to facilitate the progress of a mere

beginner, than from any necessity for it in a,o,

ja
t

o, aojao, as these, by a person conversant

in my system of orthography, would be pro-

nounced exactly the same in both cases, though

so,o, sleep, bo,o, sow, muzhub, religion, and

some others, require it as marked in page xxv,

that o, o, z, h, may not become oo, zh.
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General rules for speaking to the natives of In-

dia, with the greatest chance ofunderstanding

them and ofbeing understood, after the learner

has acquired an accurate idea ofthe sounds of

all the letters.

1. An order or sentence should never be

given or commenced abruptly, without prefa-

cing it with some such expression as soono, hear!

lest one half of the words be spoken before the

native has been fairly put on his guard to hear

them, kyoon, why, how, well; kuho, say ; bjiu.ee,

friend; with many others, are prefixed by the

natives to sentences, and may in general be con-

sidered not only ornamental expletives, but also

preparative words like attention, Sec. among us,

by which the hearer cocks his ears or makes

ready for what is to follow. From our seldom

or ever using this necessary precaution, it often

happens, that before a native is put sufficiently

on his guard, the half of an order is already

communicated, of which he probably has not

distinctly heard one single word, consequently

either a repetition must take place or the execu-

tion of it will prove very unsatisfactory indeed.

% The hindoostanee being naturally very

concise on many occasions, as few words as

possible should be used at first, to prevent bad
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pronunciation or worse construction from con-

founding the hearer, and thereby defeating the

speaker's wishes entirely. Thus, " give me a

plate," and many such orders, will be perfectly

plain by simply saying, " basun," a plate, with

that emphasis and look, which in all countries

and tongues, denote the want of a thing.

3. A stock of the most necessary nouns and

verbs, with a small number of words of place

and time, will soon enable a learner, who at-

tends to the last rule, to get what he wants from

the people, if he will only recollect, that by

simply changing the na of every infinitive to o,

he forms their imperative plural at once. This

part, of all others, is the most useful to new

comers in India, and ought to be acquired ac-

cordingly, including a list of the simple and

compound postpositions, of, to, for, by, with,

from, &c. before, behind, below, and words of

this class, which are evidently compounds ana-

lyzible so—by fore, by low, &c. all well calcu-

lated to demonstrate the nature of age, before,

age men in front, as prepositions or postposi-

tions thus elliptically formed.

4. A slow, easy, distinct, and rather broad

manner of speaking will sooner be compre-

hended by the hindoostanees, than the reverse,

which is moreover deemed a sign of vulgarity
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or culpable impetuosity, that the better sort of

people among them carefully avoid : their men

of rank and genteel manners are commonly

much more readily understood, by a novice in

the language, than those are who call themselves

moonshees, but who in reality, in days of yore,

knew little or nothing of the very tongue they

pretended to teach, while they endeavoured to

build their importance on a pedantic style and

flippancy of speech, that must have puzzled

every beginner.^

5. The native who receives an order should

always be made to repeat what he conceives is

to be done, as in this way the chance of mis-

conception is not only obviated, but the learner

has often moreover a good opportunity of cor-

recting his own sentences, thus repeated in the

true idiom of the hindoostanee, by the very

people who ought to know it best.

6. When the natives speak english, they

commonly give a very instructive lesson on the

nature and idiom of their vernacular tongue, of

which no scholar of any penetration will fail to

(i). Thanks to the colleges in Hindoostan and to their noble founders

and patrons, who have thereby compelled the visible darkness of the past,

to sink, like lucifer, never to rise again, or shed its baneful influence on

the future meridian light of useful knowledge.
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avail himself, when he clothes his english ideas

in the speech of Hindoostan.

7. There is something rather perplexing in

the pronunciation of n before g and k, to those

who are not aware, that it then has, even in our

own tongue, the power of ng in hunger, hung-

ger ; anger, ang-ger, sinking, sing-king ; think-

ing, thing-king : on this principle ng, nk must

be supposed always to imply the sound of ngk

or ngg, unless wiien thus divided, n,k, ng,

^whence gunge, the gauges ; nunga, naked

;

kunkur, gravel : ^nd^all such words, should be

spoken as it written so, gung-ge, nung-ga, "j^

kung-kur, by those who are resolved to profit

by advice, that they may pronounce the hindee

or hindoostanee, so as to be always understood.

8. When ch or k precedes chh and kh, as in

uch-chha, good, muk-khee, ajly, it is more with

a view of shewing how the originals are writ-

ten, than with any solicitude to have them very

accurately pronounced utsh-tshha, &c. as this is

almost impossible, but in dekhkur, having seen ;

rukhkur, having placed ; and all such words, the

h must be very distinctly heard before and after

the k, thus, dekh-kur, rukh-kur, &c. though

this at first will be rather difficult.

9. After the consonants, y may prove at first

1 2

r-40AJi>
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troublesome in kya, what f pyar, love, &c. till

the scholar adverts to its power as the conso-

nant yu in young, yawn, &c. which, with k or

p before them, I would write pyung, kyan ; y
never being a diphthongal vowel here as in our

words dry, drue, by, bue, &c. The soft d and

t will become dh, th if the reader be not con-

stantly on his guard against this deviation, pro-

ceeding from a strong desire to soften these

letters as far as he can.

10. In cases ofmoment, when we have to con-

verse with, or interrogate a native, this should

always be prefaced with some trivial discourse,

not only to enable the person to overcome his

apprehension, but to comprehend the address of

a total stranger, whose tone of voice and man-

ner of expression may seem at first so uncom-

mon or indistinct, as to be, for a few minutes,

almost unintelligible.

11. Sometimes this dulness of comprehension

may be affected to gain time for an evasive or

studied reply, in certain instances, as every hin-

doostanee is then too apt to conceive the most

innocent of our queries only so many traps set

to catch him in some villany or other. Should

this occur to a man conscious of his abilities as

a linguist, instead of being disconcerted, he
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will boldly proceed and convince the native,

that he is not to be put out of his way by any

such subterfuges.

12. No attempt to speak to the people of

India intelligibly, without a previous know-

ledge of the scheme of the letters, can ever be

expected to succeed, by those who do not con-

ceive there exists some infallible spell in the

very form of a strange character, or in the mere

use of dialogues; (without either the proper

sound or emphasis, which letters, words, and

sentences require,) a property that I have never

yet been able to discover in any alphabet or

language, which was not previously illustrated

and explained in my own, both respecting the

individual power of letters, and the grammati-

cal order and construction of sentences.

In drawing a comparison between the roman

alphabet, as applicable to the languages of

europe, and the oriental, as it regards those of

asia, we may fairly say of both, that in the

first, the powers of the letters are very absurdly

ever varying ; while, in the eastern alphabets,

their forms are not less liable to change, cir-

cumstances vexatious enough in each system

to beginners. We have too few letters to ex-

press all our sounds, while the hindoostanees,

on the other hand, possess such a superabund-
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ance of characters, that one sound has often

three or four consonous letters, though one of

ours have, rather unfortunately, at times four or

five sounds in the english tongue.

Before the tyro can possibly pronounce well,

with ease and fluency conjoined, he will find it

absolutely necessary to read and ponder over

the whole of the preceding sheets, at least four

times, if he at the same time be resolved to

comprehend the subject thoroughly, previous

to his farther advancement in this language, a

measure which I recommend sincerely to him,

from a conviction, that he will yet feel grateful

for the present importunity on my part, as his

progress afterwards will certainly both delight

and astonish himself. Not less than ten read-

ings of the examples, in the six pages after Ixvii,

will suffice to enable any scholar to read hin-

doostanee in the roman characters with equal

facility as so much latin or english ; but these

readings must be performed in a loud audible

voice, either for the reader's own ears to admo-

nish and correct him as he proceeds, or for his

fellow students, as hearers, to make their own

remarks on the performance progressively, with

the most beneficial effects to every one concern-

ed in such a pursuit.

On closing this section, the scholar must, for
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the last time, be reminded of its real utility and

importance to him as an orientalist; he should

therefore study it again and again, more espe-

cially those portions which warn him to shun

bad pronunciation, or point out the road to that

which is right.

Much thought and constant practice will do

more even for the solitary student than he will

all at once credit ; and if he fortunately meet

with a companion more diligent and acute than

himself, the road will daily prove smoother and

smoother, as they proceed together towards that

stage of perfection, which is indispensable to

every gentleman who desires to be useful to his

employers, and comfortable within himself in

any of Ine company's eastern domains. To
speak and behave in that country as such on all

occasions, is of more moment to every civil or

military officer in particular, and to the state

in genera], than superficial observers can readily

admit : hence the subject has never, till lately,

obtained that attention which its importance

demands, and will yet command, either among

us, or those other nations who begin seriously

to look with a jaundiced eye on british India.

The learner who may heedlessly proceed

through these sheets, will run the risk of im-

perceptibly acquiring a pronunciation, which he
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must afterwards be forced to unlearn ; whereas

he who shall weigh every letter, syllable, and

word well, before he quits this key to the cur-

rent living speech of India, may yet feel, after

his arrival in that country, some gratitude and

respect for the only author who has paid un-

wearied attention, during a space of thirty long

years, to this subject alone, and who may cer-

tainly enable every real student, if he chooses,

to speak the hindoostanee well, long before he

sets a foot on the indian peninsula.

To profound erudition as an orientalist, I

make no pretensions ; but the point of accurate

pronunciation in british India, as far as the hin-

doostanee and persian languages, now spoken

there, are concerned, I cannot readily concede

to any man, however learned he may otherwise

be, or whatever opportunities he may have en-

joyed of hearing the latter spoken in its local

purity by the persians themselves, who un-

doubtedly are apt to change the u of India to

a sound like the english e in let, bed, set, the

hindoostanee e to ee, a to oo, and some others,

which need not be stated in this place.

That this introductory portion of the story-

teller is remarkable for prolixity cannot be de-

nied j still the learner, who means really to

profit by this apparent blemish, may yet con-
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fess, that he required it all, before the various

objects connected with much and speedy profi-

ciency in the Hindee-roman alphabet could

arrest that attention, which the accurate pro-

nunciation of living tongues, at our first outset,

imperiously requires from every scholar.

For the tiresome tautology so unavoidable in

a book that is intended to supply the want of a

living instructor, much of whose business is

incessant repetition, little excuse can be ex-

pected, when the reader recollects, that he may

require even some more of it before he can well

remember many of the most essential points in

these sheets.

Notwithstanding every thing said in page

li., on the gutturals kh and gh, I fear, that

mughroor, proud, murghoob, delightful, mukh-

zun, a magazine, mukhsoos, special, and such

words, may still try the reader's skill, and teach

him, that retrospective patience and persever-

ance only can insure perfection. Even is, as,

rusm, will, in spite of a former caveat, become

again in his mouth iz, az, ruzm, rather than

the iss, auss, russm, intended. If my pupil or

reader have escaped the snare laid for him in the

above instances, let him call me a tautologist

with impunity, otherwise 1 beg leave to ob-

serve, that useful truths in philology are not the

m
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worse recollected by being frequently repeated,

any more than moral and religious precepts in

divinity, on which the changes have been rung

for nearly two thousand years, and are still per-

sisted in, oftener than once every week, though

reiterated in millions of sermons, since the

christian era, which people may daily consult

in their own study.

Words wherein two or more difficulties sud-

denly catch the tyro's eye, will generally create

so much anxiety to pronounce them well, that one

only will be overcome, while the others escape

correction entirely. He must syllable all long

vocables before he can possibly do them ample

justice as such ; and the final h in koochh, &c.

should not be allowed to mislead him so far as

to say klicoch, to which his tongue at first will

be too prone, unless he every moment almost

think, or say to himself—Take care ! no expi-

rate ! long vowel ! a short ! a soft dental ! a

diphthongal vowel ! the semivowel consonant

yu ! no trench ceu or u, as in ceuvre, perdu ! &c.

this sound cannot therefore exist here ; nor j,

ch, ent, as zh, sh, ang, which, to persons versed

in that tongue, they will certainly appear for

some time. One's own ears will in a few weeks

prove excellent correctors, provided the mind is

stedfastly fixed upon the object in pursuit ; and
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where there happens to be no better instructor,

I see no other resource for the solitary scholar

than a pertinacious trial of the above self-admo-

nitions and similar expedients.

In the case of Lieut. J. T. Molesworth on

the Bombay establishment, whom I never saw,

this effort of unaided study was made at sea

some years ago, under the most discouraging

concomitants imaginable, but with such suc-

cess, that I have every reason to believe this

accomplished young officer has long been one

of the best hindoostanee linguists in that presi-

dency, and I have no doubt of his being, by

this time, an excellent oriental scholar, who

must sooner or later, if spared by Providence,

attract the notice and merit the patronage of his

superiors, and the enlightened governor of so

flourishing a settlement, where talents and in-

tegrity, such as Lieut. Molesworth's, cannot

long remain without the reward they richly de-

serve, if I may be allowed to judge of them

from his literary correspondence with me, after

his arrival in India.

As I mean to take every favourable oppor-

tunity of communicating gratuitously my or-

thoepical knowledge to those who may wish to

instruct others, students hereafter will probably

have it in their power to obtain correct viva voce

m 2
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information on this essential, but arduous por-

tion of their oriental studies > and when attain-

able, it should never be neglected ; for no peru-

sal of a work can possibly supply the place of a

Jiving intelligent monitor.

The present, in default of a better, will answer

every useful purpose, more especially where

there are two or three studying it together, or

where due attention is unremittingly paid to the

context, and great assiduity evinced in reading

much aloud, with a full manly voice, that the

organs of hearing, more intellectually alert,

may constantly regulate and correct those of

sight and speech.

In this way, the irretxfory] so requisite in

the acquisition of languages, is progressively

brought to a high degree of perfection, as ex-

perience daily confirms that influence which the

eyes, ears, and tongue conjoined, evidently

possess over the faculty of recollection. He
who reads, hears, sees, and writes a word all at

once, may be said to have four strings, instead

of one, to the bow of his mind, which, properly

bent on the objects of its pursuit, must even-

tually hit the mark in view, with the well-di-

rected arrow of perception, to leave a vestige

behind, which no length of time can obliterate.

Having dwelt so long on my own orthoepigra-
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phical system, the reader may naturally wish

to know the opinions of competent judges upon

it, before he can venture to pin his faith, in

these matters, implicitly on my sleeve as an

oriental orthoepigraphist, and I shall gratify

him in so reasonable a desire as follows.

Lieut. Irvine, on the similitude between the

gipsey and hindoostanee languages, Bombay

Transactions, page 62, observes :

—

" I know not that any author has given us a

fuller or more just view of sounds, subdivided

into their natural classes, than Dr. Gilchrist."

In Sir James Mackintosh's plan of a compara-

tive vocabulary, page 303 of the above work,

are these remarks :
—

" This vocabulary would be completed, by a

collection of all the ancient and modern alpha-

bets of the district, their force being represented

in english characters, according to Gilchrist's

system, and it will be more convenient to adopt

his orthography, which is fixed and generally

known, than to contrive another, which, even

if it were better, would require some time to

teach, and probably encounter some opposition ;

Mr. Gilchrist's system being that which is now

best known, and most generally adopted."

The Asiatic Journal for July, page 71 *•

—

re~

marks from Capt. Roebuck.
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" There are only two systems of orthography

that can be deemed consistent or complete ; the

one invented by Sir Wm. Jones, the other by

J. B. Gilchrist, LL.D. My reasons for adopt-

ing the system of the latter, in preference to the

former, are these : 1st. Because it is my humble

opinion that his system is better calculated to

express oriental words in roman characters than

that of Sir Wm. Jones. 2d. Because Dr. Gil-

christ's plan enables a person either to express

arabic or persian words in nagree characters, or

nagree words in arabic or persian, for which

purpose no provision has been made by Sir

Wm. Jones, who appears only to have had in

view the representation of oriental words by

european characters. 3d. Because Dr. Gilchrist

uses different letters to express different sounds,

instead ofemploying the same letters with marks

upon them ; consequently, his system requires

no accents whatever to distinguish long from

short vowels, as in Sir Wm. Jones's plan. 4th.

Because Dr. Gilchrist's system is more gene-

rally known in India than the other, owing to

his numerous and valuable hindoostanee publi-

cations in the roman, arabic, persian, hindee,

turkish and nagree characters. — This sys-

tem being better adapted to express arabic,

persian, hindee, and turkish words, has conse-
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quently been used by the late Dr. Hunter, in

his valuable hindoostanee and english dic-

tionary ; it has likewise been used by A. D.

Campbell, Esq. in his excellent grammar of the

teloogoo (or gentoo) language, published at

Madras in 1816. To this I may add, that Dr.

Gilchrist's system, with a few unimportant de-

viations, is used by the following distinguished

oriental scholars : Dr. Lumsden, Major J. Wes-

ton, Dr. Carey, Major James Mouat, Major J.

W. Taylor, Capt. Lockett, Geo. Swinton, Esq.,

Wm. Butterworth Bayley, Esq., John Bardoe

Elliott, Esq,, Capt. Russel Martin, and James

Atkinson, Esq."

Asiatic Journal for September, 1819, page

°23\ :
—

" Orthoepy is another branch of learning

which Dr. Gilchrist has assiduously cultivated ;

and he must be cheered and gratified by the

concluding paragraph of an article on a propo-

sition for a universal alphabet, in the Edinburgh

Review just published, which says :
—

* We are

' ready to acknowledge the benefits that would

' result from the adoption of an universal alpha-

f bet in facilitating intercourse, promoting civi-

' lization, and diffusing knowledge. . . . For

' the really practical question at present is, whe-

' ther elementary works for the instruction of
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* students in the oriental languages might not

« advantageously be composed in such a con-

' ventional character ? By substituting this for

* the various alphabets now used, some trouble

' might certainly be saved to beginners, and

' much expense to the East-India Company.
' The experience and acknowledged success of

' Dr. J. B. Gilchrist, in teaching hindustani by

« an analogous method, affords some confirma-

' tion to the theory of M. de Volney/ "

The present governor of Bombay, the Ho-

nourable Mountstuart Elphinstone, in his late

valuable publication, thus animadverts on the

spelling of proper names :

—

" It is always difficult to express asiatic words

in our own characters, and this is increased, in

the present instance, by the want of a uniform

system. Lieut. Macartney had adopted Dr. Gil-

christ's orthography, which is perhaps the best

extant for the accurate expression of asiatic

sounds, and which is also by far the most gene-

rally current in India."

Having produced those high authorities for

the paramount utility and prevalence of my
orthoepigraphical method in british India, to

which a number of most respectable names might

still be added, I may be indulged in the benevo-

lent wish, that the anglo-americans, and my
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countrymen in genera], may yet be induced to

apply this english roman system to the current

dialects of the hottentots, kafrees, east and west

indians, &c. when they sojourn among newly

discovered nations, or any foreign tribes, long

enough to learn something of their unknown ton-

gues, which might thus be preserved and commu-

nicated with the greatest accuracy and precision

for the common good of mankind. 1 Let the ame-

rican and british missionaries of the gospel try

their hands on the lancasterian device of speedily

conveying divine truths all over the globe, by

teaching the rising generations of natives every

where to read and speak english, as the best ve-

hicle for the saving grace of useful knowledge,

which will certainly terminate in our own lan-

guage becoming universal, especially if they all

start fairly with a uniform roman alphabet, in the

first instance, as the catholic character for so

noble a design, and one that england alone, in

a more free regenerated state of amicable inter-

course with the eastern and western hemis-

pheres, is able, if conjoined with american phi-

lanthropists, to carry into execution, in the

course at most of one or two centuries. That

the introduction of the proposed literal symbols

is perfectly practicable, I had ample experience

among the moanshees of the Calcutta college,
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many of them preferring the improved roman

letters for writing both persian and hindoosta-

nee, quickly and correctly, to their own alpha-

bets, difficult, inconvenient, and equivocal in

the extreme, till they also were properly modi-

fied for the hindoostanee as a written, printed

and spoken tongue, in that original seminary of

oriental literature in all its branches. The hindoo-

stanee, like the english, has no less than two

characters, the persi-arabic and the naguree ; the

first may be compared with the roman or italic,

and the last might be considered a species of

black letter or german alphabet, though it must

be granted, that both these oriental symbols

have their respective advantages and defects as

the literary vehicles of that popular tongue, it

therefore becomes incumbent on me to submit

them separately, in regular succession here, as

a prelude to their united exhibition, in the next

section, contrasted with our own letters. In

the hindee rusmi khutt or reformed mode of

writing, composed under the auspices of the

Calcutta institution, and which is now univer-

sally current in hindoostan, the o, oo, uo ; e,

ee, ue ; n, n, of one system are appropriately

discriminated, and dots suffixed to certain sym-

bols in the other, to express u, kh, gh, q, z, f,

which it does not in fact possess.
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Remarks on the Letters in succession.

1. written with the mudd or mark thus J

over it becomes initially the broad a, and is

then termed alifi mumdoodu, but in the affixed

state the point
v

zubur, though not inserted,

is understood, as a second invisible letter, equi-

valent (with the symbol, which is seen), to u,

u, or a, not medially nor finally perhaps just so

long as the prefixed a ; the coincidence with the

naguree u, a, and * humzu, in these respects is

rather singular, as far as it goes, ulif, elif, when

under the influence of the vowel points ', is

transmuted to, but not termed ilif, colif, viz.

i, co, according to circumstances, and it con-

verts w to oo, y to ee, &c. v. 30, 34.

2. the final a in ba, &c. denotes those which

are both arabic and persian, while e shows they

belong exclusively to the last alphabet ; the

arabians having no such sounds term pe, ba,e

ujumee, the persian ba, che, jeemi ujumee, &c.

the barbarous jeem.

5. neither the th of thin nor thine occur in

hindoostanee pronunciation, though admissible

enough in arabic ; this letter is, consequently,

the s of us marked s orthographically only.

9. this is the phlegm expulsive guttural, cir-
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PERSI-ARABIC ALPHABET.

Numbers. Letters. Names.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

!• 10

it ii

\r \2

\r \3

if 14

id 15

H 16

iv i?

M 18

Tllll ulif

v_^ - -J "- be,, ba

i - j 1 pe^^ v ... ca i

kci' a"i Jg te, ta

l^ i j « se, • tba

C •

a- .s >- oa ieem

| che

.s s*- IT he,, ha

«i ^>"5 khe, kha

j^jI dal

ii 6: a zal, thai
CB -

^j | re, ra

.3
; ;
~ ze, za

**
S3

j J' ^ zhe
3

\j* \j~ — -j ~f seen

fr£ nt^i g sheen

<j« t^ ^ «* if s vv ad

u^ c^ *= ** -2 zvvad

Powers.

,3 baby.

o
£ papa.

4 tulip.

hS us or thin.
CO
s-

2 jug, dzhiiff.
05

j£ church, tshurtsh.

•S hay, ha.

05

j> loch Scottish
S3

r due.

1 zeal, thus.

& roar.
o

•* azure, jour, gens.

X Sin.

'I shin.

|p sweet.

zone, those.
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remarks continued.

cumstantially illustrated in pages li, Hi, lx, lxi,

resembling the Scottish ch, gh, in loch, rough,

enough, burgh, congenial with the northum-

berland r or gh, and classed before the deep

linqual q ; all fully described in li, &c. q. v.

5, 11, 17, 18, 19, 20, may be pronounced by

the arabs liker th, dh, sw, zw, than the mere

sounds of z, s, which they possess in the hindoo-

stanee.

21. For an adequate idea of this singular

character, we are referred by the philologers of

arabia to the significant voice of a young calf,

calling for the maternal pap, amidst its native

deserts, but as few people can enjoy so exqui-

site a mode of instruction, some lexicographers

have adopted the comical expedient of setting the

c yen, or eye, of that innocent animal, to peep

over the back of its roman substitute, where

the novitiate may instinctively see the sound

required, through this ingenious speculum,

without recollecting how very different the or-

gans of hearing and sight are from each other.

This notable device reminds one of the old

story respecting the brainless calf and astro-

loger, for whom, in the next edition of Joe

Miller, the oriental cyclops might be substi-

tuted with great propriety. In the formation

of a universal character, if obliged to specify
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Numbers.

n 19

r 20

r i 21

rr 22

rr 23

rp 24

PERSI-ARABIC ALPHABET Continued.

Letters. Names. Powers.

toe, that.k I I
to.e, ta

li k "5 zo,e, za zany, than

y

t
CD

c i. ii .2 ghuen

u, a, &c. xxix. ^ 4*s*vAjb

o
^ v. 9, xciv,xcvi.

A 3 co fe, fa

J -J a 3 co qaf
c

r$ 25 u/ Ll<i^| kaf

r.l 26 <*?<** J f|gaf

rv 27 J Jllf lam

Sd Ice.
c
CD

- v. 22.

cu

ka

| gall.

•s lull.

TA 28

n 29

r* so

I*
* **"2 meem

noon noon,

wa, waw g war, woo, woe, our.

H 31 . 4 * ^ 3 Jb ^ he, ha g hay, ha.

r r 32 J u | lam-ulif £ la or 1 and 87.

^^ 33 * ^ humzu 13 u, i, co.
CO" .—

FT 34^10,^-^1 ^ Gj ^a g"* yea, yam, eel, ere, eye.

r$ 35

ri 36

Tv 37

ojDr
-J

1

zubur, futuh
#
= U,

> *S zer.knsru

CO
-Q .

J3 1
o
as

run.

din.

"g pesh,zummu Q
00, good.

/•
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.

remarks continued.

the welch and gaelic 1, it, or any such vara

avis, should be discriminated by an appropriate

mark on that letter, referring to those natives,

who may have sucked in this lingual accom-

plishment with their mothers' milk for a correct

notion of its wonderful powers. For this pur-

pose to decorate 1 with a green leek or blue

bonnet, to proclaim the welchman's or high-

lander's peculiar sound of it, could not prove a

worse sign-post than the bull's or pope's eye

that Meninski and his imitators have heedlessly

introduced, as the most infallible index to c yen

in any tongue : so far as mere hindoostanee

pronunciation goes, the dot in eed simply de-

notes the mode of thus spelling ueed, almost

without expressing the u either as a vowel or

consonant, though the arabs, and those scho-

lars who follow or affect to imitate them in this

guttural vowel or vituline consonant, make it in

some degree the yu
(

eed or uyeed required.

30. This ambiguous character loses its con-

sonantal power when thus^ - ^ affixed to ulif or

humzu, in verbal or syllabic initials, then becom-

ing oo, o, or uo, but as a consonant it is fre-

quently sounded v, like the wine and vine of

those speakers, who might thus confound the

common weal, with common veal, or vice versa.
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remarks continued,

00 is called wawi muuroof, the known oo in

arabic, o being mujhool or unknown, and uo,

the wawi sakin maqubl muftooh, see 34 and

the remark upon it, also 85.

31. is esteemed rather a less guttural aspirate

than 8 or is said to be in arabic, but in hindoo-

stanee the difference is hardly perceptible : one

use of this letter, to denote the final u, i, or co

in bundu *jcj a slave, & ki, that, &c. is extraor-

dinary enough, but it is still more wonderful,

that the greatest orientalists have all over-

looked this fact so much as to write bunduh,

bundeh, and the whole of such words with

a visible aspirate, where none really exists,

the * having, by position alone, become the

mere substitute for the short finals u, &c. as

before noticed in page xxx. The english in-

deed have the trick of putting both a h and r

where they do not exist, and of omitting them

when they should be expressed, thus rajah for

raja, a prince, idear for idea, surda for surdar,

a commander, which seems the sole reason, that

1 can discover, for converting the $ final, when

denoting u alone, to the aspirated h, though

the arabs certainly thus make 2 t out of this

letter, on particular occasions.

(33). this is initially what * is finally, for
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remarks continued.

expressing the short u, i, co, or converting w
and y respectively to oo, o, uo, ee, e, ue. See

remarks 1, 30, and 34.

(34). affected exactly as 30 to become e, ee,

ue, its vowel state, in lieu of the more consonan-

tal y, when followed by a, and such vowels ya,

&c. ee is discriminated as the ya,e mu
(

uroof the

known ee, opposed to ya
t

e mujhool the unknown

e, called also ujumee, as being barbarous when

contrasted with the other ; ue is discriminated

by ya.e sakin maqubl muftooh, viz. e with u

before it, applicable to the diphthong ue and

also to uo on similar pinciples. See 1, 30, &c.

35, 36, 37. these three are rather vowel points

than letters, and are consequently all very short,

when 30 becomes so it is thus^ and marked w, op.

Nos. 5, 8, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 24 above are

properly arabic, and Nos. 3, 7, 14, 26, in like

manner persian, but the rest are common to

both alphabets. As Nos. 4 and 19 ; 5, 15 and

17; 8 and 31 ; 11, 13, 18 and 20, are mere du-

plicate, triplicate, or quadruplicate forms of

the same sound in hindoostanee, the learner

can be at no loss to perceive, that their discri-

mination now is merely to preserve the ortho-

graphy of the arabic and persian words, in their

original purity, when met with in the hindoo-
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stanee, as in this way a due knowledge of that

popular language will greatly aid, instead of

retarding, the student's future progress in those

tongues. It is rather an extraordinary fact, that

the exact number of letters in any given alpha-

bet is not well ascertained. The foregoing, as

far as arabic is concerned, has twenty-eight

only, and including the persian the number is

thirty-two ; because Nos. 32 and 33 above, are

not, strictly speaking, reckoned letters, any

more than the vowel points Nos. 35, 36, 37, are

considered in that light by persi-arabic scholars.

A single glance at the persi-arabic alphabet will

show, that nothing like a consistent plan has

been followed in the arrangement, names, or

formation of its component parts ; on the con-

trary they appear, like our own literary elements,

an undigested chaos, that has never been re-

duced to congenial order from its origin, or

what is not less probable, this abecedarian sys-

tem exhibits only the wreck of some elemental

plan, long since engulphed in the bottomless pit

of antiquity, as there are yet some faint rays of

a regular scheme, the work of a philosophical

mind, bursting through the surrounding gloom

to render its darker shades at present still more

discernible. While our orthography is disgrace-

fully imperfect, the endless changes in the form

o2
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of persi-arabic symbols is a defect perplexingly

absurd, and in fact renders the whole rather a

species of hieroglyphics than the simple inva-

riable representatives of literal sounds; whence

considerable progress, in all tongues so consti-

tuted, is almost a sine qua non a priori to enable

a learner to read either persian or english, with

tolerable facility, for a long time after his la-

bours begin, more especially when in the for-

mer he is often left, without the smallest aid

from the mode of writing or printing, to guess,

among various alternatives, any particular word

required, and which, in many instances, the

context alone, with a previous knowledge of

the language, can supply. Besides the vowel

points ^ ' already explained, the dots " above

and below letters are their grand discriminators,

because a right line, a curve, semicircle, angle,

or some peculiar configuration is common to

certain characters, frequently distinguished from

each other by the superior and inferior dots only

—thus : ^ u 3 gives n, aj ?t9 ti> j s, c_> t j b,

^ t /y, ee, &c. u-jp,>j, .>- ch, ^ kh, j z,

j zh, i f, i q. The J^ & sh, ^ ^ s, j z, j d,

i gh, e, u, j z, * s, b z, t t, <*/f g, <j/J k, are

each on similar principles, discriminated from

its correlative form as distinct characters

;

though in these processes there seems no greater
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perspicuity of methodical contrivance, than in

our own sh, ch, th, by which we make but a

sorry shift to express sounds that have no ap-

propriate letters in the roman alphabet ; while

we, nevertheless, can boast of the single j with

a double articulation, dzh and its vocal substi-

tute i, often as a diphthong ue, ai, likewise de-

noted by our y named wue, with triple powers, to

say nothing of the more than quintuple prowess

possessed by u as short a, oo, oo, w, and yoo ! The

forms of \ J j j admit of little or no change to

prevent their recognition every where except in

^ U or in the broken hand. What elforiginally

gave its own name ulif, elif, alpha, to the first

letter of some alphabets, we never shall discover,

though the very shape of \ itself may lead us

to some strange conjectures relative to man, in

a diminutive point of view, as no bad emblem

of this character in persian, and a very natural

prototype of \ in any primitive tongue, when

passing from the hieroglyphic to the literal

mode of representing things by words, com-

posed of significant signs, which would pro-

bably resemble certain parts of, or the whole

human frame, according to the fancy and whim
of the rude inventors of those written symbols,

on their first adoption among mankind. Though
the traces of this source of letters be now dim
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with age, there may be found a few in most

countries, besides the self-evident one in arabic,

called yen ^ the eye, whose head in all situa-

tions bears a strong resemblance to that useful

organ, and might thus furnish a ready spy-glass

to many more of a similar description, were this

the proper place for investigating such coinci-

dences farther. The persi-arabic abecedarian

catalogue retains little or no classification,

founded upon organic affinity, and in this re-

spect is nearly as defective as the roman and

greek, where vowels and consonants are pro-

miscuously jumbled together, with appellations

that seldom convey a clear idea of their respec-

tive powers ; for whatever light omega may shed

on the tail of this alphabetical comet we must

confess alpha is a species of caput mortuum,

that the learned even do not well comprehend,

but which would have been as plain as the sun,

had the redundant Ipha proved significant and

run, like the sunskrit kar, as it does through the

entire train from u-kar, the perspicuous head,

to hu-kar, its luminous end ; this being a letter

that, contrasted with the insignificant h aitch'of

our system, displays the brightness of day op-

posed to the darkness of night, in its translation

of breath-er or the breath making letter

In some cases a faint attempt has been made
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by the arabs and persians to aid the acquisition

of consonants by their duplicate names, meem,

noon; whence a learner may conceive the sounds

required, whether termed mee, eem, noo, oon ;

yet here even consistency has been scouted as

needless, otherwise the pair of congenials would

have been meem, neen, or moom, noon, and

jeem, cheem, dal, zal, seen, sheen, &c. ought

also to have had their names uniform with one

plan or other, as jeej, cheech, deed, zeez, sees,

sheesh, &c. or jooj, chooch, and so on. What-

ever the advantages of such a literal nomencla-

ture might be, I confess my partiality for the hin-

duwee method, as the simplest by far of the two,

mu, bu, pu, nu, du, su, shu, hu, (with the short-

est possible sound of a in hall, heard in hull) which

last is literally and truly, as its name hu-kar

implies, a mere breathing or aspirate, not hech,

literally nothing. When we reverse the position

of the vowel and say um, ub, up, the simplicity

and facility of nature is set at nought, and the

universal mama, baba, papa of infancy entirely

overlooked or forgotten ; not so in the alphabet

of the brahmuns, who assign to each consonant

the inherent affixed quality of the short a or u,

in up, pup ; though strange to tell, they com-

mence with the gutturals instead of the labials,
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which infants at the breast might have taught

them to place immediately after the series of

vowels, that very properly take the lead in the

naguree scheme ; never disgraced by the absurd

mixture too visible in ours, nor with the prepos-

terous designations bee, dee, el, em, jay, aitch,

wy, for bu, du, lu, mu, ju, hu, yu, It must be

grauted, that it is neither of much consequence,

whether the vowel of a consonant be prefixed or

affixed, long or short, nor which of them be

applied to render consonants vocal, so far as

their powers are concerned ; ab, ba, eep, pee,

od, do, ool, loo, um, mu, ij, ji, coh, hoo, being

all expressive enough of the b, p, h, &c. re-

quired, though good reasons exist for the pre-

ference invariably given by the hindoo philo

logers to bu, pu, hu, or bu-kar, pu-kar, hu-kar,

of their alphabet. A knowledge of the persi-

arabic letters will be greatly facilitated by

carefully recollecting how much depends on the

number and position of dots, for this circum-

stance alone often is their characteristic feature,

and reduces the 32 at once, in shape at least,

one half, as every industrious scholar will gladly

perceive, when enabled to carry the hint effici-

ently into practice in this country or india., for

which a slight retrospection to the forms of b,
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p, d, o, a, u, n, g, q, i, e, c, t, 1, &c. among our-

selves, thus modified or reversed, must well qua-

lify all inquisitive minds, in matters of this sort.

Several of the preceding observations will

pave the way for a more easy comprehension of

the organization of visible sounds in the dewu

naguree, which, nevertheless, has the fault, in

an opposite direction from other systems, of

being in fact so perfect, as to involve several

subtilties of enunciation by the various organs

of speech, nearly incomprehensible to every

other body but the authors, refiners, and re-

formers of the sacred characters and the sacer-

dotal tongue, both founded for delusive pur-

poses on some alphabet and language still more

ancient than sunskrit, written from left to right

like english, while the persi-arabic follows the

hebrew from right to left, and thus raises a

conspicuous barrier between these oriental al-

phabets that may yet lead to discoveries of some

importance in the very elements of literature.

None of the persi-arabic consonants, unlike

the naguree, have an inherent short vowel, and

unless noted with diacritical points as
*
' / for u,

i, oo, they remain quiescent sakin, and ought to

be marked with the juzm ° or ° when not so by

their final position only. Here they become

mootuhurruk, or moveable by the addition of
\ a

thus ub ^J\ now, ifto be pronounced ubu, must be

P
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expressed so j\ a circumstance that most authors

have totally forgotten, who officiously make „«U

namuh, a book, out of namu, thus finally distin-

guished in characters and speech from Jj nam, a

name. The short u ofkurdun, &c. to do, is treated

by the persians as our e of bed, fed, and they ra-

ther say kerden than kurdun, elifthan ulif, though

never imitated here by the natives of India, we

may therefore suppose u the short vowel of every

consonant not accompanied by ' the 'or u

being in the proportion of six to one of the

others, which are always visible enough in my
method of using the persi-arabic letters ; while,

on the contrary, u remains generally to be un-

derstood as the inseparable vowel of the conso-

nant, but often quite invisible in both the com-

mon persian and naguree writings. Two conso-

nants are never met with in the beginning of

persi-arabic words, independent of some vowel

attached to both
;
prem, friendship, must con-

sequently prove hinduwee, while examples such

as gurm, warm, may belong to either that lan-

guage, arabic or persian. A double letter is

specified as such by * tushdeed LJf transposed by

us to ginna, to reckon. Wusl ~° above J! ul oc-

curs in such examples as are enumerated in

the next page, denoting a species of cacogra-

phical junction peculiar to the arabic tongue.
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Wherever arabic orthography and orthoepy

are thus at variance with each other, by ul being

prefixed to words beginning with \j £ k J> ^
: , ^ ; , j j d; a and thereby assimilating in

sound with them, or when a, a, ee, oo, imme-

diately preceding ul, are contracted to their

own, several, congenial, short sounds u, u, i,

oo, while the 1 is lost by doubling the first con-

sonant of the next word, these anomalies may be

constantly discriminated by such circumstances,

and ''with the intermediate hyphen, as in the
„~o

following examples Qjm^ fit-tareekh, fV^W*

ulud-duwam, ^&\A*ai* mcofussulutcoz - zuel,

^JV ubdcor-ruheem, J^j-^t^ sureeu,coz~

zuwal, u-a^^j^S uzhurco minush - shums,

JuJ\ ^c ulus-subah,, j~*^\ ^L ma fiz-zumeer,

(JL)J^\ lJc£ kitabcot-tuharut, j^\ »£* sulatcoz-

zcohr, JU1 J3i& uluekcornus-sulam, JjA\ c«Jlk

talibcol-ilm, ^J^T akhircol-umr, i^fl^i fil-

jcomlu, and the well known ^.^^a^J Lj! *~j

bismil-lah ir-ruhmanir-ruheem.

The tunween or nunnation of arabic words

is always distinguished by a dash below, as

P 2
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1 j&Ua zahirun for \j$a. zahira, in both the roman

and naguree letters, and the invisible a of LL,

salut, J\ ilahee, in the same way by a.

From the above it is evident, that I have

avoided the expedient of italics, because it

would certainly encroach on the general uni-

formity of the present system of letters, and as

the - and reduplication of the consonant, or the

J appearing after the shortened vowel, will com-

monly point out the orthoepic deviation from the

orthography, little or no inconveniency can ac-

crue from this to the learner, who will pay due

attention to the several examples given, for that

express purpose, in the last page.

Having taken it as granted, that the reader

does not mean to consult this work for a very

accurate or circumstantial detail of the naguree

and persian alphabets, but chiefly to acquire a

habit of discriminating oriental orthography by

roman letters, I have purposely avoided those

very minute discussions, which more properly

belong to another place, and which ought to

be well considered, for the most obvious rea-

sons, some time previous to the study of either

the persian or the sunskrit language. This

publication, and every such hindoostanee work

in the roman type, will answer the good purpose

of confirming the accurate pronunciation of
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those learners, who are otherwise very apt to

lose it from the day they commence reading the

language in the naguree or persian writing only.

The points, ?
! ,

; : and . which have been care-

fully preserved in the stories, will moreover

enable the reader to repeat the whole with due

emphasis and the proper pauses, without which

no man can read or speak hindoostanee with

adequate effect.

When I reformed the naguree type, nearly

twenty years ago, that it might assimilate com-

pletely with the persian letters, and thereby

preserve the due pronunciation of the hindoo-

stanee, though very sanguine on this head, I

must confess, that I did not then expect all the

success, which has subsequently attended my
labours in that quarter, I have therefore very

naturally persevered here in the same system,

though applied to a more perfect fount of nagu-

ree types, cast in this country for Dr. Wilkins,

with various improvements by that eminent ori-

entalist, which in fact constitutes the dewu na-

guree, or divine writing of the sunskrit, appli-

cable enough, with the various modifications I

formerly introduced, to the hindoostanee, and

consequently adopted in this volume, in prefer-

ence to that imperfect typography which was

employed in the former editions of the orthoe-

pigraphical ultimatum and hindee story-teller.
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Remarks on the Letters in succession*

V9 to ^ inclusive are by the hindoos deemed

vowels, something in the same perverse style,

whence yen is termed a consonant, and they are

not worthy even of so much notice in this place,

as it has received in the foregoing sheets.

^ H . is the nasal n, or uncoswaru, when,

strictly speaking, not followed by k, g, ch, j, t,

d, t, d, p, b, but it has occasionally rather the

power of ng than n, in words like sungskrit or

sunskrit ; in the naguree, though properly the

vocal nasal uri of the synopsis, page xxiii, it com-

monly usurps the various places of ^ 1 , *^ q

,

^% ^£, and ^^, as rung, runj, samp, and

lumba, &c. are generally written so \7\ *^3f

HT*T-P3T instead of the^ J^ ^T^T oF^T
&c. agreeably to the rigid rules of writing.

1 §. in sunskrit rather uh, but the inspirate

here generally expires in the prolation of hin-

doostanee, leaving the u alone to take care of

itself, and probably on the same grounds with

the persi-arabic final * mukhfee, concealed, or

mute h, which often is, properly speaking, the

mere substitute for the u so placed. This is the

visible form of the short vowel, termed bisurgu>
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THE NAGUREE ALPHABET.

Numbers. Letters. Names. Powers.

^ 1 jSf^ u | ulcer.

> w *""

3R 2 JSfT^^ viz. u,u I all.

—
! S

2 4 tf ^ee, viz. ii "eel.

M 5 3 «~ oo g wool.

^ ^ ;,<\3^3 OO,viz.0000 "5 cool.

* 7 ^llri "J rife

b 8
t ^2 cFe J reel.

* 9
<* ^ §3

}i> |ri
IW

1 '0 „ 3 I S lee, lree e l
ee> pronounced

% V « |
'

' I lree.

<M 11 ST|f e
| ere, air.

<\R 12 " ^;-3| ue,ui,uee£
gU iie, eye,buy.

^ invito | ow.

^8 14 T^nl'Suo |-our, uor.

1H 15 -^-||n
.J sans.v.^&cxiv,

^C 16 •^f:.! ui uh.

^
o us.
CO
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remarks continued.

and is used in hindoostanee, like the final mute

g . mukhfee, in &y purdu *TT<0 with little or

rather no aspirate power whatever ; still in suns-

krit it must be granted, that the inspiration may
frequently be evident enough, though lost in the

derivative dialects.

1^9. with the inherent short vowel of every

consonant, rendered visible by no. ^ prefixed or

^ 4 as a final affix, and in all situations having the

shortest possible sound ot a in all, which would

be the ul of ultra, u of us, never the yoo of use,

the oo of bull, nor the french u in perdu, but

the true english u, which must soon be as evi-

dent as the sun at noon-day to every man not

intellectually blind : ku (ku-kar) leaves the

name and power of k almost as consistent with

each other, as these are in the vowels u, a, be-

fore described ; whence the learner is not dis-

tracted ab initio with certain sounds in naming

the consonants which commonly have no sense

whatever, either in greek, hebrew, or arabic, and

should be discarded accordingly from every ra-

tional system, as I have done in my alphabet,

even with the more significant kar in question.

^ 1 . this is a most extraordinary nasal, and

like *^ 1 and *R $ may well be considered a su-

perfluous shadow of the same substantial letter
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the naguree alphabet continued.

Numbers. Letters. Names. Powers.

<1\9 17.^3? ku kirk.

^ t 18 *?^ khu kir-khill.

<j£ 19 7 7\ >, gU I dog.

^0 20 CST""S .
ghu I do-gliead.

OS OO CO^21 3"- 2 £ ngu a sing, sink,
—* 0>

^22 « ^ ,3 | chu, tshu — church.

3 3 23 S[ * Jj ch hu,tsh hu 1 chur-chhill.

^#24 ^31^^ ju, dzhu ~ judge, juj.

.1 i
^ 4 2o 5W .| -^ jhu, dzh hu | judge him, ju-j him

R§ 26 ^Sf g i nu a change.

3\9 27 £?|| tu 8 nut.

^ t 28 2 7"g ° thu | nu-thook.

3£ 29 3 2"g | du, ru § dub, bud.
cd ** • • o

^0 30 <i<f <T.1i | dh, rh a aspirated d, r.

3<} 31 OOT i;| nil | sand, v. cxix.
s

^ 32 rrT|| tu ^tube.

33 33 SSr|!thu J hp-thead.

\% 34 ?^.= du 1 dupe.

^M 35 *t[ dhu go-djiead.

34 36 r ^ nu noon.

q
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remarks continued.

^q, often attenuated to 1 H, or vice versa

;

while this last may be called rather a slighter

nasal than the ng, nk, of most tongues, as sans,

bon, are not quite sang, bong, see page cxix.

# *) and ^ ^ are labial and dental nasals in

their own independent form for initials, medials,

or finals, where their sound is not affected by

their affixed consonants ; even in this state, they

are still very apt to change, as napna, mapna,

to measure, and nam, nanw, a name.

2^. properly the semivowel consonant y of

yore, but though introduced to prevent the hiatus

ofvowels, it often becomes itself e, and vice versa.

8 3. some of these forms are introduced with

quiescent letters preceding it as kr, dr, or after

the r, as in rk, rg, and the symbol is then deno-

minated reph, thus avoiding the kur, dur, ruk,

rug, of kr, &c.

$V9 and Ho. are equivocal and compound,

see & § and 1 t.

M . this last so much resembles & \9, and our

own absurd x, or cc, as the hard and soft c pre-

posterously joined, that it may easily be dis-

pensed with entirely, in the hindoostanee at least.

M ^ . this, though evidently a compound of

^ # and "R 9, is sometimes reckoned an alphabe-

tical symbol like the rest, with the power of
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the naguree alphabet continued.

Numbers. Letters. Names. Powers.

^\9 37 Ctf^ pu I
Up.

^t 38 CfCfi || phu | u-pjiill.

3£ 39 5^£j bu | tub.

J^O 40 * ^ | M bfiu .2 tu-bjioop.

#9 41 5JT *** mu $ mama.
3

8 ^R 42 55f
t

3
h

|yu ~ young, yung.
$'-* .5
iff

83 43 %T|| ru
|

,ural -

S8 44 F^fjlu ^ lull.
**

~ « a

^ H 45 5qf S ^ wii,vu | wine, vine.

8 £ 46 * $ *[ | 9 shu | shillishallh

g\9 47 S ^fg J shu, k,hu o sh, k,h.

2t 48 F*T|| su | silly, sally.

2£ 49 f &&

M

| ha! aha!

M 50 F ST 1 1 ch,hu,k
(

hu ^ kshu,ch,h,k,h,

H -gksh.

M ^ 51 ^rj s gn -° c%rae,french.
^s • -g

From ^ \j t0 o J t'ie five classes of consonants, named ku-vurgu,

chu- vurgu, tu-vurgu, tu-vurgu, and pu-vurgu, are each closed by the .

after their appropriate nasals ngu, &c. but the remaining two divisions,

being composed of semivowels and compound, equivocal characters, do

not seem to have any peculiar designations, like the former, though

they might be styled yuvurgu, wuvurgu.

q 2
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remarks continued.

gnyu, but so difficult that very few of the natives

can pronounce it well. The french, and even we,

may form some idea of it from the combination

gn in ignorance, reign, &c. but although the

words gnyan, jugn, agnya, be seldom if ever

pronounced so, in ordinary discourse, there can

be no harm whatever in denoting this letter or-

thographically by the combination grj, since the

nasal will generally be dropt and the sound of

the g left alone to speak for itself, whence those

examples will become naturally enough gyan,

jug, agya, or in hindee uggya.

$> t, £, *\0, &V9, and MO. are characters

which so seldom occur in their appropriate forms,

that they might have been all omitted, with very

little detriment to the vulgar tongue, were it not

an object of some moment here also to preserve

the alphabet in its original state, for the sake of

those intended sunskrit scholars, who may wish

to commence their oriental career with the hin-

doostanee. They certainly have the same right

to expect all possible accuracy in this respect,

that the arabic students can desire in the other,

I have therefore endeavoured, as far as in my
power, to form a scheme, that will accommo-

date both parties, and embrace the most of the

arabi-persic and sunskrit abecedarian rules, that

are also admissible in the popular language.
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remarks continued.

The whole string of nasals are often mere sta-

tionary forms of the same sound, in some mea-

sure affected by the nature of the letter which

follows them, in words like bank, rung, panch,

runj, bant, sand, bund, dant, samp, lumba, any

other discrimination is therefore superfluous

here, and has been avoided accordingly, with

the exception of words like ^TTTT^T^T narayun,

yruT$fl- gunesh, &c. in which the affected sound

of n 0T would puzzle even the nasal prowess of

a frenchman.

PREFIXED OR INITIAL VOWELS.

3TSR 3n^i %<% %*R W ^<f agf 3f|
uk, ak, ik, eek, ook, ook, (rikri, reekree,

^^ <93F fe^ Si #^
lriklri, lreeklree,) ek, uek, ok, uok.

uk, ak alone, from the inherent vowel of

every consonant, might become uku, aku, were

the final u not annihilated by position only as

effectually as in our bob, bud, which nobody

calls bobee, budee, but a childish abecedarian

not aware of the quiescent b, d, by position

having lost the power of their mere names bee,

dee, as consonants, uk, &c. with the affixes

inserted in page cxx, may become successively

uka, uki, ukee, ukoo, ukoo, and so on to ukuo,

like the four above, within a parenthesis to de-
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note their little worth, and both their forms at

once.

AFFIXED OR MEDIAL AND FINAL VOWELS.

u, a, i, ee, oo, oo, e, ue, o, uo,

ku, ka, ki, kee, koo,koo,ke, kue, ko, kuo.

The two specimens above will serve as exam-

ples for all the vowels, <^c| the equivocal 1, r not

excepted, either prefixed or affixed to any other

consonant, it cannot therefore be necessary to ex-

hibit the whole series here, when it is considered,

that books like the present are not intended for

the instruction of mere children, who are often

ridiculously forced to ring the endless changes

of varying syllables for months together, before

they can proceed one step farther in learning

even their own vernacular tongue. At all events,

every scholar in India, after seeing the above,

can order his moonshee to write out for his own

use, a complete scheme of every possible com-

bination, should he find it useful in the com-

mencement or prosecution of his studies, after

reaching that country.

The hinduwee system of sounds corresponds,

on the whole, much better with the roman, than

the persian and arabic, whence the great trou-

ble which the letter yen gives both us and the
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hindoos to express it properly as a consonant or

indeed to conceive how it can be esteemed so,

by any person having our occidental notions of

vowels, which yen certainly does appear, to all

intents and purposes, in our and the hindoos'

alphabets, I have therefore made a dot below

answer all the purpose of converting the naguree

ukar, &c. to ukar, akar, and so on.

The annexed short view of the sunskrit

theory of literal combination may be of service

to the reader, in the study of that curious lan-

guage ; and, as it both illustrates and confirms

my own orthoepigraphical system very satisfac-

torily, it never can be deemed misplaced in

these sheets, by any real oriental scholar.

A very superficial glance at this analytical

scheme of the vowels,- will demonstrate, that

there are only three simple vocal elements in the

naguree, viz. u, i, oo, so far exactly corresponding

with the short vowels in the persi-arabic, " u, ^ i,

and 9 co. This is not the only coincidence ob-

servable in the elementary part of such different

languages, for we may also perceive, that both

the visible and inherent u of the naguree, like

the arabic \ or * forms the basis of all the long

or compound vowels and diphthongs, viz. a, o,

oo, uo, e, ee, ue, none of which can occur ini-

tially without the ulif or humzu, any more than

the short vowels, in this last alphabet.
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The following are the most useful and com-

mon compound letters to be met with in the

naguree, the number of which has been reduced

as low as possible, from the difficulty of casting

so many types, and the little inconvenience

which their want can occasion in reading hin-

doostanee in the naguree character, provided

we adopt the expedient, hereafter recommended,

when indispensable.

COMPOUND LETTERS.

m n £R sr g>r
kk, kt, kr, ky, km,

if sir M ;

. $f¥ ^r

ch
,

hy> jj* tp)i, tm, bj,

x ^ it s: t
dd, ddh, dm, dr, dw, ww, pr, pi, br,

bhr, mr, 11, wy, wr, sch, sr, slit, shth,

F£ ^ S H 5T W
shl, shy, sr, str, hm, hy.

The number may be encreased, almost ad

libitum, with considerable trouble and expense

for types, without producing any adequate ad-

vantage. We must confess, that this depart-

ment of the naguree is neither the most plau-

sible nor convenient in appearance or effect,

m sr g- ^
ks, gr, chch, chy,

If 3T 7f t
tt, tr, dg» dg,h»

w IT w sr
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though it undoubtedly is the natural conse-

quence of the very best part of the whole system

of letters and sounds, viz. the inherent u of

every consonant. The word T^W thus written,

will be read and pronounced rusum, which can

be prevented in naguree in these two various

ways, tj^T or Tffi
The last is, in my opinion, by far the best,

and being already known to the hindoos, undei

the name of hulunt or husunt, equivalent to the

arabic sakin, it may be adopted accordingly,

wherever the inherent medial u is lost in nagu-

ree, and when we have no compound letters or

types ready made to express this accident ; thus

by writing burtun so qcf^f it cannot be mis-

called bumtunu, because r is hulunt by nota-

tion, and n by its final position becomes hulunt

also ; which, in the common style of writing,

would often be better marked by the ^ after the

consonant only.

These double and triple letters may yet prove

very satisfactory to beginners, as they consti-

tute the only real difficulty in reading the cha-

racter, which has this peculiarity of being as

readily forgotten, as acquired, unless the know-

ledge of it be preserved by constant practice.

Advantages, too often in this world, are exposed

to concomitant evils, and in no instance can this
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remark be more applicable than the present,

and as every consonant in naguree is always

presumed to possess the inherent vocal power u,

on which its own utterance depends, it is ob-

vious enough, that though the literal saving

must be immense, the inconvenience is almost

equally great. In such a scheme any person

will perceive, that a consonant closing a word

or preceding a vowel, naturally loses the inhe-

rent power of u, and that bad need not be read

or written bu a du, because by the last mode we

would be needlessly confounding the name and

the power of a letter together. The difficulty

is to show, that u is lost, when two consonants

commence or close words like §Jc^ £TjVf jpq*

shubd, pran, gurm, which if written thus,

SFTS; ^TFT 5RST the learner would be fully

justified in reading them shubud, puran, gurum,

as the vulgar do, who are too apt to pronounce

all such words in that manner.

When two different consonants meet, merely

as the boundaries of separate syllables, or when
one is repeated, there is little fear of the inter-

mediate u being sounded by the reader ; I have

therefore often preserved each consonant dis-

tinct, that we may thereby avoid too many
compound letters.

<£3VT doobdha, ^^i^T pukka, thus written,

r 2
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can hardly be read—doobudha, pukuka; though

to obviate the chance of this even, these also

might be exhibited so, «T^TT ^^F^iT for

Although njany points of inferior considera-

tion are much simplified and improved in our

course through both the preceding oriental al-

phabets, particularly the mode of exhibiting the

u c and the compound naguree consonants given

above, it will nevertheless be necessary to con-

trast them more immediately with the roman

symbols, that the whole three may be harmo-

niously blended, if possible, into one complete

philosophical synopsis of letters and sounds*

best calculated to convey a just idea of the

hindee-roman orthoepigraphical ultimatum, the

grand object of inculcation in this work, but

how far I may reach perfection, in this renewed

attempt to attain it, would be presumptuous in

me to affirm, even in the presence of very incom-

petent judges of the subject, either from their

extreme ignorance, or from that profundity of

classical knowledge in oriental literature, which

disdains to recognise the cultivators of vulgar

and vernacular tongues, as beings within the

pale of their own more recondite circle of arts,

science, and erudition 1

When we look back to the naguree system,
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we shall observe in it much topraise, and not a

little to blame, in various instances, where re-

finement predominates over the facility and sim-

plicity that ought ever to prevail in the very

threshold of learning. While the analysis of

the vowels exhibits great ingenuity respecting

their sounds, there is not much consistency or

elegance visible in their various formations,

though this seems to have been an object in

view of the first inventors ; but how they came

to consider e a compound of u and i, or o resol-

vable into u and co, neither the powers nor forms

of these symbols seem to indicate very satisfac-

torily to me, whatever other philologers may

think of the matter ; at the same time I must

admit, that the shortest possible note of e ter-

minates in i, as that of o does in co, agreeably

to evident principles in the oriental alphabets,

most current in Hindoostan.

Had the ten aspirated consonants, peculiar to

the naguree, been discriminated by some uni-

form mark of aspiration, the scheme would

perhaps have been too easy for the wily pur-

poses intended by those who thus disguised a

more ancient tongue, under the cloak of divine

inspiration, thrown over every consonant which

could well assimilate with this curious device of

adding ten new characters, by one bold stroke,
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to the older alphabet. Were no other proof to

be found, this difficult and extraordinary inno-

vation is quite conclusive against the sunskrit

and devu naguree being the language and let-

ters of any other gods than the sovereign priests,

who have ruled the roast among the submissive

hindoos, from time immemorial to the present

day, after having subjugated aboriginal nations

and languages to sacerdotal sway, so absolute

that it has become almost impossible to ascer-

tain who those ancients really were, or what

intellectual progress they had previously made

as human beings, in the remote ages of anti-

quity. It is rather remarkable that the suns-

krit always affects the most difficult of the

labials, preferring v, to w, b, while it has, with

the same breath, discarded f entirely to make

way for the aspirated ph ; hence every learner

should be aware, that vurgu, wurgu, burgu,

and all such words, are only refined or vulgar

modifications of the same sound, occasionally

extending to o, thus dev, dew, deb, de,o, deota,

a divinity, deus, devs, deity, theos, dewu, devu,

divine, &c. all seem to have one common primi-

tive source, which we now find an arduous task

clearly to trace, among either the living dialects

or dead languages of mankind. The dewu na-

guree character is, on the whole, a heavy, square,
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black letter, resembling in these points the he-

brew and saxon ; it seems, nevertheless, to be

the ground work of all the alphabets existing

among the hindoos, differently modified, im-

proved and arranged in the particular provinces

or kingdoms of india, even where the greatest

deviations have occurred : these, in general, will

be found to depend on the same species of con-

version, reversion, and configuration already

remarked on a similar theme in pages cvi and vii,

whence the rapid acquirement of any abeceda-

rian scheme, must keep pace with a dexterity

in examining its constituent elements, in every

possible position. I have been assured that the

natives of Java do not acknowledge the aspi-

rated portion of the naguree, and from this

alone I am induced to conclude that the Java-

nese possess the oldest alphabet, unless indeed

they have had sense sufficient to subject their

literal nomenclature to a radical reform of all its

abuses and superfluous eccentricities, after being

established in that delightful island. Be this as

it may, there is no doubt that a correct know-

ledge of the devu naguree, as well as of the

sunskrit, paves the way for every person be-

coming, from time and circumstances, an orien-

tal polyglot, who will nevertheless find it almost

invariably his local interest and duty to start,
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from the first in such a career, as an expert col-

loquial hindoostanee scholar - a truth so gla-

ring, that, in contrast with all other eastern

accomplishments, he who runs may now read

and perceive it as distinctly as the sun in a

cloudless sky by day, or the moon when shining

in her meridian splendour at night.

From the congeniality of sounds and the con-

formity of symbols in all languages, numerous

changes, corruptions, and irregularities have

taken place, which would otherwise prove inex-

plicable, and it requires no small share of ety-

mological acumen to develope even those proxi-

mate and remote causes, from their real origin

down to the various effects produced on human

speech in every clime ; nor can it be less diffi-

cult when we have to prosecute such researches

through the meandering streams of national

propensities, taste, and fashions, often diversi-

fied in their course by the individual interests,

whims, and caprice of leading men or bodies in

any state, few of whom, however, have evinced

much ability or inclination to simplify alphabets

so far as to reduce them to the level of ordinary

capacities, without more labour and pains than

the bulk of society can well spare for the most

limited literary pursuits Whatever policy there

may have been in throwing formidable obstacles
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in the very first step to useful knowledge, the

present age does not consider the artifice too

consistent with common honesty, and it is per-

haps reluctantly brought to confess, that igno-

rance is so prolific of crime as to leave us to the

choice of two evils ; but, guided by a liberal

prudence, the probability is we have actually

chosen the least, namely to enlighten the hea-

then world and our own countrymen, who still

sojourn in darkness and in the shadow of death,

with the glad tidings of religious and political

salvation, through the medium, at the same

time, of the english tongue.

Though the reader must, ere now, be tole-

rably conversant with the oriental numerical

figures, he will not be the worse for seeing them

once more contrasted with our own digits, the

comparative view of which alone must reflect

considerable light not only on the four, five, or

ten fingers being the foundation of those qua-

ternal, quinternal, and decimal modes of count-

ing practised by different nations, but it will

also illustrate that the several signs for one, two,

&c. which have been generally adopted for this

purpose, both as the letters i, v, x, and 1, 2, 3,

&c. are more significant in their hieroglyphical

forms than superficial observers will allow.

To render all the three sets of figures imper-
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ceptibly more familiar to every hindoostanee

abecedarian, I have substituted them in the

remarks for the letters of each alphabet, and

having commenced with our 1, % 3, for the

persi arabic symbols in succession, the hindoo-

stanee may be now discriminated by the persic

I -r-T in the same manner through a series which,

though apparently much more numerous than its

component parts, can hardly be considered in

the same ratio difficult of acquisition.

It is now time to insert at full length in the

subsequent pages, the hindoostanee orthoepi"

graphical alphabet, or a comparative sketch of

the hinduwee, farsee, urubee, and roman alpha-

bets ; the whole properly modified, systemati-

cally blended together and accommodated to

the hindoostanee, for the use of such oriental

scholars as may wish to learn the persian and

naguree, or to extend this consistent scheme,

on similar principles, to any other tongue, and

at the same time attain the popular language of

Hindoostan, by the shortest, and for them the

most pleasant, path to an acquisition so neces-

sary and useful to every resident in british India,

who has any connection or transactions with its

various inhabitants, in a domestic civil, com-

mercial, political, military, medical, naval, sta-

tistical, legal, or clerical capacity.
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HINDOOSTANEE ORTHOEP1GRAPHICAL ALPHABET.

Numbers. Persi-Arabic and Nag. Names, Pow., and Substitutes.

1
1 1 -**y 3f 3f:u a, a, uh.

2 r 3 u r*i 3T"n arc, aw.

3 r 3'tt*£ 3T u
• *

w, a ju, <&c.

4 i° 8 IT T^TTa a, a, a, au.

5 t M JJT 3TTan aw, aw.

6 i ^Tj_t«* 3n? «, £a, &c.

7 V v9 & T^T.a a muqsooru.

8 A t inijU 3(7 a a invisible.

9 S e jjj1 ">3fto o.

10 »• 1° u»?| 3ff °?
on, on, on.

11 it'll A ^ 3co oo, u.

12 \'r ^ Jr 3°°n 66n, &c. ura.

13 ir 1* J 3 9? oo, u.

14 1M8 '

tt« 3.op 66, oo, &c.

15 u in h <v3°° oo, u, Q, ou,

16 n i$ uPj ^oon oow, tin, &c.

17 |v 1v9 Jtt« oo, &u, &c.
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Hindoostanee Orthoepigraphical Alphabet continued.

Numbers. Persi-Arabic and Nag. Names, Pow., and Substitutes.

18 |a H j\j |3^uo ou, au, ow.

19 II *\Q u3\'j 3TTuon oim > &c -

20 r *0 ^ q- Wj v vv , v .

21 M 31 jl 3Tq"nw ww.

22 rr 3 3 _9 see IT ^"w w, w.

23 It ^3 LjlJ
% ^e S, e, ai.

24 IT R# U$TS ^en ew, en.

25 r* 3H - 1 fti i.
s * s-

27 rv ^\9 ^ fj j^i.

28 TA 5>t *'j ?j e.

29 n ^e j1.^
"
T tee I, i.

30 r» ^0 ^ ^een in, &c.

31 ri ^ *. Kee ee, eej &c.

32 Tf ^3 ^ja ;1 ^ ^ue, ui y, i, ai.

33 rr, ^^ ^|1^ ^uen yn, &c.

34 TP $$ ±j 2f yu y.

35 Tc ^M ^ 2fyun yuw*
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Hindoostanee Orthoepigraphical Alphabet continued.

Numbers. Persi-Arabic and Nag. Names, Pow., and Substitutes.

36 H ^^»p 1[ hu, u h, uh, eh.

37 rv ^\9 <tf <|nh n\\, nh.

38 TA ^ t
t
* ^

?f
hu A, 'h, &c.

S9 n ^ ^4^^ shu > IBM*. ^

40 f* U^i*V.^i* 3f:uh, hu, h.

41 n O i f * ^ Jf tnu m.

42 pr 8^ OL^^i ^Tbu b.

43 pr *3 * H"bhu bh.

44 ff 8 H 4—^U^-^ ^pu P-

45 Fb *M « qfphu ph.

46 n © Cf uJuJ A £ Qifu
•

f.

47 Fv 8v9 seer* j
3" \ u v.

48 PA « :^« 5^nu n.

49 n *e u ?
-

3f nu, iigu, w, n, n, ug.

50 &, Mo &S DTnu o.

51 at Ml 1 gun «.

52 :# H$ *Tgn

53 c M^ J jll ^lu i.
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Hindoostanee Orthoepigraphical Alphabet continued.

Numbers. Persi-Arabic and Nag. Names, Pow., and Substitutes.

54 tiP M^cUlJ, fpfk lee 1

55 6t MM y-^-^ru r.

56 cl H^ i#,£, ^^ri, ree r.

57 &v M \9 a orj 3 2" du or ru. d, r, d, r.

58 cA M t < «3 or $
j <T«T dhu,rhu. c/h, rh, &c.

59 cV M £ cj » j & tu t, t, &c.

60 V ^ P 2"tliu fli, &c.

61 11 *1 Ut <T tu *.

62 ir 4 s
* j. j ?:du d.

63 ir & «* fcTdliu dh.

64 IF ^ Oii *T tu t.

65 16 ^ P STthu <h.

66 11 « /)** tW* *M *Tsu s.

67 lv ft ^S «£ ** Hsu s.

68 1A O Oi J Hsu
• • • •

;S.

69 11 ^ * A A Stfshu sh.

70 V* \9o ^Tshu^k.hu. sh,k,h.

71 v| \81 Vj ?Vzu z.
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Hindoostanee Orlhoepigraphical Alphabet continued.

Numbers. Persi-Arabic and Nag. Names, Pow., and Substitutes.

72 vr \£R ^jj rfzu z.

73 vr \93 ia'S En zu

74 VI
s

\9tf 3. J cqzu

75 vs m jJ
6*5 zhn zh.

76 v"| ^£ g** 3TJ" j-

77 vv \9v9 e- STjhu jh-

78 VA vSb r** ^"chu ch, tsh.

79 VI \9e «r §j[ chfiu cbh, tshh

80 A» bo <**£* ^fku k.

81 A| bl tf
^khu kh.

82 Ar b* c~* Wkhu kh.

83 AT M <**# 3Tgu

84 Af bB
f $ ghu <>h.

85 A 6 bM It" 5T <rhu oh

86 Al &,3J*> jfiqu q, k, k.

The learner must not be discouraged by the

apparently tremendous number of symbols here.,

because, after all, they do not exceed the nu-

merical amount of our own letters, when we
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include that endless string of useless combina-

tions, under diphthongal forms, with the power

of simple vowels only, and the equally absurd

multiplied sounds of both single vowels and

consonants, which disgrace our occidental sys-

tems of orthography in a higher degree than the

oriental, though we must confess, that the very

best of the whole, the naguree, is bad enough,

in a variety of instances; and the persi-arabic

is still worse-

After minute inspection, and a comparative

glance at the preceding alphabets, the scholar

will gladly perceive, trnt the eighty-six charac-

ters enumerated here will, as far as their mere

form is concerned, dwindle to sixteen, twenty,

or twenty-five at most ; and in respect of dis-

tinct practical sounds, the aggregate cannot

much exceed thirty ; though, in a fair ortho-

epigraphicai view of them, for a tripartite

tongue like the hindoostanee, it is almost im-

possible to exhibit all its literal elements within

a smaller compass than the four score and six,

to which I have been obliged, for various rea-

sons, to extend them. In the subsequent re-

marks we shall notice those objects only which

escaped us before under their respective alpha-

bets, and such other particulars as would pro-

bably have appeared premature any where else.
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REMARKS.

Considering the reiterated comments that

have previously been made on almost, every

letter in the hindee-roman, persi-arabic, and

naguree alphabets, to which an attentive retro-

spection must still be requisite from those scho-

lars who are determined to become masters of

this elementary theme, my strictures on the

three systems conjoined shall be made as brief

as possible, and merely with the intention of

noticing those particulars only that have hitherto

been entirely overlooked or partially neglected.

A studious revisal of these subjects is the

more essential, because nothing will accelerate

the student's real progress so much as an early

discrimination of words into hinduwee, farsee,

and urubee, which can in general be done by

adverting properly to the alphabet of each lan-

guage separately. All words that have bh, kh,

&c^d, t 5 r, h, h, 1, r, must be exclusively hindu-

wee ; those wherein -ch,
v
p,

;
zh,"g, e, o, occur

cannot be urubee, while such as have s, s, h, kh,

z, z, z, z, zh, t, a, a, u, i, cp, andf/gh/'q, never

are hinduwee ; and if to these be added a know-

ledge of certain roots and ramifications from the

arabic table, the discriminative faculty here

recommended will be greatly improved.

Marking the roman letters with dots below

t

%
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obviates all that confusion which, with i, &c.

must occur, were the dots above, and on the

whole it thus becomes quite easy to be orthozpi-

graphically accurate in Ms., which is often very

essential, in preparing works for the press.

To aid the writer's memory, as much as in my
power, and at the same time to shorten his la-

bour in every respect, I have discriminated the

most common letters, which require dots, with

one, two, three, in exact proportion to their fre-

quency of occurrence in the language, but as

three ... would be troublesome, I have run them

at once into a line so - . In illustration of this

system, I have only to add, that vr of my abe-

cedarian series in page exxxvii, being most com-

mon, is z, vr the next becomes z, and vf- the

least used of the whole, is expressed by z, while

the : is represented simply by z, its correlative

symbol, in which no mark is required.

From this slight alteration of figured, italic

and other arbitrary types, to d, t, &c. the

learner will moreover perceive, that the naguree

and roman characters, are now more on a par

with each other, than they ever were before,

which is also a consideration of some moment

to a beginner.

The positional nature of the long and short

vowels will be readily ascertained by the follow-
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ing examples in both the oriental characters,

especially as initials :
—

J\ 3fW ub
> M 3TR" a^j^\ ^TX un4ur»

to
i

- - . It. u<). 'p&p .
.-.

,

;

j
-"\-

;

< i •'•

jyj^XK iqrar, ^ ^TJ cos, J^\ fSTFT

eeman; \^\ :|^y ooncha, tl^'^R ek > ^
"llrm os, J 3n^ uor

> W' |^J uesa, c^-j*

f, ^'xif.-i^

^3fff hue.ut, j^ ffST^fW tu,ummcol, j/l

31^ sa.il,^ rTTf^ ta.eed, j/b§M£ da.ood,

ip tp[X: purdu,
ljM si, ^L Tit ra,ee, j%?-i, , Ml '..-

I

icfTS kjia.00, JK 3^^t |a,o.

These will all become nearly self-evident by

a careful comparison with the individual vowels

of each alphabet, as they certainly assume dif-

ferent aspects from their position alone, and

consequently must give some more trouble to

beginners than even our own unmeaning capi-

tals, which almost needlessly confer on letters

different shapes, to the great annoyance of chil-

dren, who might with reason wonder at such

notables in persi-arabic occurring rather at the

end than the beginning of words or sentences,

yet what will be equally strange, to a thought-

less alphabetist, is the fact that, properly speak-

ing, the oriental systems admit of no capitals,

t2

yS&M
,
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in our sense of the word at all, nor do they feel

the want of those literary grandees for any use-

ful purpose, while we still consider them quite

indispensable in both printed and written works,

though not so much in vogue as formerly, when

every noun almost claimed a large initial for

itself.

| has no less than four representatives in

persi-arabic, with two in naguree, and unless

when initial or final, it is, from the inherent

nature of this character in every consonant,

altogether invisible, while in the former, as

a final, we can perceive it only through the

medium of „ *

T exhibits the above merely in a nasal form,

but rarely used.

r the r under the influence of ' u only, which

sufficiently explains viP-lv-fv- and H pro-

gressively affected by the remaining long and

short vowels ' for go, i, &c. in the name of

this letter as uin, yen, the eye, the diphthongal

sound is well expressed by its component parts

u and e, i, ee, here ; an observation applicable

to the uo, uoo, of uorut, &c. also, u and u are

explained below.

Ho a comprise various forms of a, simple,

nasal, and defective, or restricted to the eccen-

tric figure it cuts under v and a two anomalies
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for which we have substituted the a, a, without

meaning thereby to alter or impair their several

sounds, unless where the a becomes short

enough to be denoted by u as in page cix, q. v.

also ex for the still more extraordinary u, uni-

sonous nevertheless with u, u, and u, see $\

.

1 is discriminated by the j but the inflection

plural of all nouns being formed by on, this

mark ° is not always required, as ^ in this case

suffices, thus noted by | the nasal on, which,

like the others of this class an, en, he. is of

constant use in hindoostanee.

IT and Tf, though written as full letters, lose

half of their power in pronunciation, I have

therefore lightened their head so a whence j^
implies the short co of khepd, self, and t-^
khwab, has only half the sound of w ; some-

times so indistinct, that it is either hardly per-

ceptible or entirely omitted. This anomalous

symbol is termed muudoolu, meaning neither

the vowel oo nor co but co between the long and

short.

f has the vowel points to show it as the

consonant or semivowel of wu, wi, woo. see

fv and r T the oo, w, and v being all expressed

by j only.

Tc as the final u is expressed by „ so is the i;

thus, i is not kih but ki.
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f/v possesses a sound between e, ee, and i,

commonly called the humzu.e mcolueyunu,

which I have been compelled to exhibit as i in

azmajsh, ghaib, gha.il, instead of the azma,esh,

&c. formerly used, the e leaning more to i than

ee in such examples, being in fact the equivocal

* in the shape of a letter, and influenced by

the ^ but without the .. below,

fT deprived of the \ or f becomes the semi-

vowel or consonant yu in verbal or syllabic ini-

tials, and is sometimes marked ^ as in kya L£

&c. this furnishes the useful series yu, ya, yoo,

&c. of page xxiv, which soon led me to exclude

the eu that I first adopted in my large grammar

to express yoo ; eu being at best a very bad

substitute for the sound required.

IftP in the naguree resembles r * so much that

bu, wu, vu, are generally confounded by the

illiterate hindoos, while their literati affect the

v as often as possible.

f] is the proper ghconnu noon or nasal n, see

page cxii, distinguished by ? and when this

becomes necessary in the persi-arabic.

vf to vl inclusive shews the whole varieties

of the letter j in the polished and rustic naguree

to express the z, which has no place among the

hindoos as a literal sound, and is consequently
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corrupted by them to j, till they learn it as per

sian scholars, but z, z, z, and z, are all pro-

nounced alike by the natives of India, and we

of course follow them in this respect rather than

the arabs.

a$ in one point of view should have been ex-

pressed by Af in the naguree, did not such words

as ghoolam become gcolam instead of ghoolam

among the hindoos, who nevertheless very na-

turally change khan and khubur to khan and

khubur, when unable to articulate those guttu-

rals, which do not belong to their system of

sounds.

A1 comes under the above class, and is gene-

rally confounded with the common k, from

which, however, it will speedily be recognized

by those who have studied my animadversions

on q in pages lxi, Ixii, if they will only try to

prolate smoke, scum, muscle, musk, as if written

smoqe, squm, musql, musq; in short the guttural

series will soon be divested of every difficulty,

by loud and reiterated efforts on the following

concatenations, formed for this purpose only :

—

mukh mugh muq, lukh lugh luq, rukh rugh ruq,

transposed after many trials from this easy com-

bination to khum ghum qum, khul ghul qui,

khur ghur qur, which may be closed with the

persian sentence - khaqanee ghcolami to, and this
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frequently repeated will imperceptibly modulate

the smoothest english throat to the roughest

possible tone, though at first starting the tyro

may be rather alarmed with a nausea and suffo-

cation, unless far enough from the north to put

all apprehension on this score at defiance.

The literal substitutes enumerated in the

foregoing pages include not only those which

I originally used in my own works, from inex-

perience, choice, or necessity, when recourse was

had to italics, numbers, ciphers, and various su-

perfixes occasionally, but also embrace most of

the devices of other orientalists, as these in gene-

ral were either imitated from mine, or founded

upon the principle of superior and inferior dots,

though not in the simple, uniform, consistent

plan, which has always been an object of great

importance with me, in every hindoostanee

publication ; none of them, consequently, can

be very obscure, when deciphered by the ne

plus ultra scheme recommended in these sheets,

nor will it be found a very arduous task to trans-

pose all other modes into this method, now so

universal in hindoostan. Consult pages lxxxvii,

&c. Instead of the - which I place over the

harsh oj , some writers substitute J! and the

natives of India prefer L on such occasions

;

expedients not quite so simple as my own -
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though equally expressive. The persi-arabic

type employed here differs little from the best

manuscript letters, except in j for 3 and {*£ for

<jJbut no printed alphabet can comprise all the

eccentricities of the shikustu, or broken hand,

so prevalent in the east.

The chief deviations from the naguree of my
former publications will appear in the subjoined

prospectus, and as they have been adopted by

many of the native writers, who now follow my
plan, their insertion here may do some good,

and no possible harm.

forua ^ ^> ^ w j j j ^4 $ j\ bd o'

For the same reason, if I can procure the

proper plates in due time, in illustration of both

the persian and naguree script letters* they shall

be inserted in this work, to enable all my pupils

who may be anxious to write the two charac-

ters, during their studies in this country, to

commence at once.

In page lxiv a reference was made to rules on

the mutation of letters, for which I have not yet

had so good an opening as the present, imme-

diately after discussing the several alphabetical

systems connected with the hindoostanee, which
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being current over vast empires, kingdoms,

principalities, and provinces, must be subject

to many deviations in pronunciation from the

more refined and correct language of the civil

and military courts, capitals, or camps, to the

rustic dialects in every county and district of

Hindoostan.

If one word among us can be heard within

this small island pronounced blud, blood, bleed,

blceud, to express the arterial fluid alone, we

may well be prepared for such changes among

the vowels over a large continental portion of

the globe ; and when we, moreover, advert to

the great transformation of consonants even, so

near home as the kirk and church, with hun-

dreds besides, we must not be astonished at

similar effects, flowing from the same causes,

abroad, especially where the inhabitants differ

so widely, as the nations and tribes of british

India do, in their laws, religion, descent, man-

ners, and prejudices, on almost every subject.

The best preservative against the innumera-

ble difficulties that must arise, from an exten-

sive colloquial intercourse with the natives, in

all circumstances and situations, will undoubted-

ly be a previous acquaintance with every pro-

bable permutation of letters, which can occur

in any part of the Indian territories ; and, for
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this express purpose, I have selected what fol-

lows, as a copious and general specimen of the

whole.

General rulesfor the mutation of letters.

1. The short vowels are all more or less liable

to convertibility, not only with each other, but

with long vowels and diphthongs also, especial-

ly when these are homogeneous. The long

vowels are in like manner convertible among

theirselves.

%- Diphthongs on similar principles are in-

terchangeable together, and with long vowels

also ; nay, they occasionally are permutable

with the shorts, as already stated.

3. When a, o, or oo, e, ee, is followed by

another vowel, 1 is either introduced or a con-

siderable change generally occurs, by the two

first becoming w, co, v, and the last iy, y, or,

in other words, these letters often become in

ordinary discourse o, oo, e, ee.

4. The vowels and semivowels, nay, some of

the consonants are met with interchangeable,

particularly o, oo, w, for the labials b, &c. yu,

v, i, and j, whence we may account for the

absurd jumble of u, v, i, j, that still disgraces

our dictionaries, and for the equally ridiculous

name and form of double yoo, w, not half so

u 2
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expressive as the hinduwee wu-kar, or wu-

maker.

5. Independent of the permutability of semi-

vowels and nasi-linguals among theirselves, h,

1, become s ; m changes more rarely to b, w, v,

but n and n are always reciprocating.

6. The consonants are more subject to change

in their own immediate series, but a few even

go beyond this, as j and g, ch and k, w and yu,

t and r, d, j, n, r, and z, s and kh.

7- w reduplicated, or followed by i, ee, is

very often expressed as v ; a sound which the

illiterate in India seldom acquire, though fami-

liar enough to the learned pundits and dandies

of the different capitals, who either are or affect

to be more profound scholars than the rural

gentry.

8. One curious vowel consonant, viz. uin, is

generally lost in the diacritical point or vowel

on, before, or after it, among those who speak

hindoostanee, without adverting to the original

power of this most equivocal and perplexing

letter, which we and the hindoos, from the na-

ture of our abecedarian system, must regard as

a vowel, though the arabs consider it always as

a consonant. Were I to hazard a conjecture

on the articulation of uin, it would be, that the

tongue modulates the vowels, under the influ-
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ence of this extraordinary letter, almost in the

very way by which our common k is transform-

ed to q, described in page xciv, whence a, ee,

&c. might be termed guttural vowels compared

with the common a, &c.

9. Such changes as do not fall under the

above rules must be treated rather as anomo-

lies, to be acquired by extensive practice here-

after, than as objects worthy of much attention

now ; some of them, in fact, depending on the

ignorance, affectation, or presumption of the

natives, who frequently are desirous of ap-

pearing . profound adepts in the hindoostanee,

by introducing the nasal ri, or giving the com-

mon letters k, g, w, j, s, the more recondite

sound of kh, gh, v, z, sh, where these do not

exist, in the words thus murdered, to so little

purpose.

Examples of the
x
above ruks.

1. hurn, hirn, a deer; nimuk, numuk, salt

;

sur, sir, head; mcojh, mijh, me; Jul, jol, water

;

buttee, batee, a candle ; tup, tap, a fever;

murna, to die; marna, to kill; phir, pher,

pheer, again; idhur, eedhur, hither ; chukhna,

cheekhna, to taste ; puhla, puhila, puehla,^r^;

buhlana, buhilana, buehlana, to amuse; kheench-

na^ klienchna, khuenchna, to pull; mitna, v. n.
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metna, v. a. to obliterate ; bar, ber, a time; rika-

bee, rikebee, a disk ; burabur, burobur, equal;

thasna, thoosna, to cram ; age, agoo, before

;

peechfie, pachhe, behind; khcolna, v. n. kholna,

v. a. to open ; ko, koo, kuo, for ; kyoon, kyon,

why. Innumerable other instances might be

produced here, and after all the examples, were

that now requisite in these pages.

2. bhue, bhuo, fear ; suo, sue, a hundred

;

luo, lue, love; khuemu, khemu, kheemu, a tent;

uor, ar, more; foolad, folad, fuolad, steel; bi-

luor, biloor, bilor, crystal; kuon, kon, who?

muel, muljflth.

3. khana, to eat; khilana, to feed; peena, to

drink ; pilana, to make drink ; which mode of

formation obviates the hiatus ofkha^na, pee,ana,

the regular causals of those verbs. ke,a, kya,

what; kee,a, kiya, made, did; a,e,a, aya, came;

ke,on, kyon, why ; sa.e^, sayu, shade ; hin-

doo,ee, hinduwee, hindvee, indian ; tuloowa,

tuloo^, sole of the foot ; joo.a, jcowa, dice, a

game, hazard, &c.

4. yumna, jumna, the river so called
;
yog,

jog, junction ; mapna, napna, to measure ; neela,

leela, blue ; deewar, deewal, a wall; seb, se,o,

an apple ; de,o, deb, dew, dev, a demon, god

;

suro, surv, surw, the cypress, &c. bundu, burdu,

a slave ; puhinna, puhirna, to put on.
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5. deemuk, deewuk, a white ant ; dus, duh,

ten; mah, mas, a month; bumbuee, mum-

bu,ee, bombay ; nikulna, nikusna, to issue.

6. Sunskrit, sungskrit, shunskrit; khidmut,

khizmut, kismut, duty; qumees, kumeez, a

shirt ; zumeen, jumeen, land; bheegna, bheejna,

to wet ; ch,hima, kjhima, pardon ; b.hasha, b,ha-

kha, speech; dokhna, dosna, to blame ; duhez,

juhez, a dowry ; khurj, khurch, expence ; rau-

shuulchee, musaljee, link boy ; bawurchee, ba-

burchee, baburjee, a cook; duuwa, daya, a

claim ; badshah, padshah, a king ; peel, feel, an

elephant; huwelee, huvelee, hubelee, a mansion;

huwaldar, havildar, a Serjeant ; butuk, butukh,

a duck ; ubtuk, ubtug, yet; deg, degh, a pot

;

aqa, agha, master; nuqshu, nukhshu, a plan

;

fikr, fiqr, thought ; bed, bet, a cane ; baroot,

barood, powder ; katta, cuts; bue;hta, sits; and

such verbs often become karta, buerhta; (we

even say to curtail for to cut-tail euphonias gra-

tia, &c.) ghora, ghoda, a horse. In fact, there

would be no end of the examples which might

be collected under this rule, as the learner may
see by consulting the large grammar prefixed to

my english and hindoostanee dictionary.

7. nuwwab, nuvab, nabob ! fidwee, fldvee,

liege; huwelee, huvelee, mansion; nuwees, nu-
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vees, writer; vooh, wis, vis, win, vin, that, them,

from wooh, oos, oon.

8. This can be illustrated by practice only,

among the endless instances which must every

where occur of the extraordinary letter yen,

when represented by u, just before or after any

vowel. It is for the most part in hindoostanee

so entirely mute, as not to be distinguished from

its accompanying long or short vowel, and fol-

lowing u, as in buud, after ; luul, red; ruuna,

beautiful; tuureef, praise ; mushuul, torch; the

coalescence of the two shorts u and u naturally

produces the long sound awe, as bad, lal, rana,

tareef, mushal, in the hindoostanee mode of

pronouncing these words, less accurate, how-

ever, than the uu now adopted.

9. Among these we may enumerate guo, ga,e,

go, a cow ; nuo, nue.a, nuya, new ; yuk, yek,

ek, one ; ufyoon, ufeem, opium; mueyoor, mor,

a peacock ; nam, na,on, nanw, name ; roothna,

roosna, tofret ; kumul, kunwul, the lotos; bhej-

na, bezna, to send, and some of those under 6

above.

When the foregoing rules, with their exam-

ples, are well understood, and when the scholar

can extend them as far as they will go, he must

also advert to those changes which depend upon
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the expansion, contraction, and inversion of

words in most languages, and in none more

frequently than in the hindoostanee. To assist

him in this necessary exercise, the following

instances may suffice, tegha, tegh, a sword;

umma, ma, mother ; farigh khutee, farkhutee,

a release ; dustkhut, duskhut, signature ; su-

war, uswar, a trooper ; wabustu, awabust, de-

pe?idents ; puhonchna, chuhonpna, to arrive

;

mooulluq, umulluq, suspended ; fuseel, sufeel,

a rampart ; durukht, durkut, a tree ; insaf, ni-

saf, justice ; qocful, qoaluf, a lock ; fuleetu, fu-

teelu, a match or wick ; hawun, humam, a

mortar ; and others too numerous for insertion

»

The scholar cannot pay sufficient attention to

the great tendency which words in the hindoo-

stanee have to alter, assume, or drop long or

short vowels, that occur or should be omitted

between two consonants, such as usul, nuqul,

urbee, wastu, for urubee, wasitu, usl, nuql, &c.

&c. but particular instances would be as end-

less as to recapitulate the innumerable examples

of change or elision in english where a, e, &c,

would become troublesome in the derivatives
5

thus, tiger, tigress • master, mistress ; with thou-

sands of the same class. This intimation might

be extended to examples where a final e or ee

occurs , thus, cha, cha,e, tea ; duwa, duwa,ee,

x
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medicine ; cum multis aliis / to say nothing of

qussab, a butcher, being likewise qussa.ee ; or

of the endless transformations that depend on

the omission of one vowel after another, and

the intrusion of y, w, or 1, as euphonous interfixes,

in those instances where both the vowels are

retained, repeatedly noticed already.

The apparent transposition of u and t, as fi-

nals in arabic words, exhibits one of those

absurd anomalies that disgrace every language,

and its consequences in the hindoostanee, are

inconsistent in the extreme. Words terminating

in the - ha
t

e mukhfee, like jlj danu, grain, are

generally masculine and declinable in the sin-

gular, thus also iradu, intention, sometimes,

however, iradut, and then a feminine indeclina-

ble, if introduced in that dialect at all under

such a form ; a remark applicable to nearly the

whole of the vocables of this species, which

can occur with the equivocal terminations u and

t in the shape of . * or oj in the vernacular

tongue of Hindoostan, v. page xcix. The

harsh dentals d, t, are commonly named hindee

or suqeelu to distinguish them from the d, t, and

the ^ h, for a similar reason, is termed ha,e

hoottee in contradistinction to ha,e huwwuz *

h of the persi-arabic alphabet, but these and

similar intricacies hardly merit notice at present.
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As ee is merely the reduplication of i in nagu-

ree, I ought to have substituted ii, on the plea

of literal uniformity, for ee, and would have

done so, had I not been deterred by the esta-

blished grammatical concatenation between the

masculine a, e, and the feminine ee of the hin-

doostanee, which must be lost were ii adopted.

If there still remain any sceptics on the nature

ofmy diphthongs uo, ue, a careful inspection of

the sunskrit vocal analysis in page cxxii (for the

accuracy of which I am indebted to the kind-

ness of a learned orientalist) will soon remove

their doubts, even though they may differ from

me in the restriction of u to short a entirely, and

the preference of oo, co to express the alleged

italic sound of u. I have always had valid

objections to this plan, which time rather con-

firms than obviates, since the french modula-

tion of u to ceu is probably as prevalent as the

other, if not more so, while their well known

combination of ou for oo is equally predomi-

nant, not only on the continent, but among

ourselves in wound, group, soup, you, words

that are written by me woond, groop, soop,

yoo, in compliance with their orthoepy.

I have endeavoured to facilitate the acquisi-

tion of reading the hindoostanee to the utmost

of my power, by combining in these pages, the

x2
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" utile duki" in the firm belief, that ultimately

my success will keep pace with my labour and

expectations, in this vineyard of oriental philo-

logy-

In the first edition of the stories, the reader

will observe a striking instance of asiatic bad

taste, want of genius, and indifference in their

compositions, from the constant and disgusting

recurrence of the word shukhs. This might

still have pervaded the whole collection, had I

not observed it in tolerable time, to correct and

expose so absurd a practice, in a work so well

calculated to give learners a large stock of useful

words, in the most pleasing manner ; a circum-

stance of which every advantage has been taken

in this impression. The only thing which may

be urged in favour of such a practice, as the

reiteration here denounced, is, that like gooft

and Imha> shukhs may be a word, naturally of

constant and reiterated use in oriental writings

and conversation, but the retention of it here

could have had no other effect, than preventing

the beginner from acquiring a much more useful

vocable in its stead, every time the other was

repeated.

In the 273d page of the Antijargonist, a tale

is inserted as hindoostanee, and it will be pre-

served in the second volume of this work, as
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one which has not a persian or arabic word in it.

This circumstance has induced some critics to ac-

cuse me of inconsistency, by stating, that while

I have defined the hindoosfanee, a language

composed of hinduwee, arabic, and persian, in

nearly equal proportions, J have in one place

exhibited a specimen of it, without its two

most essential component parts. They allege,

therefore, that the tale in question may be hin-

duwee, but cannot possibly have any claim to

be teemed hindoostanee. The best defence that

I can now make is, to desire the impartial

reader to refer to the 7^th story, page 28, as

pure hinduwee, in words, pronunciation, &c.
\

to 75th, in hinduwee words, under hindoostanee

orthoepy, government, &c. ; to 76th, in hindu-

wee and arabic words, under the same regimen-

as the last ; to 7?th, in hinduwee and persian,

under similar circumstances ; and to ?8th, as

modern hindoostanee. A careful perusal of

these must prove, that the ground work of a

language is always more essential than its su-

perstructure, because the regimen is most inti-

mately connected with the first, but depends

very little indeed on the latter. Let any person

put a saxon sentence in the room of 74, an

english sentence of saxon derivation alone as 75,

one with latin derivatives only superadded for
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76, and another, viz. 77, with nothing but

french derivatives. If the result, when judi-

ciously applied to the hindoostanee, do not con-

vince the learner, that I am still consistent, I

shall suspect either that his judgment or mine is

perverse in the extreme, nay I may be inclined

to think, that the moral of the story referred

to partly applies to us both, as the confident

astronomer and his very sapient disciple.

Though arabic and persian must always re-

quire hinduwee to make hindoostanee, we are

not to infer the reverse of the proposition, any

more than we can with propriety assert, that as

every wise man must be a man, every man must

be wise. It should also be recollected, that

while I always treated the hinduwee as the basis

of the hindoostanee, and observed on a general

scale, that it bore the proportion of one third to

the other two, I never asserted, that every sen-

tence or portion of the language must always

be constructed with geometrical precision on

the tripartite principle, which those who accuse

me of inconsistency seem rigidly to require.

The first six plates exhibit the persian manu-

script hand successively, the individual cha-

racters separately and variously combined both

in syllables and words, the whole of which will

serve as very good copy lines to those students,
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who are anxious at once to learn this branch of

oriental chirography, by way of amusement and

relaxation from the more arduous task of acquir-

ing eastern languages* Persi-arabic being writ-

ten from right to left, the pen must of course run

in a reversed direction from our mode, to con-

stitute a species of painting, not very difficult

with the Indian reeds and ink, most appropriate

to this style of writing. The particular sweep,

semicircular form, and curvation of every

symbol corresponds with the general graphic

tendency from right to left, though in ~c and 6

this is evidently not the case, but the minute

deviations in L * or ^ , &c. are much less con-

spicuous, and can appear quite distinct from

practice only.

After the persian, comes the five sets of de-

vunaguree plates, which speak so clearly for

themselves that very few additional remarks

will suffice to explain them ; this character runs

parallel with the roman, joined by a head line,

which seems not in fact an indispensable com-

ponent part, being omitted in some of the de-

rivative vulgar hands from this divine source,

by far more cramp however than the long sweep-

ing and curved forms in the persian script. Plate

I. shows, not only all the numerical figures,

but also the elementary portions of each letter
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in a way best adapted to teach their combina-

tions in every possible shape, as complete cha-

racters which look on the whole so complicated,

interrupted, and short, as to bid defiance to all

our ideas of a business or running hand, such as

the italian and persi-arahic, without a striking

deviation in mss, from the standard displayed

in plate II. where a, a, i, I, u, ii, e, ai, 6, au,

occur in succession for my u, a, i, ee, co, oo,

e, ue, o, uo, with very little inconveniency to

those learners who can easily now reconcile all

polygraphic varieties of this sort, if they have di-

ligently studied the hindoostanee alphabet alone

in page cxxxiii. This plate II. likewise exhibits

the different models of naguree letters more

fully than a similar prospectus in page cxlviL

and the subsequent III, IV, V, contain a very

copious view of double symbols, compared

with those in pages cxxiii, &c, to which the

reader may advantageously refer in this stage

of his progress, as an oriental abecedarian or

scribe, anxious to lay a solid foundation for

every future pursuit in this local but important

walk of literature for British India. One desi-

deratum remains to render the set of plates com-

plete, viz. the persian constituent portions or

first elements of every letter, as in plate I. for

the naguree, which I may in my next publica-
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tion supply, the digits inclusive, along with

some more hints on this theme; but in the mean

time I rejoice to believe that proper indian pens

and ink are procurable at least by all the Hon.

Company's servants, for love or money, either

at their library or booksellers. If not, indige-

nous substitutes will soon occur to british inge-

nuity for articles as they become indispensable

to useful studies, when they are as general as

the hindoostanee and persian are already in this

country.

It being my intention to print, in due season, a

second volume of this Ultimatum and Hindee

Story Teller, any real errors of omission or com-

mission can be rectified in that publication, I

shall therefore close this preface to the stories

in the hope, that my appointment in London will

soon show its utility by the quantity and quality

of its fruits. These may yet demonstrate, that

if british India owed nothing else to the public

spirit of the Honourable Court of Directors,

and the discriminative liberality of all their

governments, for qualifying their officers, both

at home and abroad, by a knowledge of the

languages, to counteract the depredations of

native rulers and functionaries, such efforts

alone constitute a debt that ages of gratitude

never can repay ; independent of the self

y
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evident advantages, which must accrue from

the whole body of their civil and military ser-

vants reaching the eastern hemisphere in future

with a previous knowledge and command of

the most prevalent tongue, in regions nearly as

extensive as all Europe, and far surpassing it

in wealth, fertility, and population.

From a recent experiment on a fair scale, I

feel convinced, that a beginner should first go

through each story attentively, in the roman

characters, before he ventures to read them res-

pectively in either the persi-arabic or naguree,

but this last should not be attempted till after he

has previously made his self complete master of

the hindee-roman, persian, naguree, and hindoo-

stanee orthoepigraphical systems of sounds in

pages xxiii, xcv, cxiii, cxxxiii, all illustrated

in regular succession from 1, 2 to 40, ^ y ^

to M £ and 1, f to Ff at the middle and final

portions of this book. Those sections, studied

in the way proposed, with due reference to the

hindoostanee and english vocabulary (of which

an improved edition is now in the press) for

words unknown to the scholar during his pro-

gress through all the stories, will enable him,

with little comparative labour or needless, dis*

gusting toil to learn the language on sound prin-

ciples, in a few months, with the whole oriental
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letters and figures, almost imperceptibly, to

boot ; while by audible perusal his own ears will

correct and confirm his pronunciation, at every

step taken in such practical exercises, as are

best calculated to prove and establish the theory

and rules of hindoostanee philology, previously

learnt from my large grammar prefixed to the

English and Hindoostanee dictionary. Should

the reader have forgotten, or not yet be aware,

that the persi-arabic is written from right to left,

and the naguree, like our own, vice versa, I

must here intimate this as the sole reason for the

stories in persian commencing at the end of this

publication, whence they apparently to us retro-

grade till the last of the naguree, which begin-

ning in an opposite direction, thus meets the

former and verifies in this sense the Scripture

saying, " the last shall be first and the first last,"

on more occasions than one, since we have

already discovered oriental capitals ornamenting

the tails instead of the heads of most words and

sentences, in some of the eastern tongues ; a

seeming deviation from our notions of right and

"wrong, which nearly tempts one to believe these

are after all, only relative terms, and that the

wise man spoke the truth when he asserted,

*' there is nothing new (however strange) under

the sun."
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The consonantal deviations in the naguree

plates from my plan are fewer and less import-

ant than the vocal discrepances enumerated in

clxii, the only difference worth notice being the

omission of the
,

, by which the aspirated and

guttural combinations kh, g,h, kh, and gh

should be carefully discriminated. We may
apply the same argument in favor of ph, t,h,

lest these become, when printed, ph, th, our

sounds in phrensy, frenzy, thin, thine, otherwise

the
j
might have been altogether dispensed with;

but to be uniform and consistent, in every re-

spect, I have preferred exhibiting the whole

aspirated series, thus .b,h, p,h, t,h, dh, &c.



Bismilla hir ruh ma nirruheem.

Nuqliyat.

(Nuql puhlee, 1-1-1)

Ek badshah ne upne wuzeer se poochha ki

sub se bihtur mere huqq men kya hue ? urz kee

ki udl kurna uor ru.eeyut ka palna.

(-doosree. 2-r-R)

Ek shukhs ne ek ko kuha ki too to age

mcohtaj tha, uesa kya kam kiya 0) jo duolut-

mund hoguya? juwab diyaki jo ko,eeupne aqa

kee khuerkhwahee kurega, so tjiore dinon men

maldar hoga. (2)

(1). Formerly ke
(
a, kee

t
a, for kya, kiya, when vulgar orthoepy was

paramount to orthography, but now, that accurate writing takes the lead,

wherever the pronunciation is not essentially affected, all such words

have the short vowel i and the consonant y alone, before vowels, instead

of e
4
a, eefa, ee

{
o, e

(
u, ee

t
u, &c. each of which seems rather to be a

vitious expression of ya, iya, iyo, yu, iyu, than that these are corrupt

deviations from ee
t
a, &c. unless, which is most probable, the ya, &c.

be only written refinements of eja, &c.

(2). Nuql, a story, being feminine, the ordinal doosree, second, is

put in that gender also, and as nuql, though not inserted, is understood

B
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(-teesree. 3-r-^)

Ek ne kisee se poochha ki age too buhoot

ghureeb tha, itnee duolut kuhan se pa,ee ?

kuha, neeyut meree bukhuer thee, ullah ne

mcojhe dee.

(-chuotb.ee. 4-P-2

)

Ek qpmdu (3) ke ghur men ag lugee., sara

usbab julne luga, nuokuron ne urz kee. khoo-

dawund ! hum kya kya nikalen ? tub we poo-

karkur kuhne luge, bha.ee ! is musul pur kan

luga.o. " ag lugunte jhompre jo nikle so labh."

(-panch-ween. 5-^-M)

Kisee mochee ka gfiur jare ke muosum men

julne luga, ek ghureeb puruosee wuhan akur

senkne luga
; yih halut dekhke ek thuthol ne

kuha. kya khoob !

ff
kisee ka ghur jule ko,ee

tape."

in the whole subsequent series, the ordinals are of course all feminine,

and will thus be easily acquired in succession by every attentive scholar,

who will learn, en passant, the Persian and Naguree figures, in contrast

with our own, all of which evidently spring from one common source.

(3). The 11, i, oo, &c, always denote c u
t
in, of the original; this

word seems one of those which have an inflexion or not, ad libitum, as.

in the 22d story, oomde likewise occurs.
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(-chhut-ween. 6.1-^)

Ek malee ne do teen admiyori kee du,uwut

kee, khane ke vvuqt dus bees a,e, jitna pukwaya

tha sub ka sub khagu,e» yih becharu upne

lurkon sumet rat bhur bhookha ruha; soob,h

ko coske bete ne urz kee ki baba ! yih musul

humare age a,ee. " teen ba>la,e teruh a,e, dekho

yuhan kee reet, bahur wale khagu.e uor ghur

ke gawen geet.
3 '

(-sat-ween. 7-v-\9)

Ek uorut be wooqoof upne phoohurpune se

chulte hoo,e gir gir purtee uor upnee nuzakut

pur buhanu dhurtee ; kisoo ne duryaft kiya ki

yih ap se girtee hue uor nuzakut ko budnarn

kurtee hue, hunskur kuhne luga, such hue.
cc nach nu jane angun terha.

3
' (4 )

(-ath-ween. 8-A-fc)

Uhmud Scoltan t5 ) upnee fuoj ko mah bu mah

durmaha diya kurta uor upne lushkur ke sur-

b2

(4). Henceforward the cardinal regularly precedes the ordinal par-

ticle wan, wen, ween, similar to our affix th in seventh, eighth, ninth,

&c. but here in the masculine, inflected, and feminine forms, agreeably

to the rules of Hindoostanee grammar.

(5). The learner will in future recollect, that in this orthographic;

as well as orthoepic plan, the t invariably represents ^
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daron ko dono wuqt sath khilaya kurta ; uor

Muhmood Sooltan ooske bil-uks kiya kurta. Ek

din apus men lura
(

ee hoo.ee, Uhmud kee futh

hoo.ee, Muhmood kee shikust : logon ne

poochha iska kya subub ? kisee ne uwam men

se juwab diya ki. "jiskee degh ooskee tegh."

(-nuo-ween. lM-£)

Ek sipahee ne kisee talib col ilm ko begar

pukra uor upne kupron kee guthree ooske sir

pur dhur dee; jub oosne upne age dhur liya,

tub ek thuthebaz ne talib ool ilm se poochha ki

toom ne iskee muzdooree kya pa.ee. bola, yih

musul toom ne nuheen soonee :
" zubur-dust ka

thenga sir pur." (
6)

(-dus-ween. 10- 1 -J 0) ^
Ek girhist ne upna lurka turbiyut kurne ke

waste ek shukhs ko soopoord kiya, hurchund

oosne chaha ki wooh arastu ho, nu hoo.a. Ek
mooddut ke bu,ud lurke ke bap ne akur cos se

poochha ki kuho huzrut, mera lurka kcochli

dooroost hoo.a ? oosne kuha ki tcomhare lurke

(6). From the next number to 19 there is a slight deviation, the ordi-

nal often drops the u, or uh, in the hurry of speech ; whence, egarh-ween,

barh-ween, ter-ween, may be substituted for egaruh-ween, &c.
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kee wcDhee nuql hue ki
(( neem nu rneetha ho,e

seech gcor ghee se."

(-egaruh-ween. 11-M-^)

Nuql hue ki ek ne ek se koochh cheez mangee,

CDsne wcoheen juwab diya ki muen nu doonga,

wooh bola ki took to thuhurkur juwab diya hota:

oosne kuha ki tuen ne yih musul nuheen soonee.

" sukhee se soom bhula jo tcort de juwab."

P
(-baruh-ween. 12-1 r-^ 3)

Ek muhajun badshah ke ueen quliie (
7
) ke

ueeehe loota guya; oosne badshah kee khidmut

men urz kee ki juhanpunah ! moojhe quzzaqon

ne hoozoor ke qulue kee deewar ke neeche loot

liya. badshah ne furmaya ki too hcoshyar kyoon

nu ruha? bola ki ghcolam ko mu.uloom nu tha

ki huzrut ke zer iliurokhe moosafir loote jate

huen. badshah ne kuha, kya too ne yih musul

nuheen soonee ?
tc churagh ke neeche un-

dhera." C8)

(7). In words like this, and others, where the u, &c. occur, they

must be treated almost entirely as mute representatives of c in the ori-

ginal, apparently absorbed in all our vowels successively.

(8). The learner will once for all recollect, that baruh means 12,-

and baruh-wan, baruh -wen, baruh -ween, 12th, in concord with its

masculine, inflected, or feminine noun, according to circumstances, ap-

plicable of course to teruh-wan, 13, &c. also.
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(-teruh-ween. 13-1 r-1^)

Do ashna upne shuhur se tubah hokur kisee

nioolk men gu,e, jo purha tha, so lurke purhane

luga uor jo hoonur janta tha, so upna peshu

kurne luga. ittifaq-un we donon beemar pure;

jo purha tha, so oos halut men bhee purhata tha

uor puese pueda kurta tha ; uor jo hoonurmund

tha, so mare mooflisee ke murta tha, kyoon ki

wooh to lete lete bhee purha sukta tha; uor

iska kam be hath panw ke hila.e ho nu sukta:

tha : pus lazim hue ki purhna seekhiye ki yih

sub se bihtur hue.

(-chuoduh-ween. 14-1 f- ^ 2 )

Do kareegur kisee moolk men jakur ek bad-

shah ke nuokur hoo,e. ek ne to upna hoonur

yih dikhlaya, jo kaghuz kee muchhlee bunakur

panee men tira,ee; uor doosre ne fuolad kee

tooklee be huwa iiukh pur cora.ee, badshah con

ke kusb se khoosh hoo,a uor hur ek ko inam

dekur rookhsut kiya.

(-pundruh-ween. 15-| c-S M)

Ek murde admee kootte ko buhoot (
9
) pyar

(9). This, and all such words as wooh, &c. formerly written buhot,

woh will at once be recognised, because in fact neither the Sunskrit nor

Persi-Arabic has a short o.
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kiya kurta tha_, kisee ne cos se poochha, tcom

kootte ko kyoon itna chahte ho? oos ne juwab

diya> kya toom ne yih musul nuheen soonee?
£e

ki sugi hcozoor bih uz biraduri door."

(-soluh-weenu 16-11- ^ ^)
Ek raja ne kisee kungal bruhmun se poochha

ki mcojhe uor tcojhe bhojun uor kulewa kuon

kurwata hue., cosne juwab diya ki purmeshwur.

phir poochha ki iska kya subub hue jo mcojh

ko is ziyadutee se uor tcojh ko is kumee se ?

bahmun bola, rnuharaj ! yih doha kya toom ko

nuheen puhconcha ?

cc ram jhurokhe buethkur sub ka mcojra le;

" juesee ja kee chakree wuesa wa ko de."

(-sutruh-ween. 17-J v- ^ \9)

Do sipahee apus men kisee shuhur ke kooche

men khanujungee kur ruhe tlie; ek joolaha yih

khubur scontehee upne kurguh se cothkur cos

kooche men aya uor tumasha dekhne luga.

quzakar ek tulwar, jo doosre ke sir se cochtee,

to jcolahe ke a lugee. musul, " kurguh chhor

iumashe ja,e, na huqq chot joolaha kjia.e."
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(-utharuh-ween. 1 8> | A- ^ t)

Do char chor rat ko jumu (
10

) hokur kisee

sipahee kee huwelee ko chule, kisoo turuf se

jub ooske undur jane ka qaboo nu paya, to

durwaze kee chool cokhanie luge ; ittifaq-un,

conkee ahut se wcoh sipahee chuonk cotjia uor

khunkharne luga; tub we hunskur kuhne luge:
{
' hogee kub tuk bucha khuburdaree

!

* chor jate ruhe ki undhiyaree?"

(-connees-ween. 19-1^ -^ £)

Ek sa.ees rozgar ke waste upne shuhur se

kisee mcolk ko chula, rah men ek koo
(

e pur

bueth kur kuhne luga? ki ek kha.oon ki dono?

ittifaq-un cos koo,e men do puriyan (
n

) ruhtee

theen, conhon ne yih jana ki ko,ee rakus hue,

humen khaya chahta hue, is duhshut se ek ek

tora ropu.on ka la,een uor cos mcosafir ke

samhne rukh gu,een, wcoh mal mcoft lekur,

upne ghur shuoq se chula aya.

(10). Hie final u generally sounds liker a in Hindoostanee than u

;

thus, shumu, a candle, and the medial also when preceded by , as

ni
4
umut.

(11). formerly puree
t
an, but this being inconsistent with accuracy

of orthography, we must now endeavour to sacrifice etymological facility,

as well as inaccurate spelling and vulgar pronunciation, to fixed rules in

the Sunskrit and Arabic tongues, however uncouth these changes may

at first appear.
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(-bees-ween. 20- f -«R )

Ek shagird ne kisee dana se kuha ki uqlmund

jahil ko buhoot bcora janta hue ? dana ne oose

juwab, diya ki juesee cosko is se nufrut hue,

wuesee hee is ko oos se wuhshut.

(-ekees-ween. 21-r \ -$ ^ )

Ek kumeene uor bhule admee se iflas men

dostee hoo.ee; kurneenu duolut-mund bote hee

nujeeb zade se ankhen luga cboorane ; tub wooh

khufa hokur bola, yih such hue ki " kumeene

kee dostee juesee baioo kee bheet."

(-ba,ees-ween. 22-rr-^^)

Ek fuqeer kisee opinde kee de,orhee pur guya

uor galiyan dene luga ; wooh duolut-mund hur-

gizcheen bujubeen nu hoo,a,bulki kcochh oosko

ropu.e dilwa diye. Ek moosahib ne poochha,

huzrut sulamut, yihkya? bola, (C nekee nekra,

budeebudra."

(-te.ees-ween. 23- tr-^ t$

Ek mooreed upne peer kee khidmut men akur

kuhne luga ki peer moorshid ! aj fulane badshah

ne dconya se rihlut kee uor coskee jugih fulana

shukhs badshah hoo,a. yih khubur sconte bee,

peer hunsa uor kuhne luga, baba ! deed doonya

c I
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ka dum budum keejeV kiskee shadee o kiska

ghum keeje?

(-ehuobees-ween. 24-fp-^ 8 )

Kisee doonya dar ne Mujnoon se pooehha ki

khilafut huqq huzrut Imam hcosuen ka hue, ya

Yuzeedi puleed ka? Mujnoon ne kuha, ugur

fil-huqeequt poochho, to Luelee ka hue.

(-puchees-ween. 25-f c -*^ M ) .

Ko.ee huramzadu ek bukra kisee jugih se

lootkur laya uor dost se upne ki wooh nihayut

dana uor zureef tha, poochlia ki isko hulal

kurna dooroost hue? oosne kuha, nuheen, mugur

jhutka.

(-chhubees-ween. 26-n-^ £)

Ek azad kisee qazee ke ghur guya, dekha

ki qazee kee darhee nihayut buree hue, soowal

kiya ki o baba al uyal wale ! koochh muola nam

ka bhee hue? qazee nakhcosh hokur idfiur

rodhur dekfine luga : tub azad ne kuha, baba

kan mut duba, lachar ho qazee ne koochh dilwa

diya ; tud azad bola ki baba kyoon nu ho

!

akhir ghazee murd hue, qazee buhoot shur-

mundu ho dum kha ruha.
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(-LUta.ees-ween. 27-rv-^\9)

Ek azad qazee quwwee keghur guya, ittifaq-

un vvooh wuqt numaz ka tha, qazee ne kuha,

a.iye huzrut, ap bhee numaz purhiye, fuqeer ne

kuha, baba, kya, keejiye ! shuetan quwwee hue;

qazee shurmiudu ho dumbukhopd ho ruha.

(-utha,ees-ween. 28-fA-^ t)

Ukbur ne Beerbul se poochha ki lura,ee ke

wuqt kya kam ata hue, Beerbul ne urz kee ki

juhan punah ! uosau : badshah ne kuha, huthi-

yar uor zor kyoon nuheen kuhta ? Beerbul ne

kuha, juhan punah! ugur uosan khuta hojawe,

to huthiyar uor zor kis kam awen ?

(-contees-ween. 29-r V'R Q)

Fuezee ko kcotton se buhoot shuoq tha, uksur

uoqat gird pesh buethe ruhte the. Ek din cosee

halut men oprfee a warid hoo,a uor zurafut se

poochha, " een sahib zadugan chi nam da-

rund?" Fuezee ne juwab diva ki " humeeri

oprfee." BumoDJurrud oprfee ne kuha (( mooba-

ruk." Fuezee khujil ho chrop ruha, is waste

ki ooske bap ka yihee nam tha.

(-tees-ween. 30-r -^ )

Ni,umut Khan ne kisee kam ke waste badshah
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ko urzee dee, shah ne mortalu,u kurke pher dee,

Ni,umut Khan ne mayoos hokur phar dalee

;

padshah burhum hoo.a, Ni.umut Khan ne urz

kiya( 12^ki "juhan punah ! pus dadund rnun

paru kurdum, moojibi itab cheest ? " shah

shurmindu ho chrop ruha.

(-ektees-ween. 31-ri-^ 1

)

Kisee moDghul ke puruos ek koDtnhar ruhta

t
(

ha, ooska gudha nihayut must tha, renka

kurta, mooghul buhoot na khopsh hota, shub o

roz huqqtu,ala se doo,a mangta ki ya ullah ! is

gudjhe ko gharut kur. Ittifaq-un moDghul kee

barburdaree ka buel mur guya, tud mooghul ne

kuha ki
i( scobhan ullah ! chund sal kho3da,ee

kurdee., hunoz ga,o o khurra nu shunakhtee."
*

(-butees-ween. 32-rT-^)

Ek uorut duolut-mund kee do lurkiyan tjieen,

buree deel kee bharee uor chhotee chhuchhoree.

jub wooh murgu,ee, tub buree ma ke mal kee

malik hoo.ee ; chhotee ne chaha ki muen upna

hissu loon uor jo>da hokur ruhoon. buree ne

do char uoruten jumu kurke yih bat kuhee ki

(12)- As ki and uor are in a manner equivalent to commas in this

language, they will hereafter suffice alone for such points, whenever

they occur, which they have in fact hitherto done in these stories*
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beebiyo ! is soorut pur yih bukhra mangtee

hue, chhotee bolee, chul itnee shuekhee mut

kur. " ek tuwe kee rotee kya chhotee kya

motee."

(-tetees-ween. S3-rr-^ ^)

Ek roz nuwwab Suef Khan hathee purscowar

the uor lurka conka samfine buetha tha ; kisee

fuqeer ne scowal kiyaki o baba Suefoo! ek adh

chitta is fuqeer ko dilwa. nuwwab ne to scon-

kur mconh pher liya, pur lurke ne ek ushrufee

jeb se nikal, ooske hath dee ; fuqeer khcosh

hokur bola.
ec suef to put puree, pur neemche

ne kat kiya."

(-chuotees-ween. 34-rp-^ 8 )

Ek umeer palkee pur soowar chula j^ta tha,

ek mcoflis ne cose ek dhela mara, cosne upne

admiyon se kuha ki ise do ropu,e do> conhon ne

kuha yih kya ! cos ne dhela mara, ap ropu.e

dete huen. bola ki cosne mcojhe durukhti bar-

wur sumujhke dhela mara hue uor mera phul

ropuya hue.

(-puentees-ween. 35-rc-^H)

Ek din Su adut Khan badshah ke mcojre ko

jata tha, qureeb deewani am ke Umeer Khan se
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mcolaqat hoo,ee, Su.adut Khan ne.tu,un kee rah

se yih buet gcolistan kee purfiee:

" pisuri Nooh ba budan binishust,

f< khandani noobcowwutush goom shcod."

Umeer Khan ne wcoheen juwab diya ki Khan

sahib ! yih bhee quol Su,udee ka hue

:

su^i ushabi kuhf roze chund,"

pu,e nekan girift murdooni shcod."tc

(-cbhutees-ween. 36-H-^{£)

Ek sipahee kcochli bazee lugakur kisee bu-

niyen ke satji ehuopur khelta tjia. ittifaq-un

sipahee panch suo ropu,e hara ; tub oosue bu-

niyen se fureb kiya uor kuhne luga ki kyoon

sahoo jee ! ugur suchchul khelte, to ulbuttu aj

panch suo ropu.e dene ate. buniye ne moodda

mu.uloom kurke kuha, han sahib ! such kuhte

ho, muen ne bhur pa,e.

(-suentees-ween. 37-rv-^\9)

Moolla Dopiyaza jub Hundiya men puhoon-

che, logon se poochha ki is bustee ka nam kya

hue? logon ne kuha, Hundiya; Moolla ne

kuha, Dopiyaza Hundiya men akur ub kuhan

jawe! pus wuheen muqam kiya, bu
4
ud chund

roz ke alumi fanee se kooch kiya.
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(-utlitees-ween. 38-rA-^ t)

Ek badshah ne upne wuzeer se kuha ki muen
do baten kuhta hoon ! too dono ka juwab ek

bat men de :
" ghora ura kyoon uor pan sura

kyoon ? V wuzeer ne kuha, Julian punah!

"phera nu tha." badshah buhootkhopsh hoo,a

uor murtubu ziyadu kiya.

(-oontalees-ween. 39-n-^£)

Ek ne lomree se kuha ki tcojhe gosht pet

bhur khilawen ugur puegham ganw ke kootton

ko puhoonchawe, robah bolee ki is moo.amule

men fa.idu buhcot hue, jo mera gosht buche.

(-chalees-ween. 40-f -# )

Ek rahee ne ek ko poochha ugur ko,ee

oonche se gire to kya ho? kuha ki oonche ka

gira sumbhul sukta hue, nuzrori ka gira hoo,a

nuheen sumbhul sukta.

(-ektalees-ween. 41 -p \ -8 ^ )

Ek shukhs kuheen ka fuojdar tha ; wuhan

se tugheer hokur upne ghur ko chula. ruste

men wuhan ke zumeendaron ne oose loot liya

uor oosko bandhkur marne luge, oosne kuha,

kul kee bat hue, tcom sub akur mcojhko sulam

kurte the, aj moojhe marte ho ; ODn men se ek
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ne kuha, toom ne yih bat nuheen sooneehue?
ee

ootra shuhnu murduk nam,"

(~be,alees-ween. 42-pf-H R)

Ek suwar ghore pur chula jata tha; ittifaq-

un gjiora seekhpa hoo,a, wooh gir pura. Ek
ghusiyara khura dekhta tha, oos sekuhne luga ki

toom kuesa churhte ho, jo gir gir purte ho, bola

toomne nuheen soona hue? c
'jo churhega so

girega."

(-tetalees-ween . 43-l
cr-X ^)

Ek fuqeer ne kisee pajee se scowal kiya ki

moojhe koochli de. oos ne buhoot see galiyan

deen; wooh bola, uch-chha baba! cc juesadoge

wuesa pa.oge."

(chuo.alees-ween. 44-fp-g H )

Ek ghureeb bjiookha qazee ke yuhan guya

;

kuhne luga, muen bhookha hoon, koochli

moojhe do to muen kha.oon. qazee ne kuha ki

yih qazee ka ghur hue, qusm kha uor chula ja.

(-puentalees-ween. 45-P&-8 H )

Ek jadoogur moothee men gehoon liye chula

jata tha, ek ne poochha ki toomhare hath men

kya hue ? bola, jani adum, oos ne kuha

dekhoon, oos ne dikha diye.
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(-chhe.alees-ween. 46-H-8 £)
Ek chumar ne kootte se poochha ki too raste

men kyoon pura ruhta hue? bola ki nek o bud

ke puhchanne ke waste, cos ne kuha, too

kyooiikur mu.uioom kurta hue ? bola, jo bhula

hue so moqjhe koochh nuheen kuhta uor jo

boora hue so tliokur marta hue.

(-suentalees-ween. 47-FV-8\9)

Ek muzdoor kothe pur se gira, cos kee tang

toot gu.ee, tub oose palkee pur dalke le chule

ki yukayuk palkee ka bans toot guya. ek oosee

ke rufeeqon men se bola ki yih ujub turuh kee

bat hue, wcoheen kuha cosne ki iska koochh

uchumbha nuheen, kis waste ki yih musul

mushjioor hue. " kane chot kunuonde bhent."

(-uthtalees-ween. 48-pA-S t)

Do kuhar apus men mootfuSq hokur rozgar

ke waste kisee moolk ko chule jate the, rah men

conh ko ek tora huzar ushrufee ka mila, dono

buhoot khopsh hokur upne ghur ko phir a,e uor

thore dition men durobust oora diya, moowafiq

is musul ke. " mali moo ft dili be ruhm."

(-conchas-ween. 49-F1-8 Q)

Nuql hue ki ek azad kisee musji-d men
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bnetha hoo.a bhuns rugurta tha. ek hubshee

ne upnee khirkee se dekhkur kuha ki ue be

wuhdut ! yih khanu.e khooda hue yuhan sir

jjiookate huen uor matha rugurte huen, too

subzee ghontta hue. oos ne sir oothakur kuha

ki ustughfircollah! a,eenu to dekja, inheen khco-

shamudon se moonh kala hoo.a hue.

(-puehas-ween. 50-c»-Mo)

Ek murd nihayut abid o purhezgar lha uor

ooska beta cotnahee khurabatee o budkar. ek

ne coske bete ko dekhkur kisee se poocbha ki

yih kiska lurka hue jo itna avvaru hue ? cds ne

kuha, fulane ka ; tub wooh bola. " boora

buns Kubeer ka jub oopja poot Kurnal."

(-ekawun-ween. 51-a l-M ^ )

Nuqi hue ki ek dandee duriya men doobta

tha, ku.ee admiyon ko kinare pur dekhkur,

luga pookarne ki ure yaro! mcojhe nikalo, nu-

heen to jug dooba. logon ne is dur se cose

nikalkur, poochjba ki juhan kyoonkur doobta!

oos ne kuha ki toom bure bevvooqoofho, kya

tcom ne yih musui bhee nuheen soonee hue?"

ap doobe to jug dooba.

(-bawun-ween. 52-$r-4^)

Ek gareewan ko ek cheez durkar tjiee, oosne
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raste men ek rahee se kuha; wooh bola ki wooh

cheez mere ghur hue, ugur ooskee qeemut fue-

sul ho, to muen dikha
(

oon, oosne kuha ki muen

cose dekhoon to ooska mol thuhra.ooii. wooh

kuluie luga ki puhle mol ho le to muen dikh-

la.oon. tub wooh bola ki yih woohee nuql

hue. " gliur gliora nukhkhas mol!"

(-tirpun-ween. 53-gT-M^)

Do admee apus men lurte the, ek humsayu

chhoorane luga. tub oon douo ne kuha ki too

kuou hue jo chfioorata hue? hum janen yih

,
jane, tub oosne kuha, moojhe kya! toom lura

kuro. " goshti khur dundani sug^'

(-chuowun-ween. 54-tF-M2)

Ek buniye ka beta ujnubee sipahiyon men

buethkur shikoh kurta lha ki muen uesa teer

lugata hoon ki turazoo ho jata hue. ek shukhs

ooske jan puhchanon men se wuhan a nikla;

ooskee yih bat soonkur kuhne luga k! teree

woohee nuql hue. " bap nu maree peedree

beta teerundaz."

(-puchpun-ween. 55-$c-MM)

Do murd apus men dostee rukhte the, ek oon

men se nihayut shureer lha, woohjub tub oos

doosre ko ehlierta uor dhuol chfiukkur rnara

d2*
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kurta, ek din doosre ne khufa hokur ek luth

uesa mara ki ooska sir phoot guya. wooh bola,

too ne yih kya kiya? oosne kuha ki too ne yih

musul nuheen soonee. " suo soonar kee, nu ek

loohar kee.

(-chhuppun-ween. 56-ol-M^)

Ek bhat ek loohar ko galiyan deta tha, oosne

cos ko khoob sa mara. wooh kotwal ke yuhan

nalishee hoo.a, oos ne poochha ki toojhe kis

waste mara hue? bola wooh muen ne galee dee

thee; tub kotwal ne kuha ki ehul yuhan se jata

rub, kya too ne yih musul nuheen soonee?

" kisee ka rrioonh chule, kisee ka hath."

(-sutawun-ween. 57-$v-M\9)

Kisee shuhr men ek khidmut gar be rozgar a

pura phirta tha. ek khan saman ne oos se kuha

ki toom is shuhur men kyoon hueran phirte ho?

ugur puch-chhum ya duk-khun ko ja,o to do

ropu.e roz ke nuokur ho. oosne kuha ki jo

uesee bat kuhte ho, shayud toom ne yih musul

nuheen soonee. " puch-chhum ja.o ki duk-

khun, kurum ke woohee luch-chhun."

(-uthawun-ween. 58-c^ H t)

Ek bure admee ne uptie kisee dost se kuha ki

jitue namon men ban ata hue, misli feel-ban,



sarban, vvu ghueru Se, sub bud zat huen. oosue

kuha, ban mihrban ! such kuhte ho.

(-consuth-ween. 59-aVM £)

Ek oont uor gudhe se nihayut dostee thee

ittifaq-un dono ko sufur durpesh hoo.a ; dur-

miyan rah ke ek nudee miiee; puhle oont panee

men puetha, ooske pet tuk panee hoo,a; kuhne

luga, ue yar! idhur a,o, panee thora hue.

gudha bola, such hue, tere shikum tuk hue,,

toojhe thora mu,uloom hota hue, lekin meree

peeth tuk hoga, mueri doob ja.oonga,

(-sath-ween. 60-1 -£o )

Ibraheem Udhu.m badshah ne khwab dekha

ki ek shukhs kothe pur koocbh dhoondta hue.

poocbha ki ue uzeez ! too kya dhoondta hue?

kuha, mera oont khoya guya hue. badshah ne

kuha, too kya uhmuq hue, jo balakhaue pur

oont dhoondta hue ! cosne kuha, bewooqoof

too hue, jo badshahut men khcoda ko dhoondta

hue. kuhte huen ki cosee roz se badshah ne

sultunut chhorkur fuqeeree ikhtiyar kee.

(-eksuth-wee^ 61-1
j -£ <\ )

Ek badshah ne teen shukhs ko boolakur

poochha ki tcom kya kam kurte ho? ek ne

kuha ki rnuen chor hoon, choree khoob kurta
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boon, doosre ne kuha ki muen sburabee boon,

shurab khoob peeta hoon. teesre ne urz kee

ki juhanpunah! muen joowaree boon, joo,a

khoob khelta hoon, ugur furma.iye to ek da,o

men apkee saree suit tin ut ko luga doon. had-

shah ne chor uor shurabee kee janbukhshee kee

uor cos joowaree kee gurdun inaree.

(-basuth-ween. 62-1 1* -$R )

Ek bewuqoof ne undhe se poochha ki loom

kfieer kha,oge? oosne kuha, kheer kuesee hotee

hue? kuha, soofued hotee hue. phir cos na-

beenane poochha, soofued kuesa hota hue? tub

cos shukhs ne kuha, juesa bugla. undhe ne

kuha bugla kuesa hota hue? cosne upna hath

terha kurke kuha, uesa hota hue. undlie ne

tutolkur kuha, ki uesee kheer nu kha sukoonga,

hulq men phuns ja,e to mur ja.oonga.

(-tirsutji-ween. .63-1 r-^)
Ek din inuch-chhuron ne huzrut Soolueman

pueghumbur se nalish kee ki huwa hum ko bu-

hoot sutatee hue, ruhne nuheen detee. pue-

ghumbur ne is bat ke soontehee, huwa ko boo-

laya ; ooske atehee much-chhuron ne upnee

upnee rah lee. jub huwa huzrut se rookhsut

hoo,ee, phir much-chhuron ne akur dad bedad

kee. huzrut ne furmaya ki ooske atehee toom
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sub bhag jate ho, bughuer mooqabule dono ke

udalut kyoonkur kuroon.

(-chuosuth-ween. 64-1 IfV^S )

Ek shoohde ke ghur men ag lugee, wooh

jcowekhane^men phur pur buetha mooth khei

ruha tha; kisee se yih uhwal soonkur duora uor

akur dekhe to tumam usbab julkur khak ho

guya hue ki ek tinka baqee nu ruha tha.

shoohda ghubraya uor asman kee turuf dekhkur

lu«a kuhne. ff wah wah ullah sahib! tcomheno — • • •

humare hee jjiompre ko julana tha ! V

(-puensuth-ween. 65-1 c-^H)

Chund dihqanee ek amil ke waste badshah ke

pas a,e, uor upna insaf chaha; padshah ne fur-

maya ki humare nuokuron men ko.ee wuesa

adil nuheen, wooh sir se panw tuk udl se bliura

hue. con dihqaniyon men ek luteefugo tha,

cos ne kuha, mconasib hue ki coska ek ek uzvv

tookre tookre kur ke shuhr bu shuhr bhej deejiye

jo tumam mcolk udl se bhur jawe. shah ko

yih luteefu pusund aya uor hakim ko tugheer

kiya.

(-chjie.asuth-ween. 66-1 1-£££)

Ek azad ne hubshee se soowal kiya, o be

ko.ele kee soorut ! koocbh khooda kee rah pur
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humeri de. hubshee ne galee dee, oos azad ne

juwab diya ki chutukhta kya hue? is luteefe

pur hubshee ne ek ropuya diya, tub oos azad ne

dco.a dee, lal ruh !

(-sutsuth-ween. 67-lv-j£\9)

Ek'bhula admee kuheen nuokur tha, buhoot

roz goozur gu,e the ki ghur kee koochh khubur

mi lee thee: tub coskee beebee ne intizaree

khuenchkur ek admee ko bheja, khufgee ke

mare kuh diya ki miyan se kuhna ki beebee

toomharee rand hoo,ee. cosne jakur yiheekuha;

yih khubur sconkur rone luga. jo log wuhan

hazir the, poochhne luge, kuho sahib ! kyoon

rote ho? kuha kya butawen, joroo rand hoo
t

ee.

oonhon ne kuha toom to jeete jagte buethe ho

joroo rand kisturuh hoo,ee; kuha such hue,

lekin ghur ka admee aya hue, jhooth nuheen

kuhega.

(-uthsuth-ween. 68-^A-^t)

Ek kayuth uor ooska ghoolam dorso ek ghur

men sole the, lala ne kuha, ramchera! dekh to

panee burusta hue ya khcol guya, cosne kuha

burusta hue. pooehha, too kisturuh janta hue,

tuen to pura sota hue; kuha billee a,ee thee,

oos ko muen ne tutola tha, bheegee thee, kuha

churagh boojlia de, kuha, moonh dhainp ke so
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ruho, undliera ho ja
(

ega. pliir kuha, durwazu

bund kurde, kuha, bhueya jee ! do kam hum

ne kiye, ek kam tcom kuro. ghuruz uesa hooj-

jutee uor soost tha ki akhir nu cotjha, pura pura

juvvab deta ruha.

(-oonhuttur-ween. 69-1V^£)
Ek moosulman beemar tjia, ghcolam se kuha

ki fulane hukeem ke pas jakur duwa la ; cos

ue kuha, shayud hukeem jee is wuqt ghur men

nu howen, kuha, honge, ja ; tub cos ne kuha,

ugur mcolaqat bhee howe, lekin duwa nu den :

tud kuha, rcoquu humara leja, ulbuttu denge ;

phir kuha ki jo conhon ne duwa bhee dee, ugur

fa,id.u nu kure. kuha ue kum bukht ! yuheen

buetha tumbeeden bandlia kurega ya ja
t
ega?

kuha sahib ! furz kiya ki ugur fa,idu bhee kure

to hasil kya, akhir ek din murua burhuqq hue;

juesa ub mure, tuesa tub mure.

(-sutturrween. 70-v*~\9o)

Ek mooghul vvilayut za Hindoostan men akur

bura admee hoo,a. ek roz ooske yuhan nacli

hota tha, rundiyan - yih khiyal ga ruheen iheen.

" rungeeiee chjaubeelee d.ooiimn." kisee ne

poochha ki agha sahib ! ap sumujhte huen ye

kya gatee huen? kuha "bule, chura nu me-

fuhmuai, mmi uz ursu.e do sal dur Hindoos

E
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tanum, mekhwanund chhu beelee rungeelee,

yu.une shush goorbu.e rungeen."

(-ekhuttur-ween. 71-V !-$<})

Ek roz Haroon Rusheed badshah ke moonh

pur muk-khee ankur buethee, wcoh diqq hoo,a

uor upne ek mcosahib se poochha ki khilqut

muk-khee kee, huqtu.ala ne kis waste buna.ee ?

cos ne kuha juhanpunah ! mcotukubbirori kee

nukhwut ke tome ko, badshah soonkur chcop

ho ruha.

(-buhuttur-ween. 72-vr-VSR)

Ek kumbukht Khcorasan ke chuok men

waste guda
(

ee ke guya tha, itne men kisee

umeer kee suwareebureedhoomdham se niklee,

cos ne logon se poochha ki yih kuon hue, jo

is shan se ata hue ? ek rahee ne kuha ki yih

bundu.e padshahee hue. cos ghureeb ne asman

kee turuf sir cothakur kuha ki ue khooda! bun-

dupurwuree is badshah se seekh ki hum mcohtaj

nu hon.

(-iihuttur-ween. 73-vr-\9 ^)
Kisee badshah kee teen jorcowan theen ; moo-

summat juhan begum,, huyat begum, funa be-

gum, cos se ek azad ne scowal kiya ki upnee

ek begum mcajjie do. badshah ne muhul men
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jake juhan begum se scowai kiya, cos ne juwab

diya.

" to padshahi juhanee juhan zi dust mudih/'

" ki padshahi juhanra juhan bukar ayud."

bu.uduhoo huyat begum se kuha, cos nekuha :

" juhan khcosh ust wulekin huyat mebayud,"
" wugur huyat nu bashud juhan chi kar ayud."

bu.ud coske funa begum se kuha, oos ne bjhee

yih buet purhee :

u juhan o huyat o humu bewufast."

" funara niguhdar akhir funast."

badshah ne ye bueten azad ko scona,een, buhcot

khcosh hoo,a uor kuha ki begumat tcomharee

tcom ko mcobaruk, humeri imtihan munzoor

tha so hoo.a.

If the reader will take the trouble of refer-

ring carefully to the preface, or introduction,

clviii, he must clearly perceive why the fol-

lowing story is repeated, under successive

numbers, and in various styles. To mark

every shade by which the pristine tongue

ascends through the specimen given in 75th?

e2



to the mixed language of the present day,

would be a task as difficult as a similar attempt

on the Saxon in its imperceptible advancement

and change from that idiom to the English lan-

guage, I have therefore endeavoured to give

the outlines or most prominent features in the

picture only. One if not more authors have

actually written English works with success, in

which none but words of Saxon origin are ad-

mitted; may not I therefore use the like free-

dom in the Hindoostanee with equal propriety,

and without being stigmatized as inconsistent

in my conduct and writings ?

(-chuohuttur-ween. 74-vf-\9$0

Ek pritfieeputi nen apnon pootr kahoo gooroo

kuon sompyo ki yahi jotish bidya sikha,o, jub

wa mahin nipoon ho
(

e tub mere nikut lya,o.

gooroo nen uti purisrum uo kripa ten jitek pru-

kar wa bidya ke he achhee bhanti purha
(
e, jub

dekhyo ki chhohra neeke jani chcokyo, tub

sunniookh a niveduu kiyo ki muharaj ! raj koon-

wur jotikh bidya mahin puripukk bhuyo, jud

chaho, tud purich-chha le.co. kuhyo ki ubhee

boola,o, chliohra ayo uo muryad son tjiarho

ruhyo. nurputi nen mcondree mootliee mahin

lu.ee uroo poochfiyo, kuho baba joo ! humare

kur men kuha hue ? wa nen kuhyo, kuchhoo
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vustoo gol hue,, wa men chhidr uo pakhan boon

hue. muharaj nen kuhyo, wa kuo nam kuha

hue ? kuhyo, chakee kuo pat. bhooputi gcoroo

kee or dekhUni lage, wa nen nivedun kiyo,

pritheenath ! bidya kuo gjiat nahin, bcoddhi

kee bhool hue.

(-puchhuttur-ween. 75-vo-\9q)

Ek raja ne upna lurka kisee jotkee ko suom-

pa, jo ise jotik sikha,©, jub cos men yih poora

ho to mere pas la,o. pande ne bure pyar uor

dcokh se jitnee baten ooskee theen so cose uch-

chhe diiub se sikha.een. jub dekha wooh lurka

bura goonee hoo,a. tub raja ke samhne jakur

kuha, muharaj ! ap ka beta ub jotik men chuo-

kushoo,a, jub chahiye cose janch leejiye. raja

ne yih soontehee kuha,, ubhee bcola.o ; lurka

aya uor hath jorke khura ruha. raja ne upne

hath, kee ungoothee mootthee men lekur poo-

chha, kuho beta ! humare hatli men kya hue ?

cos ne kuha, kcochh gol goi sa hue, jis men

chhed uor put-thur bhee hue. muharaj ne kuha,

coska nanw kya hue ? bola chukkee ka pat.

tub raja jotkee ke moonh kee or takne luga,

wcoheen wooh hath jorkur bola. muhabulee

!

goon ka kcochh dos nuheen, yih mut kee chook

hue.
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{-chhihuttur-ween. 76-v%$ £)
Ek sooltan ne upna lurka kisee moo.ullim ke

huwale kiya ki ise ilmi nujoorn sikha.o, jub cos

men kamil ho tub mere pas la.o. mcolla ne

buree mihnut o shufqut se jitne mudarij cos ilm

ke tfie uch-chhee turuh purha.e, juh dekha ki

lurka mahir hochooka, tub hoozoor men urz

kee ki khulfcor rusheed ap ka nujoorn men fa,iq

hoo.a,, jub chahiye, tub imtihan leejiye. irshad

kiya ki ubhee boola,o ; lurka aya uor adab buja

laya, mulik ne ungoothee moot-thee men lee

uor poochha,, kuho beta ! humare hath men

kya hue ? kuha koochh shue mooduwwursee

hulqe kee soorut uor cos men puthur bhee hue.

huzrut ne kuha, ooska ism kya hue ? kuha

chukkee ka pat. sooltan ne mco.ullim kee turuf

dekha, cos ne urz kee ki qiblu,e alum ! ilm ka

qoosoor nuheen, yih uql ka nooqsan hue.

(-suthuttur-ween. 77-vv-\9v9)

Ek badshah ne upna lurka kisee akhoon ke

scopoord kiya ki ise sitaru shinasee sikha,o, jub

cos men pookhtu hochcoke tub mere pas la,o,

costad ne niput pyar se jitnee bareekiyan ooskee

tlieen, bukhoobee sikha.een. jub dekha ki

lurke ne khoob dustgah pueda kee, tub juhan-

punah se gcozarish kee ki shuhzadu sitaru shi-
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nasee men eganu.e rozgar hoo,a, jub chabiye

azma.ish keejiye. furmaya ki ubhee bcola.o.

lurka aya uor bundugee buja laya. badshah ne

ungoothee moot-tjiee men lee uor poochha,

kuho baba! humare hath men kya hue? kuha,

kcochh cheez gird see hue, oosmen soorakh uor

sung bhee hue. juhanpunah ne kuha ki coska

nam kya hue? kuha,, chukkee ka pat. bad-

shah oostad ka moonh dekhne luge, cosne hath

bandhkur kuha ki juhanpunah ! hoonur kee

kotahee nuheen, yih dana,ee kee kumee hue.

(-uthuttur-ween. 78-va-\9 t)

Kisee badshah ne upna furzund ek moo.uilim

ko suompa ki isko ilrni nujoom sik,hha,o ; jub

cos men lasanee ho to ise hcozoor men la,o»

akhcpn ne buree shufqut uor mihnut sejitne

muratib cds ilm ke the, khatir khwah juta,e. jub

dekha ki lurke ko cos ilm men khoob muharut

ho chcokee, tub hoozoor men akur urz kee ki

juhanpunah! shuhzadu ub nujoom men la.iq o

fa,iq hoo.a, jub murzee e moobaruk men awe,

tub coska imtihan leejiye. furmaya ki isee wuqt

hazir kuro, hookm ke sathee lurka a puhooncha

uor padshah kee khidmut men adab buja laya.

huzrut ne upne dusti moobaruk kee ungoothee

moot.thee men lekur furmaya, boojho to hu-

maree moot-tliee men kya hue ? lurke ne urz
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kee ki peer mcorshid ! koochh gol gol sa hue.

cos men soorakh uor put-thur bhee nuzur ata

hue, huzrut ne kuha, ooska nam kya hue? lurka

bola, chukkee ka pat. tub alumpunah moo.ul-

lim ke chihre kee turuf dekline luge, cosne urz

kee ki khoodawund ! ilm ka nooqs nuheen, yih

uql kee kotahee hue.

(-conasee-ween. 79-v^ -\9 £)

Ek nanba.ee rotiyan puka puka rukhta jata

tlia, ek moosafir ooske pas a buetha, luga khane,

cosne kuha, too meree rotiyan kyoon khata

hue ? bola, kya tcom ne yih bat nuheen soonee

hue ? "tuyre kee teree, tugharee kee meree."

(-ussee-ween. 80- a* -to)

Ek mote koongre ne ek dcoble putle ko pu~

kur khoob sa mara. kisee ne pooehjia ki too

ne coskee kya tuqseer kee thee, jo oos ne toojhe

mara, bola ki tuqseer to koocbli bhee nuheen

kee. yih woohee uuql hue ki "doable maren

shahmudar."

(-ekasee-ween. 81-At- 1 ^ )

Ek moolia jub upne logon se azoordu hota to

kuhta, muen kisee mcolk ko chula ja,oonga.

akhirush ek roz nihayut runjeedu hokur bola ki

lo muen ub jata hoon; oonke gliurke nuzdeek
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ek musjid thee, wuhan jakur bueth raha. ek

ne oon se kuha ki toom to is shuhur se jate the,

bola ki toom ne yih musul nuheen scouee hue?

" mcolla kee duor museet tuk,'
J

(-be,asee-ween. 82-Af-fc^)

Ek hukeem ne upne lurke ko nuseeljut kee

uor bu,ud coske lurke se poochha ki muer* ne jo

jo kuha wooh sub top sumjha, bola kya? cosne

kuha ki too ubtuk kuhan tha jo too ne meree

bat nu soonee? yih kuhne luga ki muen is fikr

men tha ki mekh io ^arte huen coskee mittee

kuon lejata hue.

(-tirasee-weeri. 83-AT-fc^)

Ek ghcolam jare ke muosim men upne miyan

ke peechhe mare surdee ke kampta chula jata

tha ; ek bhule manoos ne cose dekhkur kuha ki

too jo itnee thund khata hue, upne miyan se

kyoon nuheen kuhta? wooh bola kya miyan ke

anfchen nuheen huen jo muen kuhoon?

(-chuorasee-ween. 84-Ap- 1 X )

Ek bcod-dha lohe ka puesa hath men liye

chula jata tlia, ek ne poochha ki tere hath men

kya hue? cos ne kuha, khota puesa hue ; wooh

bola ki ugur kliota hue to too cose phenk kyoon

nuheen deta, kuhne luga, toom ne yih musul

F
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nuheen soonee hue? " khota puesa khota beta

wuqt pur kam ata hue."

(-puchasee-ween. 85-Ac- b M )

Ek uheer ek bhuens liye chula jata tha. shu-

hurke bahur muedan men ek zumeendarhuram-

zadu ek lathee liye khura tha, is ne oose tunha

dekhkur dhumkake bhuens chheen upne g'hur

kee rah lee! thoree door guya tha ki ek ne

poochlia ki too ise kuhan se laya, yih to ek

moosafir ke pas tihee. wooh bola, kya torn ne

yih musul nuheen soonee hue? " jiskee lathee

cos kee bhuens."

(-chhe,asee-ween. 86-AVt.^)

Ek muhajun kee rokur kuheen ko jatee thee,

ruste men quzzaqon ne marlee. coske sath ke

admiyon ne akur cosko khubur dee ki rokur

maree gu.ee. muhajun ne kuha ki toom ne

kyoon jane dee? oonhon ne kuha ki torn ne yih

nuql nuheen soonee hue? " jiske howen char

gcondueya, dhuol marlen chheen roopueya."

(-sutasee-ween. 87-av- t\9)

Ek fuqeer ne ek duolutmund se scowal kiya,

oosne ek ropuya diya; jub wooh leke chula, tub

cose bcolake ropuya chheen liya, fuqeer kuhne

luga, baba yih kya ! too ne aphee diya aphee



chlieen liya, oos ne kuha, sa,een ! yih musul

riubeen soonee hue? " data ke teen goon, de,

dilawe, deke chheen le."
'

(-uthasee-ween. 88-AA-bt )

Ek sahibi mooroowut ka bha,ee nihayut shu-

reer budzat tha, jub tub uesa kam kurta ki

hakim ke yuhan pukra jata, doosra bha.ee

koochh upna khurch kurke oose chhoora lata,

yuhan tukki wooh ghureeb mcoflis hoguya. ek

ne oos se kuha ki baba! too ne ubus bfia,ee ke

waste upne tu,een bur bad kiya, oose nikal

kyoon nuheen deta, oos ne kuha, kya toom ne

yih musul nuheen sooner hue? ec tootee banh

-

gujjindre."

(-nuo,asee-ween. 89-AVb^)

Ek sipahee ne bazar se koochh cheez mol lee

uor ek cheez oos se beshqeemut oothake le chula.

ooske malik ne kuha, ise kyoon liye jate ho?

kuhne luga, ooskee rokun men. wooh bola ki

tcomharee wcohee nuql hue, u purya mol

bhuens ghutuona."

(-nuwwe-ween. 90-^ *-^.0)

Ek surraf ushrufiyon ka tora liye jata tha,

cose dekhkur ek ruhmar ka jee lulchaya, wooh

ooske peechhe lugchula, thoree door jake oos ne

f i
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chaha ki tora chheen le. is mabuen men ku.ee

ek admee agu
(

e conhon ne coskee mooshken.

bandh leen uor kotwal ke yuhan lechule. kisee

ne oose dekhkur kuha ki too jub idhur se guya

tha, tub to tera yih hal nu tha, itnee der men
too ne kya kiya jo bandha guya? oosne kuha,

meree woohee nuql hue

:

u muk-khee buethee shuhd pur punkh gu,e

lipta.e."

" hath mule uor sir dlicone, laluch booree

bula,e,"

(-ekanwe-ween. 91-<| | -£ °j )

Ek ghureeb mooflis ek din upne yaron se

kuhne luga ki muen ugur badshah ho.ooii to

toom sub ashna,on ko bura admee kuroon. con

men se ek bol cotha ki. " nu nuo mun tel hoga

nu radha nachegee."

(-banwe-ween. 92-1 T-Q.^)

Nuql hue ki Nadir Shah jub shahjuhanabad

men dakhil hoo
t

a to cos kee fuoj men se kitne

mcoghul shuhur kee suer ko a,e. ek oon men

bhookjha tha, ittifaq-un kisee saboongur kee

dcokan men sabcon ke bure bure dule nuzur a,e,

kuhne luga, " uz een chukteeha.e puneer yuke

zood bumun dih ki bisiyar gcorsunu um." sa-
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boongur bola, agha sahib ! yih saboon hue, pu-

neer nuheen. tab jhoonjhlakur mooghul ne

kuha ki. " qoorruinsaq ! ghulut mego,ee, bi-

yar." jab oosne dekha ki yih uql ka undha

marine ka nuheen, ek dula saboon ka huwale

kiya, oos ne ek bura sa tookra torkur rnoonh

men dal liya, sare honth phut gu.e, jeeb turuk

gu.ee,, tub gfiubra ke kuhne luga. ue wa,e

wa
(
e ! duhunum sokhtu shood. sub bazaree

hunsne luge uoroonse kuha, kyoonmirza sahib!

is puneer ka muza to khoob chukha? nidan

shunnindu ho gurdun neechee kiye chula guya.

(-tiranwe-ween. 93-^ T-^^)

Ek mooghul tazu wilayut Hindoostan men
aya tha, ittifaq-un kuheen subzee mundee men

ja nikla. wuhan ek koonjree tokree men ja-

munen liye bechtee thee, mooghul ne poochha,

ue koonjree ! een mewu chi nam darud ? bolee.

mirzajee! inko jamunen kuhte huen. mooghul

ke pas puesa nu tjia jo lekur kliawe, sdorut

conkee yad rukhee. phirte phirte kisee bagh

men anikla.,ekjamun ke durukht neeche ku.ee

ek jamunen puree theen uor do char bhuonre

bhee. yih luga conhen choon choon khane,

sathee bhuonron ko bjiee luga chubane, jub

rnoonh men kuchur kuchur luge kurne, mooghul
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bola. " tcom cheen kuro khwah peen, men

kala kala ek bee nu choroonffa." ( 13)

(-chuoranwe-ween. 94-^F-^&)

Do bhaiyon men dostee thee, ek tha sukhce

uor doosra soom. jo soom tha so sukhee kee

jo cheez chahta so lejata, wcoh kcochh nu kuhta.

Ek roz cos sukhee ko ek cheez durkar hoo,ee

uor wcoh cos bukheel ke pas thee, is ne cos se

mangee, wcoh dene men kcochh tu.ummcol kur

ruha. wcoh bola ki tcomharee wcohee kuhawut

hue. ec
tera so mera, mera so hen hen."

(-puchanwe-ween. 95-^-^H)

Ek khopsh nuwees bekaree ke subub se ni-

hayut mcoturuddid tha. ek ne cos se poochha

ki too itna pureshan khatir kyoon hue? cosne

kuha, bekaree se. wcoh bola ki too jo itna

(13) This being the speech of a new caught Tatar is purposely in-

correct, but I suspect it is not half so bad as the exploded jargon of

many of our old Sparrows, who generally contrived to get some how or

other at the milk and honey of India, without encountering a bee, as

the poor Mooghul did in his perambulations. It is somewhat remark-

able, that a similar anecdote is current in the lowlands of Scotland,

against an ignorant highlander, who, mistaking a black snail for a ripe

plum, was crushing the poor animal with his teeth, and upon its squeak-

ing with pain, Donald coolly exclaimed, " Take ye that for looking so

like a (damson) plum damy."
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ghum o ghcossu khata hue shayud too ne yih

musul nuheen soonee? " juesee buhe buyar

peeth tub tueseedeejiye."

(-chhe,anwe-ween . 96-^ 1 -£ £p
Ek bure admee kee yih kho thee ki jub upne

nuokuron pur khufa hota to oonhen khoob

marta, phir bu
t

ud do char ghuree ke hur ek ko

panch panch sat sat ropuye deta. ek roz cosne

upne admiyon ko mara, ek ne oon admiyon se

kuha ki toom jo humeshu mar khate ho, kya

toomhen uor kuheen nuokuree nuheen miltee?

oon men se ek bol ootha ki tcom ne yih musul

nuheen soonee? " dcodhuel ga,e kee do lat bhee

bhulee."

(-sutanwe-ween. 97^v.^\9)

Ek bhookhe ne rotee kha.ee thee,, kisee ne

kuha ki toojhse rookhee rotee kyoonkur kha
t

ee

gu,ee thee, (
14) kuha shayud toom ne yih musul

nuheen soonee? ei bhookhe ko kya rookha uor

neend ko kya tukiya."

(-uthatiwe-ween. 98-^A.^t)

Kisee ne oont se poochha ki toojhse kuon sa

(14). A reference from the subsequent remarks, in page 56, will

appear to this very story, on the use and abuse of ne, which will merit

particular attention.
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kam khoob ho sukta hue? bola ilaqubundee,

cosne kuha, doorcost, tere hath panw kee moo-

layurnut se mu.uloom hota hue.

(-ninnanwe-ween. 99-^-Q.^)

Ek uzeez noor ke turke kisee ashna ke ghur

guya uor kuhne luga ki muen bhookha hoon,

koocbh khana ho to la.iyo. cos ne kuha ki uch-

chha buetho, khana tueyar kurwawen. bola

ki kcochh basee dhura dhuraya ho to la.iyo,

wooh bola ki humare yuhan basee nuheen ruhta,

poochjia, kiswaste? bola, " basee ruhe nu

kootta kjia.e."

(-suo-ween. 100-1 4 -^ o)

Ek sha.ir se koochli qoosoor surzud hoo.a,

badshah ne hookm kiya ki isko roo bu roo mere

mardalo. sha,ir jan ke dur se thurthurane luga.

ek khopshamudee moosahib bola, yih kya na-

murdee hue? murd kubhee nuheen durte.

kuha ODsne, ugur too wooh hue, meree jugih a

uor muen teree jugih ja,oon. padshah ko yih

luteefu khopsh aya, hunskur ooskee tuqseer

moo.af kee. cosne mukhlisee pa.ee, isne shur-

mindugee. '-j?
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Remarks on the preceding Stories, with Stric-

tures on the Use and Abuse of the Particle

Ne, as a Subjective or Ablative Sign.

In the course of the Stories, I have not been

inattentive to the advantages and disadvantages

of the reformed orthoepigraphy adopted in this

work, and as the former greatly preponderate,

I see no reason yet to be dissatisfied with this

my last exertion on that subject. The only very

untractable word, which I have met with, is the

name of the silver coin we call a roopee9 roopiyu,

as it is pronounced and may be written, includ-

ing its inflexions and plural nominative, in

these various ways, ropuya, rope.u, ropeya, ro-

puye, ropu.e, ropue, ropuon, ropuyon, ropu.on,

to say nothing of oo, which may every where

be substituted for o. OO in fact appears the

most ancient, if not the most proper, of the

two, as the word comes from roopa, silver, like

our old word silverling, from that metal. The

derivatives and even the inflections of yih, yuh,

and wcoh, wuh, vcoh, are likewise liable to

fluctuate thus, yihan, yuhan, eehan, ihan, yhan,

hi.an ; wuhan, vuhan, woohan, whan, hoo,an

;

uesa, wuesa ; oos, voos, vis, wis. One would

be induced from the last example to believe,

that these pronouns were originally yih, wih,

G
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vih, with yis, wis, vis, as their inflections, did

not ya, wa, ye; we, militate against this con-

jecture ; but we cannot prosecute the matter

further now, as it might insensibly mislead us

into a wide field of philological speculation.

The scholar will by this time have perceived,

that those letters, which used to be written

singly, though double in the original, are now

exhibited correctly, as they ought in strict pro-

priety to have been long ago, (agreeably to my
own observations then upon the double letters

at the end of Arabic radicals, that were not

expressed before), in order, not only to comply

with the rules in that language, but also to

facilitate the acquisition of these and other de-

rivatives, mudqooq, hectic ; murdood, rejected;

muhsoos, sensible; muhdood, bounded, from

diqq, rudd, hiss, hudd, which, without the re-

duplicated final, must appear almost inexpli-

cable.

While the above were written as pronounced

simply diq, rud, &c. their conversion in the pas-

sive participle, and other ramifications from the

root, must have proved much more puzzling to

beginners, than it will ever be in future, espe-

cially to those who may occasionally consult my
Hindee-Arabic Table with sufficient diligence

and attention.
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As the Sunskrit, however, drops the first as-

pirate of two aspirated letters coming together,

I have done the same thing also in the words

like uch-chha, muk-khee, thut-tha, instead of

uchhchha, mukhkhee, thuththa. The hyphen,

introduced in such examples, is merely to im-

press the scholar with the necessity of laying

the requisite stress on the first letter of the two,

which could not be observed in my former

method of expressing them by one only, and

the words were consequently very indistinctly

prolated, nay frequently misunderstood by the

natives. The true cause of many examples

like the above, and those which will occur in

the Stories, seems to be the application of a

general rule to reduplicated consonants, when

long vowels become short, that what is lost

from a vowel should so far assist its following

consonant. Batee, buttee, chadur, chuddur,

chakoo, chukkoo ; matee, mittee, muttee, are

common instances in point. Wherever final

double letters have not been expressed, this

will be owing solely to inadvertency at the time,

for their appearance can do no harm whatever,

but may produce some good, as illustrated

above by examples, which could be greatly en-

creased were this the proper place for them.

Infinitives, that in the pristine dialects had a

g 2
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in their first syllable, will sometimes appear in

modern speech with the a converted to u, such

as rakhna, pakna, chakhna, now apparently

become rukhna, pukna, chukhna. It is singu-

lar enough, that the Moosulmans generally ap-

pear in their pronunciation fully to preserve the

iushdeedm ruk-kha, chuk-kha, pukka, for which

there is no other way of accounting than to sup-

pose, that both letters, agreeably to the rule

just mentioned, existed in the infinitive, quasi

pukkna, rukhkhna, but as the natives are not

very consistent with each other on this head, we

shall leave it for future investigation.

For those readers, who may still observe that

my present mode of spelling even is not always

uniform, it may be necessary to remark, that a

careful perusal of all the foregoing pages ought

to convince them how impossible it must be to

.confer stability and consistency upon subjects,

where they do not really exist. It is not so

much my province to determine, whether shur-

mindu, shurmundu, shirmundu, shirmindu, be

the most accurate, as it is my duty to give them

all at times, were it for no other purpose than to

demonstrate the truth of the rules I have insert-

ed in the preface, and to accustom learners to

such varieties as they will certainly meet with in

their travels over India. This observation may
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be extended, almost ad infinitum, whenever let-

ters are so interchangeable with each other, as

they certainly are in the Hindoostanee and other

oriental languages, whence khenchna, khuench-

na, kheenchna, to draw, khcorshed, khoprshued,

khoprsheed, the sun. I have at times been star-

tled myself at the new and strange appearance

of particular words, but when the moonshees

quoted the authority of excellent dictionaries

for them, acquiescence on my part became a

matter of course, and I trust the intelligent

reader will not be less reasonable.

If this first volume of short Stories be fa-

vourably received by the public, the compiler

has it in contemplation to carry them on through

as many more volumes, as he can procure ma-

terials for so useful a purpose. The explanation

of many proverbs and common expressions is

frequently so much interwoven with a due

knowledge of the religion, morality, arts and

sciences, laws, customs and usages of the East,

th at every student of the Hindoostanee Ian-

guage alone, will now enjoy daily opportunities

of investigating those important concerns of the

nations among whom he must probably reside

for many years, and in that idiom or speech,

which is most familiar to the great body of the

people. In this point of view alone, I cannot
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avoid contemplating my present and projected

exertions with some complacency, and I shall

be happy to receive, correct and publish pe-

riodically, under suitable acknowledgments,

such original or translated amusing anecdotes,

tales or stories in the Hindoostanee language,

as individuals may feel inclined to favour me
and the public with, provided they contain

nothing evidently offensive to decency and good

manners. The whole collection has been, and

will be in future left without any English ver-

sion, as this would only serve to pamper and

confirm the mental torpor that thoughtless youth

even here are too apt to indulge, and to which

our countrymen on their arrival in India are but

too prone, from the enervating effects of a warm

climate, and the still more dangerous influence

of example. That this assertion is true, as far

at least as the Hindoostanee language is con-

cerned, we may learn from the annals of litera-

ture in that country, where, strange to tell, the

men whose official situations alone ought to

have made them proficients in the popular

tongue, were, till the foundation of the College

by Marquis Wellesley, with a very few excep-

tions, quite ignorant of the matter. What was

still worse, their Indian monitors were doubly

interested in confirming that ignorance, of which
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every body, but those very men, or others equally

hoodwinked by misplaced partiality, with so

much reason complained. The great experi-

ence which I formerly enjoyed in this depart-

ment enables me to declare with confidence,

that where one moonshee was to be found either

inclined or qualified to teach the Hindoostanee

on grammatical principles, there were ninety-

nine, with some ability, eager and willing to

instruct in the Persian and Arabic languages.

To counteract such accumulated and growing

obstacles even here to the diffusion of the popu-

lar speech of Hindoostan, I have had recourse

to the foregoing collection, which it is to be

hoped will meet with some success. I feel per-

fectly convinced, that the general happiness and

prosperity of the British Indian Empire is inti-

mately connected with our progress in the most

useful languages of India, and that the most po-

pular of these is the only safe medium, by which

we can avoid some delusive errors among us, that

are founded entirely on literary prejudices, gross

ignorance, or a misconception of the Native

character, by people under peculiar local at-

tachments, not less injurious to them than to

the real interests of the British Empire, both in

Asia and Europe, where it is high time for the

Hindoostanee to be generally patronized and
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disseminated, as it certainly deserves, being in

fact a living language, spoken and esteemed by

many millions of men, independent of their

own several provincial dialects of that or other

tongues.

If the above shall prove, from investigation

and experience, to be the real state of the case,

and moreover that the Hindoostanee is the sole

military and camp speech, known universally

as such over the vast dominions of the Honour-

able Company in every part of Hindoostan, the

British Indian community have an undoubted

right to throw a heavy responsibility on all the

individuals, who have hitherto preferred the

dead and learned languages of those distant re-

gions, by establishing professorships and hono-

rary medals for them alone in England, to the

exclusion almost, in those respects, of the ade-

quate encouragement for acquiring the current

tongue of the Indian peninsula. The hindoo-

stanee has been long subjected to that species

of persecution and contempt, under which the

English, for three centuries past, has struggled

for its present estimation and supremacy, over

those formidable rivals the French, Latin, and

Greek, which may now be as aptly contrasted

with the sterling worth and encreasing use of

modern English all over the world, as the ver-
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nacular Hindoostanee may safely be with Per-

sian, Arabic, or Sunskrit ; and, I shall cheer-

fully add, palmam qui meruit Jerat, on behalf of

English and Hindoostanee, when impartially

weighed in the scales of general utility, against

their more classical competitors.

If in England we have successfully cultivated

the ancient and modern tongues, by first having

a practical knowledge of our own, in the daily

occurrences of life, why not place the Hindoo-

stanee in British India on a similar footing, and

through its aid ascend or descend to the highest

branches or profoundest depths of Eastern lore,

which must include the dead, learned, and living

languages, with all the provincial dialects, of

that vast empire ? Every youth of moderate ta-

lents and assiduity who reaches India, as a good

colloquist in the popular speech, has thereby

the means of speedily learning every thing

which a sense of duty, interest, ambition, or

pleasure may suggest, in his official or profes-

sional career, over and above the immediate use

of one general medium of conversation with

most people he may meet ; a vehicle pregnant

at the same time with an ample share of the

most useful words belonging to its constituent

parts, Sunskrit, &c.

Additional arguments in support of the Hin-

H
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doostanee, as a sine qua non for every British

subject proceeding to India, in responsible de-

partments, need not here be adduced, seeing

that a recent lamentable event itself cries aloud

for the universal inculcation of this doctrine

among the Honourable Company's infantry and

cavalry cadets, who, unless previously instructed

in the military language of India, must be

equally liable to commit fatal errors with the

king's officers, whose ignorance in that respect,

according to current report, was the sole cause

of the deplorable catastrophe, and subsequent

military execution, to which I allude.

A previous knowledge of and colloquial faci-

lity in the popular speech here contemplated, in

respect to the Company's civil and military ser-

vants, will obviate not only the recurrence of

such distressing casualties as have lately hap-

pened, but the chance also of young men reach-

ing India with warm tempers, while wholly

unable to express their wants or feelings in

words ; a common defect, though one which has

been the cause of trials for murders repeatedly

in British India by juries, whose verdicts were

naturally given for homicide only, as the deaths

from those unfortunate rencounters seemed more

owing to premature association, and reciprocal

misconceptions by the natives and juvenile
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strangers immediately after arrival, than any

intention whatever on their part to commit a

capital crime, from the possibility of which,

neither ancient nor classical erudition can guard

them so effectually, as a certain proficiency in

the common or vulgar tongue, which must be

the grand instrument of defence at first, to

every European on landing at any one of the

presidencies in British India,

As the subjoined documents particularly re-

fer to the grand object in view, I never can in-

troduce them in a more appropriate place, or at

a time so seasonable as the present ; when, as

a captain in the Madras army, this gentleman

is now high on the college establishment at

Fort William.

MEMORIAL of Lieutenant Thomas Roebuck,

of the Madras Establishment, lately Fort-

Adjutant and Acting Town-Major of Vellore,

to the College Committee of Directors of the

Honourable East-India Company:—
Sheweth,

That he was obliged to return home on

the 10th September 1805, on account of his

health. In his official situation he experienced

the greatest benefit from his knowledge in the

h2
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Hindoostanee language, particularly as he had

the charge of all the officers formerly in the

service of the Nuwab (Nabob) of Arcot, (pen-

sioned by the Honourable East-India Company)

who in fact spoke no other language. Upon his

arrival in this country, he renewed his most

earnest application to this necessary language,

being the colloquial dialect, or grand popular

speech of India. With this view, he went to

Edinburgh, to receive further instruction from

that most able professor, Dr. Gilchrist, whose

works, and well known labours for the benefit

of his country, do him immortal honour, and

he was so well satisfied with Lieutenant Roe-

buck's knowledge of the Hindoostanee, that he

not only placed all his gratuitous students under

his charge, but likewise, upon his leaving Edin-

burgh, gave him a certificate of his great pro-

ficiency in this language, and ability to teach.

The Sunskrit is a dead language, and only

known to a few of the more learned Pundits :

the Arabic is studied by Mouluwees, or Doc-

tors of the Mahommedan Laws : and the Ben-

galee, Urvee, Tilinge languages, &c. &c. &c.

are only in use in particular provinces : but the

Persian, in point of general utility, ranks next

to the Hindoostanee.
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1. Hindoostanee is the general language of

the native courts, although Persian is occa-

sionally used.

2. In Hindoostanee all political matters are

discussed, which are ultimately translated in

writing from this into Persian.

3. All revenue concerns (with a very few

exceptions) are managed in the Hindoostanee.

4. The Hindoostanee is the general language

of the native troops,and therefore an officer can

never discharge his duty, with satisfaction to

himself or advantage to the Honourable Com-

pany, "without an intimate knowledge of this,

above all other Oriental languages.

5. The Honourable East-India Company

having lately founded an Oriental College in

England, (no doubt having entirely in view a

due acquirement of the languages of India)

must certainly, on the above considerations, deem

it of the first importance to their interest, and

in fact to the security of India, to have their

servants instructed in the Hindoostanee or

grand popular speech of India, not only on

account of its being of more real use to them

than any other, but this language alone ena-

bling young men to prosecute their studies upon

their arrival in India, particularly in the Arabic

and Persian, which, together with the Sunskrit,
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in fact, are only useful, generally speaking, in

so far as they may ultimately tend to illustrate

the Hindoostanee, ( 15) in the same manner as

Latin, Saxon, and French, are of use in giving

a person a greater knowledge of English : thus,

Saxon, Latin, French, English.

Hinduwee, (or language prior to

the Mahommedan Conquest) Arabic, Persian, Hindoostanee.

Now, what foreigner, coming to England, would

ever think of learning Saxon, Latin, and French,

(although each of them may be considered as a

root) in preference to learning English direct ?

6 At the College of Calcutta it was found

necessary to have one Hindoostanee professor

and two assistants, independent of the Persian

and Arabic professor, who also had an assistant.

To this establishment was added one hundred

and twenty-one Moonshees, or native teachers,

which cost the Honourable Company £10,000

a-year: whereas, at the Hertford College, the

Hindoostanee, instead of being the primary

consideration, is made merely a secondary ob-

ject, as the Persian and Arabic professor there,

(15). And he might have added, or facilitate the rapid acquisition of

its highest styles in either direction, and therewith, the subsequent

easy attainment, on the spot, of every provincial dialect, as local in-

ducements might dictate the necessity, and opportunities occur for so

great proficiency.
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whose time must no doubt be very much em-

ployed in teaching Persian and Arabic, (and

having no assistant even for these languages) is

also desired to teach Hindoostanee

7. Lieutenant Roebuck humbly offers his

services at the College of Hertford, in the Hin-

doostanee department, to the consideration of

the College Committee of Directors of the

Honourable East- India Company.

47, Warren Street, Fitzroy Square,

August 12, 1807.

Lieutenant Thomas Roebuck,

Sir,

The Court of Directors of the East-India

Company have considered your Memorial, re-

presenting your acquirements in the Hindoo-

stanee language, and offering your services in

that department of the East-India College ; and

I have to acquaint you, that it appearing your

services are not required, the Court have re-

solved to decline your offer. I am, Sir, your

most obedient humble servant,

(Signed) James Cobb, Assistant Secretary.

Fast-India House,

the 8tk October 1807-
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The contest respecting the subjective sign ne,

as an inflective postposition, under certain cir-

cumstances, having commenced some months

ago in the Asiatic Journal, I cannot do better

than quote, at full length, the whole of what

was then advanced, in that most useful miscel-

lany, for every person connected, directly or

indirectly, with British India.

" Having been arrested in my progress with

this portion of our philological lucubrations, by

a recent theoretical innovation on Hindoostanee

rules of grammar, of some importance to the

students of so useful a tongue, I am under the

necessity of postponing the first object, till,

with your permission, I have fully discussed

here the following theme.

" Many years ago, I published all the canons

then procurable from the natives of Hindoostan,

respecting a very singular particle ne, and the

curious regimen connected with its use, peculiar

perhaps to the language of that country, as I

never have heard of a parallel instance in any

other ancient or modern tongue. Nobody hav-

ing assigned even a tolerable reason for the

constant introduction of this seeming expletive

ne, when I was in India, and surrounded with

the best native orientalists, it occurred to my-

self, that in a flexible syntax like Hindoostanee,
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this particle nc might be usefully employed to

discriminate the subject and object of a sen-

tence, otherwise equivocal, while under the in-

fluence of that extraordinary construction, which

exhibits the preterite tense of an active verb in

concord with the object instead of the subject,

or thrown into a species of neuter state, discor-

dant with both. " Murd ne sipahee mara,"

" sipahee mara murd ne," " mara murd ne si-

pahee," " mara sipahee murd ne;" all indicate

that " a man beat a soldier," but, " sipahee ne

murd mara," " murd mara sipahee ne," " mara

sipahee ne murd," and " mara murd sipahee ne,"

on the contrary signify " a soldier beat a man."

In the whole of these instances of flexibility in

position, the subjective sign ne denotes the no-

minative at once and the object or accusative by

induction, much better than we can always do

in English, when forced to say, for the sake of

verse, "a man a soldier beat," an ambiguity

so far provided against by the Hindoostanee ne,

now under discussion. The evident great use

of ne, on particular occasions, has, I presume,

induced the habit or custom (the gz'and cause

of abuses in most languages) of preserving it,

even where the objective postposition ko ren-

ders ne superfluous, as in " murd ne sipahee ko

mara, a man beat a soldier," which, with or

I
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without the ne, by the situation of ko alone, is

perfectly apparent. If we are to follow the new

theory lately proposed for the solution of those

difficulties encountered by me, as the first Hin-

doostanee philologer, ne is to be deemed an

ablative or instrumental postposition, because

one of the many provincial dialects in India has,

it seems, ne for the sign of that very case !

!

" According to this luminous hypothesis

" lurke ne Imkee maree" must be rendered "by

a boy a girl is beaten," never as the Hindoo-

stanees, or I would translate it, " a boy beat a

girl," agreeably to the direct position and im-

port of the sentence, without offering any vio-

lence either to the nouns or verb, as the inge-

nuity of the projected innovation necessarily

does, by converting the subjective to the ob-

jective or instrumental state, and the active to

the passive voice, in rather an elliptical form !

" That the pride of discovery or invention,

aided with pertinacious sophistry, may make a

tolerable handle of the above and similar exam-

ples, is readily conceded, on the assumption, that

gu
{

ee hue may be understood to make maree a

passive form of the active verb marna to beat,

agreeing with the feminine lurkee; and if a Hin-

doostanee, conversant with Persian, shall really

turn the sentence thus " bu pisr kuneezuk zudu
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shcod," in preference to " pisr kuneezuk ra

zud," I shall candidly declare, that so far the

doctrine of instrumentality and inversion has

some plausibility at least on its side, though the

whole native literati of the college at Fort Wil-

liam authorised me to define ne, " mazee moo-

tu
(

uddee ke fa.il ka hurfi lazimee," meaning

" the subjective sign of an active preterite."

See the Stranger's East Indian Guide, page 119,

second edition.

" Lurkon ne lurkee ko mara, " boys beat a

girl," and thousands of similar instances, do

not leave the inverted theory a single foot to

stand on, either in concord or government;

lurkon, boys, being plural, while mara, beat (or

beaten) remains both singular and masculine,

though lurkee ko, in the objective, be clearly a

girl and feminine of course. A Hindoostanee

Persian scholar would almost instinctively trans-

late the foregoing " pisran kuneezuk ra zu-

dund," though it is possible enough, that a

Murhuta linguist, in the true spirit of perver-

sion, may invert this also " bu pisran kuneezuk

zudu shcod," as both modes are admissible

enough in the oriental tongues, on the very

principle by which we even can say " boys beat

a girl," or " a girl is beaten by boys," to sig-

nify the self-same thing. In the Hindoostanee,

i 2
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likewise, " lurkee maree gu.ee hue lurkon ke

hath" is an expression consistent with grammar,

and equivalent to " lurkon ne lurkee ko mara,"

but by no means so idiomatical. When we

attempt to turn such expressions topsy turvy,

to bend them under some fanciful rule of an

obscure tongue, compared with the Hindoo-

stanee, by what hocus pocus can ko, the objec-

tive postposition, be put to flight ? Grant, that

some philological conjurors really could perform

this wonderful exploit, how is lurkee to become

the subject of mara, and by what authority shall

active verbs represent ad libitum either passives

or impersonals ? When these queries are satis-

factorily answered by the abettors of inverted,

in preference to direct construction, I may yet

be a convert to what now appears a strange hy-

pothesis, which transforms lurkee, a girl, at

once to a virago, who will be content with no-

thing less manly than a masculine verb. " Lu>
kee mara" (sub auditur guya hue) " a girl is

beaten" will never do; nay should we deprive

this poor object of personal privilege and say,

" was beaten," " it was beaten," the little in-

terrogative what gives the coup de grace to " the

baseless fabric of a vision," and leaves not one

trace of consistency behind.

" As the Hindoostanee is not less pliable than
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other languages, in the substitution of neuter

verbs with dative or ablative cases, for actives

and their regular subjects and objects, we ac-

cordingly hear, " moojh se chook hoo
(

ee," " by

me a mistake happened," importing " muen ne

chook kee," " I made a mistake/' or simply

" mueri chooka," " I mistook." Whence it is

clear as noonday, that this comprehensive

popular tongue never was forced to borrow any

instrumental sign to express superfluous inver-

sion : and " mueri ne" at best would prove

rather an odd representative of " moojh se" by

me, to me, me, " moojh se kuha," he said to

me, he told me. " Lurkon ne lurkee ko hathon

se mara," if subjected to the new process of

parsing and its theoretical style of version, here

would be no less than three objectives with not

one palpable subjective among them, besides

the more glaring absurdity still of puella agens

fuerum already exposed, as a premature virago

or monster, at variance with the only word that

could possibly agree with her! Hie labor, hoc

opus ! which would have been honourably per-

formed, had my philological competitors endea-

voured to elucidate the true cause, why the

mere omission of ko reconciles the preterite

tenses of active verbs with objects in gender and
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number, or on what rational grounds the inser-

tion of ko paralyses the energy of these transi-

tives so much, that they fall into a state of

neutrality, and disclaim the very semblance of

concord with " both their subjects and objects."

Again, what is the more occult reason for those

past tenses of actives, having a present parti-

ciple in their composition, never assuming the

subjective prefix ne, " wooh kuhta tha," he was

saying, did say, " oosne huha tha," he had said;

while a future auxiliary has no such effect.

Moreover how does it happen, that ne does not

inflect the first and second personal pronouns

in general, though all powerful among the rest ?

I shall certainly persevere to a solution of the

above and other intricacies in the Hindoostanee,

to the utmost of my power, and the moment my
opponents shall convince me in fair argument,

of faults by omission or commission, in my pro-

gress, my recantation will be signed in the face

of day."

That the new theorists may be tempted to

leave the flagrant ambush of self-importance

and conceit, into which they have thrust their

speculative heads, like certain silly animals,

with the vain hope of always concealing their

long ears or tails, I here give them a fresh
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opportunity of defending their assumed imper-

sonification of Hindoostanee verbs, and, with-

out ceremony, shall proclaim farther studied

silence on that side, as the most expressive mode

of declaring the victory, in this ay and nay con-

test, to be wholly on mine. " Ek uorut ne

upnee betee ko mardala hue," rendered imper-

sonally, in compliance with some enlightened

notions of general grammar, recently imbibed

at one hotbed of oriental instruction in Eng-

land, by a dogmatical novice in Hindoostanee,

would run thus, " by a woman it is murdered

her daughter." This specimen of syntax, in

an English version, would cut so curious a

figure, that no schoolboy could recognise the

translated abortion for his mother tongue, and

if thus put into Persian, " bu zune dokhturi o

kooshtu ust," for the edification of any learned

native of India, he too would certainly stare with

equal wonder at such a strange metamorphosis

of the Hindostanee language. On the con-

trary, no mortal could be at a loss to recognise

the direct translation, " a woman murdered

her own daughter," " zune dokhturi khoodra

koDsht," as the one most useful and correct in

every point of view, when taken by common

sense, unencumbered with the haut ton of pe-

dantic spectacles, a Sunskrit telescope, or even
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a Marliuta
(16)

spy-glass, to conjure up " the

baseless fabric of a vision'
9

in the welkin of

Oriental literature, where, as far as the Hindoo-

stanee is concerned, I am ready to shake a spear

at any insidious opponent in those airy regions,

or break one fairly with an open foe, on this

field of philological controversy.

(16) One imaginary origin of this word has a singular coincidence

with the existing disputation, and it would indeed have been well for

the Marhutas, in these days, had they as prudently persisted in their

former mode of warfare, by first giving their enemies a terrible blow, and

then adroitly retreating from every engagement, which could be convert-

ed, in any manner, to a pitched battle. That their servile imitators in

the ne combat will be more fortunate, in this negative rencounter, from

a retention of the old policy in military tactics, than the Pindaree chiefs

have been in their new plans of boldly facing the British army, is a result

still in the womb of time or taciturnity, and this last being one of the man-

midwives for the mountain in labour, there is no saying when it will be

fairly delivered even of ridiculus mus. Had a real discovery been made

in Hindoostanee grammar, even from a blunderbuss loaded by one bush-

fighter and fired off at my head by two or more keen Polish lancers

afterwards, I could have consoled myself by the reflection, that the pri-

vate loss of one feather in my cap might produce a public gain ; but so

far from this being the case, tie's pristine darkness has become still more

visible, by a perverse attempt to throw one distorted ray of light on the

subject. In the course of thirty years, it was natural enough to conceive,

that some ingenious scholars might have corrected many errors, and

supplied various omissions, in a foreign grammar, which was brought

almost at once to perfection by me, with little or no aid, in that respect,

from the natives who used it; and, if this had really occurred, my

gratitude would have been evinced for the service so rendered to the

republic of eastern letters, instead of the indignation which a silent

determination to persist in the wrong road is naturally calculated to

excite, in every upright breast, when both able and willing to argue the
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Suppose the impersonal parser, or dandy

grammarian, in the solemn act of opening its

oracular mouth on the foregoing sentence with

" it is murdered/' in the hearing of an honest

Quaker, I feel convinced that he would invo-

luntarily exclaim :

—

" Verily, friend, if thou meanest the murder

point in question ; nay, it has already been proved, that the fondly

cherished hypothesis concerning the instrumentality of ne, and the con-

sequent impersonality of active verbs in the Hindoostanee, are a couple

of the most preposterous stumbling blocks ever thrown in the road to any

language, and not less mal a propos than the tacit forbearance and

affected complaisance of those marplots, with whom these dark lantherns

originated, at their own wonderful, though useless exploits, which they

nevertheless carefully conceal from the light of day, when challenged by

watchmen on the highway, as robbers do their evil deeds at night.

Long ago I observed, that this expletive ne was the grand stumbling

block of jargonists, and the scarecrow of raw scholars ; little dreaming

then of its ever proving a bone of contention between myself and those

oriental adepts, who may boast of their infallible gift of Moosulman

priests' scriptural or pagan preachers' dead tongues, while they never-

theless contemplate my poor mangled NE as a philological gorgon, which

petrifies the whole conclave into the expressive silence of their own

defeat. Among the various meanings and modifications of the particle

ne to, of, ing, must, no, not, &c. it might be confounded with its

feminine nee by a mere Persian scholar in Hindoostanee ; nay, he could

even twist the subjective ne, in the mouth of a Mooghul, to ihe sound

of nue, a pipe, flute, reed, without being foolhardy enough, at the same

time, to make an instrumental meaning, out of this national deviation

by way of catcal, from ne to nee, nue: the sense of the passage, if so

rendered, would evidently stamp such a nue'chee or whiffler, as a ninny

not less glaring than the original perverter of action to passion, in the

instances formerly adduced ; whom, and all bis active and passive asso

ciates, I shall henceforth consign to the tacit enjoyment of that case of

K
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" to apply to thy vernacular speech, it has been

" smitten indeed with that instrumental mem-
" ber of nonsense, commonly called the jaw
" bone of an ass. Ay, truly, this was a potent

" weapon in da^s of yore, but which requires

" no such illustrations of its baneful effects on

" the king's current coin, termed sterling Eng-
" lish, in our times.

" Thy monstrous innovation may yet expose

" thee, my good friend, to all the pains and

" penalties of high treason, wantonly committed

and allusion to ne's substitute nue, as a reed of a different construction,

" hoeret lateri letkalis arundo" till he or they extract it at their leisure,

by the candid restoration of my little friend ne to his proper place in

Hindoostanee grammar.

Considering the nature of some recent invasions of my literary fame and

property, it is rather surprising that the whole credit of being the Father

of Hindoostanee Philology, which has hitherto been generously conceded

to me by the voice of British India, is not stoutly denied by those very

egotists who insist, that because one dialect there possesses an ablative ne,

this particle is not a nominative sign in another, for the same spirit of

egotism might conjure up an old exploded story of my grammar being only

such a transcript of the Hindoostanee archetype, as the Persian, Arabic,

and Sunskrit works of that class, hitherto published, confessedly are of

the respective grammars in those very languages, from a Moosulman once

having asserted so much against me, in support of a barefaced plagiarist.

If such books can yet be produced, that have actually been consulted

unacknowledged by me, or which the natives and my own countrymen

have not pillaged from mine, certainly I shall have as much reason to

blush over my own egotisms here, as the egotists may yet be ashamed

of their puerile conceits; then indeed we may close this wordy war

with the exclamation of Solomon, " vanity of vanities, all is vanity and

vexation of spirit."
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" against thy own sober judgment, perhaps

" to please some officious tool in the hands

" of a blockhead, intent on reducing the case

•' of every subject in Hindoostan, to a pitiful

" object of inversion by the ablative form.

" Prithee, reflect that the unmerited assassi-

" nation of poor ne, may terminate in a per-

" verse species of felo de se, that might brand

" thee with the indelible stain of sacrificing

" principles to interest, without rhyme or rea-

" son ; a rule of modern conduct much more

" honourable in the breach than observance."

If not a quaker, I am so far a methodist in

grammar, as to believe, that were ne really the

ablative sign, it would have been most con-

spicuous in the first and second personal pro-

nouns, muen /, and tuen thou, because they

possess each two inflections, moojh, mere, me

;

toojh, tere, thee ; for this very ne to associate

with instrumentality ; but strange to tell, both

reject the holy alliance, and insist upon appear-

ing each in propria persona and in recto casu, as

muen ne I, tueri ne thou only, while all other

declinable words submit to the inflective prowess

of this subjective sign ne, without having their

respective powers, as agents or nominatives, in

the least degree infringed, by any upright and

straight forward translator of Hindoostanee into

k2
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his own native oriental or occidental tongue.

Let the reader candidly refer to most of the

stories where ne occurs, and he will find my
observations confirmed at every step he takes,

through this volume, in which the ninety-

seventh is proof positive how far the Hindoo-

stanee can employ an inverted phraseology

idiomatically, independent of the proposed very

preposterous hypothesis, that ne is an ablative

sign, and every active verb in its train must,

ipso facto, be transformed to that emasculated

being, worse than a hermaphrodite or eunuch,

to be denominated an impersonal verb of the

neuter gender, often without even the shadow

of any harmony or concord, in construction

with the subjects or objects of the imaginary

passive voice. Risum teneatis amid!

When this extraordinary altercation reaches

the colleges in the East, surely some of the

wise men there will put the particle ne to the

test of a new and fair ordeal, among those best

qualified to decide on this question, and set it

at rest for ever, that learners of the language

at home may no longer be compelled to suc-

cumb to a different doctrine on the same theme

abroad, as this may disgust, and never can edify,

the students on entering those seminaries for

the further prosecution of the Hindoostanee and
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Persian, which evidently reflect some reciprocal

light upon my arguments and each other, espe-

cially in all examples similar to the last, where

upna and khxd are introduced, page 63, q. v.

For more ample information respecting ne,

consult the dialogues, pages 14 and 22, also the

English and Hindoostanee Grammar and Dic-

tionary, and more especially the 9?th story, page

39, where the sign of agency ne before a perfect

active verb is finely contrasted with the instru-

mental postposition se, in its more natural con-

nection with the passive voice fully expressed,

to prove the Hindoostanee no way more defec-

tive than other languages, in sentences of this

inverted kind, and in the same breath to expose

the monstrum horrendum of an ablatived nomi-

native in its true colours, as a phoenix of

pedantry and folly combined.

Before we fairly throw the gauntlet down

and leave it on this contested theme, I am

forced in justice to myself and the oriental

republic of letters, to mention that the stories,

in my Hindostanee collection, have been foully

subjected to a species of deliberate depredation,

perhaps unrivalled for iniquity and deception in

the annals of literature.

It seldom has yet happened to original writers

and compilers, to have had their publications
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insidiously plundered by their own gratuitous

pupils, and never, till now, has it entered the

hearts of such bookworms and vampires, to

establish, by irresistible authority, a masked

monopoly, for the purpose of excluding those

very works of their own unsuspecting instruc-

tors from all future chance of fair sale and com-

petition, as mine have been, in favour of some

spurious and comparatively inadequate produc-

tions, in the Hindoostanee branch of eastern

lore. I may have an opportunity soon to en-

large on this ungracious topic, and shall then

enter more fully into particulars, that might,

under all circumstances, appear somewhat pre-

mature in this volume ; but the day cannot be

far distant for me to expose, in propria persona,

every actor, both above and below board, in

this precious drama of literary conspirators,

against my rights and honest expectations as

the adventurous Hindoostanee Philologer, who

first toiled in, and cultivated successfully, that

much and long neglected field of local know-

ledge.

I have equal reason with Virgil to exclaim

of my labours in plain prose, what he justly

observed on his famous verses and their sordid

claimant :

—
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" Sic vos non vobis" §e. $c. eye.

" ii/os ego versiculos feci, tulit alter honores"

but I may perhaps safely subjoin, that the

" sacra fames auri" of my plunderers has not

yet purloined the famam still due me ; though,

in our days, a modern Propertius might see,

through this transaction, some reason to ob-

serve, in the plaintive strains of that honest

Roman :—

" Auro pulsa fides, auro venalia jura,

" Aurum lex sequitur, mox sine lege pudor."

If literary piracy be defended on the grounds,

which will no doubt be taken as the most plau-

sible, I have still a Rowland for the Oliver of

my undermining moles, that will prove the best

even of their premises not very tenable.

When a vast number of the British youth are

induced, by various domestic and foreign occur-

rences, to seek their future fortunes exclusively

in India, I cannot well render them, or their

respectable relatives, a greater service, than by

embracing the present opportunity, to publish

the whole of the annexed documents. They

are now before the Honourable Court of Direc-

tors, and in general circulation among the pro-

prietors of India Stock, who certainly are more
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immediately interested in the affairs of the

Honourable East-India Company, but which

have now become of infinite importance to

almost every family in the United Kingdom, for

whose adolescent sons there exists at present no

such auspicious provision, as the Company's

service in British India.

If the juvenile candidates (or their friends)

for such enviable patronage and employment,

will only peruse the papers in question, they

may gain something but can lose nothing by

their trouble, and the probability is great, that

an energetic spirit will thus be raised in the

breast of many a youthful adventurer who shall

be led to reflect, that the recently appointed

governors of Madras and Bombay both started,

under less propitious auspices, in the military

and civil departments, for attaining those local

accomplishments, with other literary and pro-

fessional qualifications, on which alone their

late judicious promotion has, in great measure,

depended, and it never can detract from the

merits of either of these gentlemen, to assert, that

a knowledge of Hindoostanee and Persian was

no less conspicuous than their other talents.

Verbum sat,—for every young man whose bosom

is fired with the honest ambition of deserving,

by meritorious conduct, the favour and counte-
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nance of those patrons, to whom he may be

consigned and recommended for advancement

abroad, by his well wishers and connections at

home.

The subjoined note has been circulated as a

short prelude to the annexed Letter and Report.

"Dr. Borthwick Gilchrist has the honour of

presenting, with his best respects, the accom-

panying documents to * * # for perusal at lei-

sure, in the hope they will be found worthy of

attention and subsequent countenance by every

gentleman publicly or privately concerned in

the progressive improvement, and permanent

prosperity of British India.

" The chief motives for the Doctor's exer-

tions are to serve his country, by promoting the

welfare and happiness of his fellow-subjects

abroad, with a due regard for his own success

as an Oriental scholar, and to preserve or

augment the free and fair sale of his literary

property at home, as much, under all circum-

stances, as possible.

"Without interest or influence, beyond what

the utility and merits of his proposals may yet

create, he trusts that the Report will be favoured

with a patient reading and hearing, previous to

discussion by the Honourable Court of Directors.

L
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" To one or more of the honourable members,

the Doctor now resigns the papers, for consi-

deration at a convenient season, when they will

probably deserve some notice and encourage-

ment by the executive government of the

Honourable East- India Company*

"If # * * can at all contribute to the great

object in view, from an idea of its growing

importance for the stability of the British Em-

pire in the East, his exertions for the speedy

adoption of the projected plan will be thank-

fully acknowledged as a personal obligation

conferred on Dr. B. Gilchrist.

" The general diffusion of colloquial profi-

ciency in the Hindoostanee tongue, by the

small sacrifices proposed for thus furnishing

every respectable person destined to India with

its popular language, as the universal medium

for acquiring afterwards every species of local

knowledge there, is a subject that can no longer

prove uninteresting to those gentlemen who

really are conversant with the relative state of

the conquerors and conquered, in the British

portion of the Eastern hemisphere."

" No. 15, Arlington Street ,

August 31, 1819."
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" To the Honourable Court of Directors of

the Honourable East-India Company.

" Honourable Sirs,—The term for my regu-

lar courses of Hindoostanee lectures having

expired with the month of May last, it becomes

incumbent on me to submit to your Honourable

Court the report of our progress before and

since their commencement, that I may be fa*

voured with requisite orders, either to continue

or intermit my professional labours, as may be

deemed most conducive to the public service,

and the private convenience of students from the

country, or the Honourable Company's other

Oriental institutions, during their respective

vacations j but that no description of pupils

might suffer from any intermission of the lec-

tures, I have continued them regularly ever

since the term expired in May to twenty stu-

dents, who are now attending ; and I shall

lecture accordingly, till furnished, through the

commands of the Honourable Court, with any

more efficient plan than the one I have followed,

and mean to prosecute with increasing energy

as long as possible.

" When the accompanying report has been

deliberately perused, I trust the propriety of

gratuitous lectures will be seen and acknow-

l 2
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]edged, being the plan invariably adopted with

all my pupils ; from the very first of whom had

I accepted the sums proposed by the Bengal

government, the amount would have tripled the

fixed salary granted to me afterwards, on repre-

senting the case fairly to Marquis Wellesley, on

which occasion his Lordship was pleased to

remark, as particularly quoted in one paragraph

of the printed letter which was formerly sub-

mitted to the inspection of your Honourable

Court.

" Time has rather confirmed than invalidated

my original ideas on this subject ; and the whole

of my experience at home for fifteen years'

practice of my plan of instruction, has taught

me that cadets and assistant surgeons, generally

speaking, have nothing to spare for Oriental

class fees, after being provided with an adequate

stock of elementary books in the Hindoostanee

language, as a necessary part of their equip-

ment for India, which is sufficiently expensive

to most parents, even without this last indis-

pensable charge, which I feel every inclination

to alleviate, instead of increasing by any per-

sonal demand of my own from that quarter.

" All objections to organize and permanently

establish a cheap and expeditious system of

colloquial instruction in pure Hindoostanee will
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appear light indeed, when contrasted with the

solid benefits that must accrue from a practical

course of one month's lectures for the cadets,

during a very short temporary residence at the

metropolis, as a preliminary step for securing

the subsequent appropriation of the whole voy-

age to social studies, easily prosecuted, while

a precious period of life glides on at sea, that

might otherwise be completely lost, or wasted

in idleness.

" I have the honour to be,

" Honourable Sirs,

" Your most obedient, humble servant,

" J. B. Gilchrist."

" No. 15, Arlington Street,

August 31, 1819."

" Report of Progress in the Hindoostanee

Lectures, for the Honourable Court of

Directors of the Honourable East-India

Company, by J. B. Gilchrist.

"August 31, 1819.

" Honourable Sirs,—For a considerable

period before my regular appointment, which

from particular circumstances, was unexpectedly

procrastinated for some months, I had esta-

blished a gratuitous class in my own house,
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consisting of thirteen cadets, five writers, four

medical men, four king's officers, three free

merchants, one clergyman, and one lawyer,

most of whom attained a knowledge of Hin-

doostanee pronunciation and grammar that will

prove highly creditable to them, and me, if

prosecuted, as I have reason to expect, from

the relish they have already imbibed for these

accomplishments.

" Several of those gentlemen acquired, while

in town, a colloquial facility that greatly ex-

ceeded my most sanguine hopes ; and I heard

from on board ship, of their having formed

classes for study, during the voyage, which was

to be entirely consecrated to mutual improve-

ment in the Hindoostanee tongue, and to the

instruction of all the other passengers, who

might express a desire to learn it grammatically

on the way to India.

" So favourable an issue of this preliminary

trial of the progress, the attention, and decorum

on the students' part, completely evinces the

great advantages of useful information, com-

municated on the gratuitous principle ; because

learners, thus instructed, pride themselves, not

only on the propriety of behaviour always ob-

served in the class, but on the inclination gene-

rally testified afterwards to disseminate truths,
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in their turn, as liberally as they have received

them, at an initiatory system of Oriental edu-

cation This mode of procedure stimulates

reflection, industry, and benevolent competition

among all the juvenile scholars of every depart-

ment who are destined for Hindoostan, which

must have the best effects on their temper and

conduct ever after.

" The conviction that social application,

when once excited in this manner, wall produce

such consequences, still disinclines me from

receiving fees from my pupils in general, and

from the assistant surgeons in particular, to

such a degree as to have repeatedly prevented

the acceptance of large sums that have been

offered by the parents of some youths, in con-

sequence of evident proficiency from attending

my lectures, where every thing is done to con-

ciliate, instead of disgusting, the students on

their commencement with a strange and difficult

tongue.

" When the first course began in December,

on being sanctioned by your Honourable Court

in the preceding month of November, 1818,

the increased number of pupils obliged me to

procure a separate lecture room, where I had to

accommodate fourteen assistant surgeons, five

cadets, three wrriters, and three free merchants*
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besides the remnant of the former ex-official

class, amounting to thirty-five, whom I was

constrained to form into three divisions, which

engaged me every day of the week, from three

to four hours at least.

" With January, 1819, the first course of

two months closed, to my entire satisfaction
;

and I have reason to think, with much advan-

tage to all concerned, including three writers,

who appropriated their holidays from college to

learn, along with an accurate enunciation, the

most essential rules of Hindoostanee grammar

;

and I understand that at the last examination,

they have benefited accordingly.

" From February to March inclusive, the

second course of the winter term followed in

regular succession, attended by sixteen assistant

surgeons, two writers, and two new cadets,

independent of those students who wished to

profit by a rehearsal of the same subject ; but

as the audience was considerably reduced, I

found lecturing on alternate days, for three

hours, sufficient for every purpose.

" The practice of teaching one another had

now become indispensable to those assistant

surgeons who could not give punctual attend-

ance, either from the lateness of their appear-

ance in London, or the numerous avocations of
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medical men, who frequently lose much of their

valuable time, merely in walking between the

different classes for study in this metropolis.

" To these impediments I have chiefly attri-

buted the comparative deficiency of a few indi-

viduals, the whole seeming, though distracted

by a variety of objects, more willing than able,

to avail themselves of my efforts to teach them

the Hindoostanee in two months, (
1?

) as may
easily be done, were the attention of the learners

not interrupted by other considerations of a

more imperious nature from the beginning, to

the end of the course.

" With April and May, the third and last

course proposed for the season commenced and

terminated. In it the classes were composed of

fourteen assistant surgeons, three cadets, and a

portion of the preceding students, who had

returned from the country, or continued to hear

successive courses of lectures that embraced a

mechanical demonstration of the Arabic roots,

incorporated with the Hindoostanee and Persian.

These lectures were found of the greatest service

by those zealous pupils, who studied this theme

with me on lecture days, and certain evenings

devoted to it, at my house, during the whole term.

(17.) Alternate lecture days render the number not more than the

daily lessons intended every month will comprise.

M
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" Had the institution been favoured this year

with seasonable regulations by your Honour-

able Court, the students, particularly in March,

April, and May, might have been more advan-

tageously classified ; a defect that can easily

admit of remedy by the timely adoption of a

stated series of lectures and terms, such as exist

in literary institutions, like the one I now su-

perintend, and which have probably been con-

templated by the Military Committee since the

receipt of their orders on that subject through

Mr. Abington.

" Without a fixed system of elementary tui-

tion, little can be done by the professors of any

art or science, in all the winter months com-

bined, far less when several of the medical gen-

tlemen were compelled to leave me in ten or

twelve days, or submit to sacrifices that I did

not feel disposed to enforce, at a probationary

establishment, where I am solicitous, rather by-

solid proofs of utility, than by coercive means,

to accomplish the end in my view—that of

forming very efficient Hindoostanee linguists

during the period from initiation here, till their

arrival in India, several months inclusive, which

are commonly dedicated to any thing but ra-

tional pursuits.

" If a convenient room could be assigned me

near or at the India House, I would engage to
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give all the Honourable Company's cadets one

complete course of Hindoostanee lectures, every

month, from November to April, both inclu-

sive, which would constitute a term of six regu-

lar courses, perfectly independent of the three

concurrent series of lectures already ordered for

the assistant surgeons, each monthly course

embracing twenty preparatory discourses, best

calculated for qualifying the students to apply

the subsequent four or five months on board

ship with the utmost diligence and effect in the

progressive cultivation of that language.

" Two or three respectable boarding-houses

could readily be found for the cadets in succes-

sion, from twelve to twenty in number, every

month, on the most moderate terms, and in

places very convenient for the uninterrupted

prosecution of their daily studies—studies so

urgent in respect of consequent promotion and

obvious emolument in British India, that they

would leave no leisure for pernicious objects to

any of the pupils, before their embarkation.

" Such establishments may sometimes be

found in the hands of very worthy clergymen

of religious, moral, and literary habits, who are

best qualified to superintend the domestic ar-

rangements of young people in a city like Lon-

don, where it is not proposed that the residence

m 2
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of cadets or others shall necessarily exceed more

than one month previous to their departure for

India ; an event which might be seasonably

regulated, so as to expose those concerned to

no charges, risks, delays, nor disappointments,

beyond what they now unavoidably encounter,

before and pending their final despatch from

Leadenhall Street

" In justice to those who have made conspi-

cuous proficiency, by their assiduous partiality

for the Hindoostanee, I have to record the names

of Messrs. Trotter, Wyatt, Udny, Begbie,

Davidson, and Armstrong, of the civil service.

" Assistant surgeons Hume, Stewarts, Tay-

lors, Brydon, Hutchinson, Glen, Wilson, Beat-

ty, Gordon, Mackinnon, Welchman, Hickman,

Gray, Tawse, Walker, and Macpherson.

" Cadets Carmichael Smyth, Clarke, Ludlow,

Melvill, Ellis, Fairless, and Glasgow.

" Major Macworth, and Cornet Hamilton, of

the King's service ; and Messrs. Gouger, Lyalls,

and Bruce, free merchants.

" The list will be found to comprise a tole-

rable proportion of the whole number, consist-

ing of ten highly creditable, and twenty-six

respectable scholars, from ninety (
18

) in all,

(18.) Viz. 7 writers, 46 assistant surgeons, 20 cadets, 4 king's offi-

cers, 7 free, merchants, 1 clergyman, 1 lawyer, 2 medical doctors, and

2 surgeons.
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eight only of whom have reaped very little

information from my labours ; but as even they

promised to apply, on the outward passage, to

the rudimental books of the Hindoostanee, in

concert with their more proficient fellow stu-

dents, I am as much averse to hold individuals

up to censure, as I have been anxious to grace

my Report with those pupils, who may yet

advance, by the diffusion of Hindoostanee in

their progress, to the honourable rank of useful

and distinguished Orientalists.

" Were the annual accession of such zealous

aspirants in the languages and literature of the

East never to exceed the scanty produce of the

present season from the institution under the

auspices of your Honourable Court in London,

I shall venture to predict that in the lapse of

three years, there will be an abundance of good

Hindoostanee interpreters for the various corps

in the Honourable Company's army, none of

which, or the King's regiments in India, should

move without an adequate supply of expert lin-

guists, until every officer is induced, by interest

and duty, to acquire a habit of speaking the

common or military language of Hindoostan,

with ease and propriety.

" This consummation, so devoutly to be

wished, is within the reach of your Honourable
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Court, as those Hindoostanee staff appoint-

ments, partially introduced by Governor Dun-

can, have been made general by Marquis Has-

tings, and are already followed by the most

salutary consequences at all the presidencies,

as prominent objects of honest ambition's aim,

which can neither be accepted with safety by in-

competent candidates, nor conferred with honour

by their injudicious patrons, who might otherwise

be induced to look more to private benefit than

public good, from indiscriminate promotions,

that are sometimes dictated by interest only.

" A knowledge in this country that those

established offices of emolument and responsi-

bility exist in India, as the rewards of merit

alone, will instinctively encourage every cadet

to greater proficiency in a few months, than

many of them would achieve otherwise in a

year, when they will become excellent Hin-

doostanee colloquists before reaching the place

of their destination, and with the smallest pos-

sible loss or application of labour, time, and

expence for that purpose. Similar advantages,

from some congenial arrangements, would prove

not less animating to the assistant surgeons,

who do not yet enjoy any official prospects as

linguists, in their department of the Company's

service, in common with military officers.
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" Were assistant surgeons, who have learned

Hindoostanee properly, at once nominated on

their arrival, to cavalry and other corps, where

the language is more requisite than at the va-

rious presidencies, this alone would operate

powerfully on that respectable body, to say

nothing of certain premiums which might be

awarded to those medical men who, in the pas-

sage to India, have not only made great pro-

gress, but also have had the most and best

Hindoostanee scholars among the writers, ca-

dets, &c under their care as pupils, according

to the decision of the Oriental professors who

might be ordered by the local governments to

examine all parties, for that express purpose.

" The comparative ages of medical men,

their classical attainments, industrious habits,

and other requisite qualifications, point them

out as best adapted for the laudable office of

persuasive instructors on board ship ; and their

exertions in that capacity might be advantage-

ously stimulated by a very small sacrifice from

their Honourable Masters after the ships reach

their several ports.

" The mere public intimation of the Ho-

nourable Court's wish, that all the cadets might

avail themselves of gratuitous access to the

Hindoostanee monthly course of lectures, at or
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in the neighbourhood of the India House, would

go far to supersede the necessity of any com-

pulsory measures on this occasion ; as the

whole of the cadets, who could possibly devote

so short a time in London to the initiatory

pursuits proposed, would embrace that oppor-

tunity with pleasure, from the certain prospect

of such Oriental studies being speedily recom-

pensed after arrival at their respective places of

destination in India.

" With the aid of practicable regulations by

the Honourable Court, and some improvements

of my own in the lectures for the whole of the

cadets, free admission, if desirable, could also

be extended, without inconvenience from num-

bers, to candidates for the civil service before

their entrance at the college, to every civil ser-

vant, and to all the King's officers destined to

serve in British India ; in short, to every de-

serving class of persons proceeding under the

Honourable Company's sanction to reside there,

who might be anxious to learn the popular lan-

guage of that country, in the manner, and on

the principles of general conciliation to the

plan of those elementary studies, so fully de-

lineated in the accompanying Letter and this

Report.—I have the honour to be, &c. &c.

" J. B. Gilchrist, Hind. Prof, in London."
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